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PREFACE 

This report describes a design system for predicting temperature cracking 

in asphalt concrete surfaces. Included herein are the system development, 

verification, and important variables in the system with respect to temperature 

cracking. This is one of a series of reports emanating from the project en

titled "A Sys tern Analysis of Pavement Design and Research Implementation. II 

The project, sponsored by the Texas Highway Department in cooperation with the 

Federal Highway Administration, is a long range comprehensive research program 

to develop a pavement design and feedback system. 

Special appreciation is extended to Mr. Michael Darter and the rest of 

the Center for Highway Research personnel for their cooperation. 

August 1972 
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ABSTRACT 

Temperature cracking is a severe problem for flexible pavements in northern 

parts of the United States and Canada and in cold areas in general. Although 

the State of Texas is known for its warm climate, severe temperature cracking 

has been reported in the western parts of the state. 

In this research effort, a system was developed to predict the amount of 

temperature cracking in asphalt concrete surfaces throughout their service 

lives using laboratory materials data and available weather information. 

Basically, four models were developed to form the system. In brief, the models 

are as follows: 

Model I - Simulation of bituminous pavement temperatures 

Model II - (i) Estimation of asphalt concrete stiffness as a function 
of temperature and loading time 

(ii) Prediction of in-service aging of asph~lt 

(iii) Estimation of thermal stresses 

Model III - Prediction of low-temperature cracking 

Model IV - Prediction of thermal-fatigue cracking 

The consideration of thermal-fatigue cracking (Model IV) due to daily tempera

ture cycling makes the system an improvement over other available techniques in 

this field. 

In a comparison of the amount of temperature cracking predicted from the 

system and that measured in the Ontario Test Roads and Ste. Anne Test Road, 

the system has been shown to be reasonable and reliable. In analyzing the 

system, the most important weather parameters with respect to temperature 

cracking were found to be solar radiation and air temperature. Meanwhile, the 

most important asphalt concrete properties were found to be the thermal coef

ficient of contraction and asphalt penetration and temperature-susceptibility. 

Data from the Ontario Test Roads and computations from the system showed that 

the percent of original penetration after the thin-film oven test can be a 

good guide for differentiating among asphalt sources when the rest of the 

asphalt properties are the same. 
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The adoption of the system by the highway agencies who are concerned with 

temperature cracking seems warranted, particularly because the system is made 

available in the form of a single computer program. Another factor that makes 

the system easy to adopt is that most of the necessary information for using 

the computer program needs to be collected only one time. For example, the 

environmental variables for a specific area need to be collected only once. 

The system can be a decision-maker to accept or reject an asphalt supplier; 

it can also help the engineer in designing an asphalt concrete mixture that 

will best fit the surrounding environmental conditions. Above all, the use 

of the proposed system will reduce the maintenance cost, especially for those 

locations that suffer from flexible pavement temperature cracking. 

KEY WORDS: low-temperature cracking, thermal-fatigue cracking, temperature 

cracking, solar radiation, conductivity, diffusivity, specific heat, rheology 

penetration, softening-point, stochastic. 



SUMMARY 

A computerized system for predicting temperature cracking in asphalt 

concrete surfaces has been developed. The models and submodels forming the 

system are simulation of pavement temperatures, estimation of asphalt concrete 

stiffness, prediction of in-service aging of asphalts and consideration of 

stochastic variations and thermal fatigue distresses. Temperature cracking as 

predicted from the developed system is the appropriate addition of two forms 

of cracking, which are briefly defined below: 

(1) low-temperature cracking, which occurs when the thermal tensile 
stress exceeds the asphalt concrete tensile strength, and 

(2) thermal-fatigue cracking which occurs when the thermal fatigue dis
tress, due to daily temperature cycling, exceeds the asphalt con
crete fatigue resistance. 
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IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

The developed system predicts the amount of temperature cracking that may 

develop in a particular asphalt concrete road under specific environmental 

conditions. Most of the necessary information about the asphalt concrete mix

ture can be determined through routine laboratory tests; the environmental data 

can be easily obtained from regular weather service reports. The model is, 

in itself, an excellent tool that will help the highway design engineer in 

selecting the asphalt concrete mixture design that will best eliminate or re

duce temperature cracking in a road to be located in a particular area. The 

model can also be used to differentiate among asphalt suppliers and select the 

best in regard to temperature cracking, and, above all, it will help reduce 

the maintenance cost. Besides the independent usefulness of the system, it 

can be combined with either the current flexible pavement design system (FPS) 

(Ref 32) or the second generation FPS (Ref 36) to give a complete flexible 

pavement design system that takes into account both traffic and environmental 

variables. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research was to develop a system for predicting tem

perature cracking in asphalt concrete surfaces throughout the service life based 

on material's laboratory data and available weather information. Temperature 

cracking as predicted from the developed system occurs in two forms: 

(1) low-temperature cracking,' which occurs when the thermal tensile 
stress exceeds the asphalt concrete tensile strength, and 

(2) thermal-fatigue cracking, which occurs when the thermal fatigue 
distress, due to daily temperature cycling, exceeds the asphalt 
concrete fatigue resistance. 

Temperature cracking usually takes the form of transverse cracking perpen

dicular to the direction of traffic (Fig 1.1). The need for investigating 

this problem and the approach to attack it are explained in detail in Chapter 2. 

The models and submodels that were developed and are discussed herein are 

(1) simulation of pavement temperatures (Chapter 3), 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

estimation of asphalt concrete 
(Chapters 4 and 5), 

prediction of in-service aging 

estimation of thermal stresses 

probability of low-temperature 

probability of thermal-fatigue 

stiffness from laboratory 

of asphalts (Chapter 6), 

(Chapter 7), 

cracking (Chapter 8), and 

cracking (Chapter 9). 

measurements 

All of these were included in a computer program to form a complete system 

for predicting temperature cracking (Chapter 10). In comparing the predicted 

cracking with that which is actually measured in some projects, the system has 

been shown to be reliable. The information required to use the program is 

easy to obtain. Most information about the asphalt concrete mixture can be 

determined through routine laboratory tests; environmental data can be easily 

obtained from regular Weather Service reports. The model is, in itself, an 

excellent tool that will help the highway design engineer in selecting appro

priate asphalt concrete mixture design, the one that will eliminate or sub

stantially reduce temperature cracking. The model can also be used to differ

entiate among asphalt sources and to select the best with regard to temperature 

1 
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Fig 1.1. Temperature cracking in Southern Utah highways. 
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cracking and thus to reduce the maintenance cost. Besides the independent use

fulness of the system, it can be combined with either the current flexible pave

ment design system (FPS) (Ref 32) or the second-generation FPS (Ref 36) to 

result in a complete flexible pavement design system that considers both traf

fic and environmental variables. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE NEED AND THE APPROACH 

THE NEED 

Temperature cracking is one of the severe problems of flexible pavements 

in the northern parts of the United States, Canada, and cold areas in general. 

Although the State of Texas is known for its warm weather, severe temperature 

cracking has been reported in the areas of West Texas. Investigations have 

been carried out by many capable engineers in an attempt to define the causes(s) 

and establish methods of eliminating or reducing such cracking and thus in

crease a pavement's service life. Nobody has yet developed a complete system 

approach that enables the design engineer to design a pavement that is free of 

temperature cracking, although the attempts to do so have provided a rather 

comprehensive background to the problem. The purpose of this research is to 

assimilate and interpret the findings of different researchers and, equally 

important, to develop the necessary models to result in a complete system 

approach to the problem. 

Temperature cracks usually take the form of transverse cracks, with spacing 

ranging from 4 or 5 feet to several hundred feet. The problem is not only the 

effect that these cracks have on the highway user, but also the major distresses 

that occur later in the pavement. The type of distress will depend upon the 

type of the subgrade, loss of support or swelling, and, above all, the result 

will be a loss in the rideabi1ity (PSR) and increase in the frequency and cost 

of maintenance. These distresses have been noticed by several investigators, 

among whom are Anderson et a1 (Fig 2.1), Kelly (Ref 39), and Hajek (Ref 26). 

THE APPROACH 

In order to achieve the correct approach to solving any problem, causes 

have to be known. There are two main causes of temperature cracking: 

(1) Thermal tensile stresses exceed the resisting capability of the sur
face layer (asphalt concrete strength), which results in low tem
perature cracking. 

(2) Daily temperature cycles cause thermal fatigue distress, and if it ex
ceeds the asphalt concrete fatigue resistance, thermal fatigue cracks 
will occur. 

5 
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Fig 2.1. Comparison of predicted and actual performance 
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Temperature cracking, as described above, is one of the principal forms l'f 

nontraffic-associated cracking, especially in the cold regions. Other forms of 

nontraffic-associated cracking may be due to moisture loss in the subgrade, 

differential swelling of the subgrade, etc. However, these forms of cracking 

are beyond the scope of this research. 

Once the causes of the problem are known, the next step is to develop a 

complete system that enables the highway engineer to predict the amount of 

cracks that would occur with a certain material and mixture design. 

Figure 2.2 shows a general system approach to pavement design, which includes: 

(1) inputs - material characteristics, load frequency and intensity, 
environmental conditions, variations associated with the inputs, etc.; 

(2) model(s) - techniques developed to handle the problem under con
sideration, which can be based on theory or empirical axioms or 
both; 

(3) outputs - stresses, strains, strength, etc.; 

(4) distress - cracks, roughness, rutting, etc.; and 

(5) performance - a history of distress manifestations which consider 
the user. 

The utilization of such a system for the temperature cracking problem is 

shown in Fig 2.3. In developing the temperature cracking models, four basic 

items were kept in mind: prediction of pavement temperatures; prediction of 

thermal stresses, strains, and strengths; fatigue considerations; and finally 

but certainly not the least important, stochastic variations. A summary flow 

chart of the developed system is shown in Fig 2.4, which shows four models, 

each of which has its own function and serves as an input to the next model o 

The whole system was computerized to provide a quick and efficient tool for the 

design engineer. In the following chapters, the development and use of each 

model is discussed in detail. 



Yes 
J-"T"I~ Inputs Models Outputs Dis tress Performancer-__ < >--..... Construct 

Fig 2.2. General system approach to pavement design. 
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CHAPTER 3. SIMUlATION OF PAVEMENT TEMPERATURES 

Experience has indicated that temperature changes have a pronounced effect 

on pavement structures. In flexible pavements, high temperatures cause in

stability and excessive deflections, and yet low temperatures cause pavement 

fracture, which is considered to be a severe distress manifestation. In rigid 

pavements, the main problem is curling, which occurs due to temperature dif

ferences between the top and the bottom of the concrete slab o Therefore, in 

both flexible and rigid pavements, it is quite important to be able to simulate 

pavement temperatures at any time and depth. 

To date, most of the available models for forecasting daily pavement tem

peratures, utilizing the available weather records, can simulate the maximum, 

but not the minimum pavement ternperatures o One of the better models was pre

sented by Barber (Ref 2), and it is discussed in the next section o However, 

Straub et a1 (Ref 67) presented a model by which daily pavement temperatures 

could be simulated, but one of the limitations was that the initial pavement 

temperatures had to be provided. This chapter presents a model that has been 

developed for simulating bituminous pavement temperatures, as related to air 

temperature, wind velocity, solar radiation, and the thermal properties of the 

pavement materials. The model has the advantage of simulating both maximum 

and minimum pavement temperatures and can be easily computerized. 

THEORY 

The differential equation of conduction of heat in a homogeneous isotropic 

solid (Ref 7) is as follows: 

aT 
at = (3.1) 

11 
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where 

T = temperature of mass as a function of t, x, y, and z ; 

t = time; 

x, y, z = directions in rectangular coordinate, e.g., x is the 

depth coordinate; 

c = diffusivity. 

When the heat flow is assumed to be unidirectional, i.e., the temperature 

is a function of t and x only, Eq 3.1 reduces to 

= (3.2) 

The solution of the above equation for estimating the 24-hour periodic 

temperature of a semi-infinite mass T in contact with air at a temperature 

which is equal to TM + TV sin O.262t, was given by Barber (Ref 2) as follows: 

where 

T 

T 

= 

= 

-xC / T + \r _;::H=e====== 
M ~H + C)2 + C2 

sin 'O.262t - xC 

C ' 
- arc tan H + C ) 

o temperature of mass, F; 

= mean effective air temperature, 0 F; 

(3.3) 

o = maximum variation in temperature from the effective mean, F; 

t = time from beginning of cycle (one cycle = 24 hours), hours; 

x = depth below surface, feet; 

H = h/k; 

h = surface coefficient, BTU per square foot per hour, 0 Fi 



k = cond uc ti vi ty , BTU per foot per hour, 0 
foot; square F per 

= diffusivity, foot per hour k c square :::-

sw 

= specific heat, BTU per pound, 0 
F; s 

w = density, pounds per cubic foot; and 

C = 0.131/ c 

Before proceeding, a physical definition of some of the above terms is 

needed: 

(1) thermal conductivity - the capacity of material for transferring 
heat, 

13 

(2) specific heat - amount of heat which must be supplied to a unit mass 
of material to increase its temperature one degree, 

(3) solar radiation - amount of heat from the sun per unit area and time, 
and 

(4) absorbtivity - ability of the surface to absorb heat. 

The temperature of a semi-infinite mass sheltered from solar radiation as 

compared to the temperature of the air is shown in Fig 3.1. In order to in

clude the effect of solar radiation and wind velocity in estimating the ef

fective air temperature, i.e., TM and ~ in Eq 3.3, Barber (Ref 2) made 

use of the following statements: 

(1) For a forced convection, including average reradiation, the surface 
coefficient h can be estimated as follows: 

h = 1.3 + 0.62V3/ 4 
(3.4) 

where 

v = wind velocity, mph. 

(2) There is an average net loss of about one-third of the solar radia
tion (by longwave reradiation), so that the average contribution of 
the solar radiation to the effective air temperature can be expressed 
as follows: 

R = 2 bId" t" 1 3 X X so ar ra ~a 10n X h (3.5) 
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Fig 3.1. Surface temperature as a function of time without 
radiation and wind (Ref 2). 
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Fig 3.2. Illustration of the effect of solar radiation on 
pavements (Ref 2). 
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where 

b = surface absorbtivity to the solar radiation. 

Since the solar radiation is usually reported in Langleys per day, 
which is 3.69 BTU per square foot per day, Eq 3.5 can be rewritten 
as follows: 

R = (~) b (.3 .69 X L)\ .! 
3 X X \ 24 X h (3.6) 

where 

L = solar radiation in Langleys per day. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the effect of solar radiation on pavement 
temperatures. 

(3) The deviation of the radiation from R can be approximated by a sine 
wave with a half-amplitude of 3R. 

(4) From the above three statements, Eqs 3.7 and 3.8 can be used in con
junction with Eq 3.3 to estimate the maximum pavement temperature. 

where 

= (3.7) 

= O.5TR + 3R (3.8) 

TM = mean effective air temperature, 0 F; 

T . t t 0 F,· A = mean aLr empera ure, 

= o the half-amplitude of the effective air temperature, F; 

= o daily air temperature range, F. 

Figure 3.3 shows a comparison between the air temperature and the 
effective air temperature. As previously noted, the above technique 
estimates the maximum pavement temperatures only, and a different 
curve is required for minimum temperature (Ref 2). 
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Mean Air Temperature. TA Air Temperature 

Fig 3.3. A comparison between air temperature and effective 
air temperature. 
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DEVELOPED MODEL 

The developed model is a justified practical improvement to Barber's 

model, the purpose of which was to simulate the minimum pavement temperatures 

as well as the maximum. Straub (Ref 67) stated that: "It should be noted 

that minimum temperatures of the surface seldom drop below the lowest air 

temperature, barring an unusually clear night producing a so-called radiation 

frost. Thus, local weather records are immediately usable for predicting 'worst 

minimum'." Hence, the effective air temperature parameters ~ and TV for 

simulating minimum temperatures were assumed to be as follows: 

= TA + (B X R) 

= 

where 

B = constant to be determined; 

TA, R, TR are as defined before. 

Using the data presented by Kallas (Ref 37), the constant B was esti

mated through trial and error to be 0.5. In addition, for better simulation, 

weighted coefficients for the temperature sinusoidal function were developed. 

In doing so, Eq 3.3 was rewritten as follows: 

where 

T 

sin (S.) 
~ 

(3.9) 

= a sinusoidal function composed of three differently 
weighted sine curves (i = 1 to 3); 

= forecasting constants; 

and the rest of the variables are the same as defined before. 
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In solving for the above constants, the following two axioms were 

utilized: 

(1) on the average, the minimum surface temperature occurs at 6:00 A.M.; 
and 

(2) on the average, the maximum surface temperature occurs at 2:00 P.M. 

The three different sine curves were selected to represent different 

times of the day; that is 

Curve 1, for t = 2 to 9 (7:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.) 

Curve 2, for t = 10 to 14 (3:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.) 

Curve 3, for t = 15 to 25 (8:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M.) 

Therefore, it was necessary to satisfy the following boundary conditions: 

(1) the temperature estimated from curve 1 at 3:00 P.M. matches that 
estimated from curve 2, 

(2) the temperature estimated from curve 2 at 8:00 P.M. matches that 
from curve 3, and 

(3) the temperature estimated from curve 3 at 7:00 A.M. matches that 
from curve 1. 

Using the above assumptions and boundary conditions, the constants were 

estimated by iteration. The developed model is given below: 

-xC 
T = ~ + ~ He sin (S) 

~H + C)2 + C2 
(3.10) 

where 

Sl = 6.81768 (.0576t - • 075xc - .288) for t = 2 to 9 (7:00 A.M • 
to 2 :00 P.M.); 

S2 = 14.7534 (.02057t - • 075xc - .288) for t = 10 to 14 (3:00 P.M • 
to 7: 00 P ~M.) ; 

S3 = -6.94274 ( .02057t - .12xc - .288) for t = 15 to 25 (8:00 P.M. 
to 6:00 A.M.); 

~ = 0.5TR + 3R if sin (5) .:: 0 

~ = TA + R if sin (5) > 0 
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= .5T
R 

if sin (s) < 0 

= TA + .5R if sin (s) < 0 and 

R, x, C, and c are the same as defined before (Eq 3.3). 

All the weather information necessary for the calculations is available 

in weather reports. Table 3.1 gives conventional values for the thermal 

properties of asphalt concrete mixtures. 

TABLE 3.1 AVERAGE VALUES OF THE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIXTURES (Ref 2) 

(1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 

Absorbtivity of surface to solar radiation 

Thermal conductivity (BTU/ft2/hr, 0 F) 

Specific heat (BTU/1b, 0 F) 

= 
= 
= 

.95 

0.7 

0.22 

Limitations of the Model 

(1) The effect of rain, snow, and clouds on pavement temperatures is not 
included. 

(2) The model assumes a semi-infinite mass; however, Kallas (Ref 37) 
measured tile pavement temperatures at several depths for 6 and 
12-inch asphalt concrete slabs and concluded the following: 

I~e temperatures at depths of 2, 4, and 6 inches in 
a 6-inch-thick asphalt concrete pavement were essentially 
the same as temperatures at the same depths in a l2-inch-thick 
asphalt concrete pavement." 

Therefore, it is believed that the error due to the assumption of 
a semi-infinite mass is practically negligible. 

VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 

In order to see how well the developed model simulates the measured pave

ment temperatures, the model was computerized to operate on a CDC 6600 elec

tronic computer (see Appendix 1). A comparison between the predicted and 

measured pavement temperatures at College Park, Maryland, (Ref 37) was then 

performed. The comparison was performed for two days on which the highest and 

lowest pavement temperatures were recorded, June 30, 1964, and January 19, 1965, 

respectively. The asphalt concrete thermal properties and the weather data 

are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Table 3.4 is an example output of the computer 

program used to perform the calculations. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison at 
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TABLE 3.2. ASPHALT CONCRETE THERMAL PROPERTIES, 
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 

Unit weight 142.0 PCF 

Thermal conductivity 

Specific heat 

0.7 BTU/FT2/HR, °F/FT 

0.22 BTU/LB, of 

Surface Absorptivity 0.95 

TABLE 3.3. WEATHER DATA, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 

June 30, 1964 January 19, 

Mean air temperature, of 83.4 17.3 

Air temperature range, of 35.0 28.0 

* Mean wind velocity 9.0 10.4 

*"1( 
Solar radiation 660.0 270.0 

* Ref 65 

Ref 38 

1965 



TABLE 3.4 EXAMPLE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAMMED MODEL FOR PREDICTING PAVEMENT 
TEMPERATURES 

Pf(OB. NO. 

AVE. AlR T~MP.D 
TEMP.RANGE • 
\II It-oO Vt:.LOClTV II 

"'ATL. LJENSPV • 
SPE.C. HEAT • 
COfliDuCTIVI1Y • 
ABSORBTIvI!Y • 
SOL.AR HAU. • 
OE.PT~ • 

HOUH UF DAV 

11A.M 

12l'iOON 

U".t-' 

2tJ.M 

31:'.M 

4".~ 

51:'.~ 

6~.M 

7~.M 

e~.,.. 

9",~ 

1 01-' .i'" 
111:' .',.. 

1 EXA"'PLE O~TPUT- ~OLLEGE PARK - JAN,19,1965 

17~300 
28~000 
10.~00 

142~ 000 
.220 
.700 
~9~0 

270~0~0 
u.OOO 

CE~.F 
CEI.i.F 
,",PH; 
pcl~ 
BT~.PER ~9UNO OEG.F 
(B!U.'HO~R'FT.'OEG.F) 

L.ANGEL.VS PER DAY 
IN~HES " 

TEMP!-OEG·E 

10.? 

l2.~ 

16.~ 

22.? 

~l.~ 

~e.~ 

42.~ 

43.~ 

~9.~ 

J5.~ 

29.~ 

l2MIC NIGHT 

22.? 

le.~ 

17 .~ 

15.~ 

14.~ 

13 .~ 

12.! 

11.S 

lO.~ 

~O.~ 

~O.9 

l~.M 

2A.M 

3~.,M 

4~"M 

S~ •. M 

6~.M C;.~ 
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different depths for June 30, 1964, while Fig 3.5 shows the comparison for 

January 19, 1965. The figures indicate that the predicted and measured pave

ment temperatures are in good agreement and that the model can be reliably 

used for engineering purposes. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL 

The purpose of such an analysis is to detect the significant factors that 

affect pavement temperatures. In doing so, eight variables were considered: 

average daily air temperature, daily air temperature range, wind velocity, 

solar radiation, surface absorbtivity, thermal conductivity, specific heat, 

and unit weight. Weather variables were selected to represent the average 

weather conditions in Texas, except that the average daily air temperature was 

on the low side. Material thermal properties were selected to represent asphalt 

concrete mixtures (Table 3.5). Using these values, the maximum and minimum pave

ment temperatures were estimated. Keeping the rest of the variables at their 

average values, one variable at a time was increased by 10 percent and the 

effect on the maximum and minimum pavement temperatures was calculated. Simi

larly, one variable at a time was decreased by 10 percent and again the effect 

on the maximum and minimum pavement temperatures was calculated. The results 

of the calculations are shown in Figs 3.6 and 3.7. The following conclusions 

were drawn from the above analysis: 

(1) The increase, or decrease, of the average air temperature will shift 
the pavement temperature curve up, or down o 

(2) The increase in the daily air temperature range causes an equal in
crease and decrease in the maximum and minimum pavement temperatures, 
respectively. However, a decrease in the air temperature range will 
cause the reverse. 

(3) Solar radiation shows a relatively significant effect on the maxi
mum pavement temperature. 

(4) An increase of wind velocity will decrease both the maximum and 
minimum pavement temperatures. 

(5) The most significant factor of the material's thermal properties is 
its surface absorbtivity to the solar radiation. 

(6) Surface absorbtivity and solar radiation have approximately equal 
effects. 

(7) The effects of thermal conductivity, specific heat, and unit weight 
are relatively insignificant. 
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TABLE 3.5. SELECTED (AVERAGE) VALUES FOR THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Average air temperature 

Air temperature range 

Wind velocity 10, mph 

Solar radiation 500, Langleys/Day 

Surface absorptivity 0.9 

Thermal conductivity 0.7, BTU/FT2/HR, °F/FT 

Specific heat 0.22, BTU/LB, of 

Unit weight 150, PCF 

RESULTING PAVEMENT TEMPERATURES 

Maximum pavement temperature 

Minimum pavement temperature 
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SUMMARY 

A model for predicting bituminous pavement temperatures has been developed. 

All the necessary weather information to use the model can be obtained from 

regular Weather Service reports. The model is an essential element in the 

overall system for predicting temperature cracking in asphalt concrete surfaces. 



CHAPTER 4. ASPHALT CONCRETE RHEOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is directed primarily toward the characterization of the be

havior of asphalt concrete. The behavior of asphalt concrete as a function of 

time and temperature has been studied by several investigators; among these are 

Monismith (Ref 49), Heukelom and Klomp (Ref 29), and Van Der Poel (Ref 74), who 

agreed that asphalt concrete mixtures are neither elastic nor viscous, but are 

viscoelastic in nature o 

Briefly, elastic materials are those which obey the law of conservation 

of energy; deformations are recovered when the load is removed. An elastic 

material can be represented by a spring, the coefficient of which is the modulus 

of elasticity of the material (Fig 4.I(a)). On the other hand, viscous materials 

are those in which the energy is completely dissipated, and there is unrecover

able permanent deformation. A viscous material can be represented by a dash-

pot whose coefficient is about three times the coefficient of viscosity of the 

material (Fig 4.I(b)). Only a few methods are available for the characterization 

of viscoelastic materials. 

METHODS OF CHARACTERIZING VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS 

Models 

Mathematical expressions describing the behavior of different combinations 

of springs and dashpots can be written and it is often assumed that these ex

pressions also describe the behavior of the viscoelastic material. Mathematical 

expressions are sometimes very complicated, and engineers have often found that 

models do not represent material behavior in a satisfactory manner under all 

load conditions. The two basic types of models are shown in Fig 4.2, but it 

has been found (Ref 49) that these simple models do not adequately represent 

the behavior of asphalt concrete. 

33 
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Direct Measurements 

Some of the tests that can be used for direct measurements are listed 

below: 

where 

(1) Creep 

J(t) 

a 
o 

e(t) 

J(t) 

= ..illl 

= 

= 

= 

a 
o 

applied constant stress, 

strain as a function of time, 

creep compliance. 
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Monismith et al (Ref 49) showed that for engineering purposes the stiffness 

modulus or the relaxation modulus can be approximated as (l!J(t)). Figure 4.3 

is a schematic diagram of a creep test results. 

where 

(2) Relaxation 

E (t) 
r 

a(t) 

e 
o 

= 

= 

= Qill 
e 
o 

stress as a function of time, 

applied constant strain, 

E (t) = stress relaxation modulus. 
r 

Practically speaking, the engineer is interested in the relaxation modulus when 

dealing with viscoelastic material. Figure 4.4 is a schematic diagram of a 

relaxation test results. 

(3) Dynamic loading 

In such a test, a sinusoidal stress or strain is applied to the specimen 

and the corresponding strain or stress is measured (Fig 4.5): 
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where 

c o 

€ 
o 

= 

= 

= 

= 

o o 
€ 
o 

absolute value of the complex modulus (psi), 

peak amplitude of stress, and 

peak amplitude of strain. 

Indirect Methods 

There are many different ways to measure stiffness indirectly; however, 

this discussion is based on the original work by Van der Poel (Ref 74). Van 

der Poel defined the stiffness of asphalt as follows: 

where 

s 
(t,T) 

=~) = 
t,T 

(tensile stress)·. 
\total strain T t, 

t = time of loading, 

T = temperature, 

S(t,T) = stiffness as a function of time and temperature. 

Using the above equation and the time-temperature equivalency concept, 

which is discussed in the next section, Van der Poel constructed a nomograph 

to determine the stiffness of asphalt. His theory and its utilization for 

estimating the asphalt concrete stiffness are presented in detail in a later 

section. 

TIME-TEMPERATURE EQUIVALENCY CONCEPT 

Although the relaxation modulus decreases with time of loading and tem

perature, it is possible to obtain the same material characterization while 

varying both time of loading and temperature by appropriately decreasing time 

for an increase in temperature and vice-versa. 

Figure 4.6 depicts the basis for this concept. The notation in this 

figure can be explained as follows: 
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= 

= 

relaxation time at a reference temperature 
reduced time; 

relaxation time at any temperature T 

f(T) = a function of temperature. 

From the figure, 

or 

putting: 

where 

Loge~ = LogetT + f(T) 
o 

= 

= 

= 

1 

e f(T) 

f(T) 

Log ef(T) 
e 

t 
f(T) 

Te 

the shift factor. 

= 

T ) or the 
o 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

One method for estimating the shift factor ~ in the laboratory uses 

the following approximation: 
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\-lhere 

= the coefficient of viscosity at the reference temperature 
T , 

o 

11T = the coefficient of viscosity at a temperature T • 

Figure 4.7 is a schematic diagram that shows the values of the shift 

factor for a given asphalt at different temperatures, based on a reference 

temperature T • 
o 

From Eq 4.2, if the shift factor is known, the corresponding time of 

loading for a given temperature can be estimated in order to give the relaxa

tion modulus corresponding to a certain time of loading at the reference 

temperature. 

The following example explains the use of the time-temperature inter

changeability concept. 

Example 

For a given pavement section subjected to load for 30 minutes under a 
o field temperature of 10 F, the loading time in the laboratory at a temperature 

of 700 F which will yield the same relaxation modulus as in the field can be 

calculated as follows: 

= 

Assume 

where 

= 

= 

shift factor 

= 

= 

time of loading at 70
0 

F, 

coeff. of viscosity at temp. 700 F 

coeff. of viscosity at temp. 100 F 

time of loading at 100 F = 30 minutes. 
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= (30 x 60) x 1 x 10-3 

= 1.8 seconds 

Figure 4.8 graphically illustrates the calculations relationships. 

VAN DER POEL STIFFNESS THEORY 

Asphalt Cement 

The concept of stiffness was introduced by Van der Poel as follows (Ref 74): 

Stiffness modulus (S) = tensile stress 
total strain (4.3) 

The stiffness modulus is an extension of Young's Modulus of Elasticity for 

a purely elastic solid. However, asphalt is a viscoelastic material and the 

stress-strain relationship is dependent upon time of loading and temperature. 

A nomograph (Fig 4.9) was derived by Van der Poel from experimental data 

from two types of tests: 

(1) constant-stress test (static creep test in tension), and 

(2) dynamic test with an alternating stress of constant amplitude and 
frequency. 

Two physical tests of a given asphalt cement are required to determine its 

stiffness modulus (S) from the nomograph. These tests are the penetration 

(ASTM Designation D5-65) and the softening point ring and ball test (ASTM 

Designation D36-66T). From the penetration test and softening point temperature, 

the penetration index for the asphalt can be calculated. The penetration in

dex PI is an index introduced by Pfeiffer and Van Doormall (Ref 56) to indicate 

the temperature susceptibility of the penetration of the asphalt. This con-

cept is based on the assumption that the penetration of an asphalt at the 

softening point temperature is about 800. The penetration-temperature sus

ceptible PTS is then calculated from the slope of a line where the logarithm 

of the penetration is plotted against the temperature: 

PTS = log 800 - log (Pen) 
(4.4) 

(R&B softening point, °C) - TPT 
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where 

Pen = penetration at 100 gm and 5 seconds, 

TPT = temperature in 0 C at which the penetration test is carried 
out. 

The value of PTS is then used to obtain the penetration index PI of the 

asphalt: 

PI 20 - 500PTS = 
1 + 50 PTS 

The penetration index PI of most asphalts varies from -2.6 to +8.0 (Ref 74). 

The lower the PI, the higher the temperature susceptibility. 

The original nomograph developed by Van der Poel was developed from a 

functional relationship between stiffness, time of loading, temperature of 

test, and rheological types of asphalt, as follows: 

S = f[-log t[to + cg(TR&B - T)] (4.6) 

where 

t = constant, 
0 

c = constant, 

f = function depending on rheological character of asphalt, 

g = function depending on rheological character of asphalt. 

Van der Poel, however, did not evaluate the exact mathematical forms of f and 

g , but expressed the functional relationship shown in Eq 4.6 in graphical form. 

His nomograph was modified slightly by Heukelom and Klomp (Ref 29); the stiff

ness is determined in kg/cm2 instead of Newtons per square meter, and the lines 

for negative penetration indices are in a different location. This modified 

nomograph is shown in Fig 4.10. The determination of stiffness from the nomo

graphs published by Van der Poel and by Heukelom and Klomp requires three 

parameters: 

(1) time of loading, 

(2) softening-point temperature minus test temperature, and 

(3) penetration index of the asphalt. 
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Asphalt Concrete 

Using the stiffness modulus of the asphalt cement, it is possible to 

determine the stiffness of the asphalt concrete mixture from the following 

relationship, also developed by Van der Poel (Ref 75) and later modified by 

Heukelom and Klomp (Ref 29): 

where 

n = r4 x 105 ] 
0.83 loglO L:...;;....:.S.;.....;.~ 

s.. = 
m~x 

s = ac 

ac 

2 stiffness of asphalt concrete mixture, in kg/em , 

stiffness of asphalt cement, in kg/cm2 • 

(4.7) 

The volume concentration of the aggregate in a mixture is defined as 

follows: 

C = v 
volume of compacted aggregate 

volume of (asphalt + aggregate) (4.8) 

This equation can be replaced by an equivalent equation (4.9) by replacing the 

terms with values which can be measured in an asphaltic concrete core cut from 

a pavement or a compacted laboratory sample: 

where 

C = v 

C = 

I 
I + C 

(% asphalt by weight aggregate/IOO)~) 
s 

w = weight of aSphalt, 
S 

(4.9) 
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weight of aggregate, 

specific gravity of asphalt, 

specific gravity of aggregate. 

Equation 4.7 is applicable to well-compacted mixtures with about 3 percent 

air voids. For mixtures with air voids greater than 3 percent, Draat and Som

mer (Ref 73) derived a correction to be applied to the C 
v 

where 

C' ::::: 
V 

C 
v 

1 + H 

H ::::: actual air voids - 0.03. 

(4.10) 

Several investigators have investigated the accuracy of the Van der Poel 

and Heukelom and Klomp nomographs. Pell and McCarty (Ref 55) reported that in 

the majority of cases stiffnesses computed by Van der Poel compared reasonably 

well with those measured on actual samples. Monismith (Ref 50) also checked 

laboratory determined stiffness values with both laboratory compacted samples 

and samples cut from in-service pavements. The results showed reasonable agree

ment with those determined from Heukelom and Klomp. 

Van der Poel (Ref 74) also independently checked the accuracy of his nomo

graph and concluded that the difference in measured stiffness values of an 

asphalt and the stiffness obtained from the nomograph seldom exceeded a factor 

of 2. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter, a summary of the methods available for characterizing the 

behavior of asphalt concrete mixtures has been presented. Out of the three 

methods presented, i.eo, models, direct measurements, and indirect methods, 

Van der Poel's theory of indirectly estimating asphalt concrete stiffness will 

be utilized in the overall computerized system for predicting temperature crack

ing. This choice is based on the fact that Van der Poel's method can be fitted 

into the overall computerized system better than any of the other methods. 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION TECHNIQUES FOR VAN DER POEL'S THEORY 

The calculation of thermal stresses and fatigue distress in flexible pave

ments demands the estimation of many values of asphalt concrete stiffness at 

many temperatures, e.g., calculations of thermal stresses on an hourly basis 

for a single year will require the estimation of 360 X 24 = 8640 stiffness 

values. Therefore, the estimation of asphalt concrete stiffness should be in 

a form that can be solved using electronic computers. After a review of the 

literature and also personal contact with Van der Poel, it was found that no 

equation had been developed since the nomograph was first published in 1954. 

As a result, two techniques to estimate the asphalt concrete stiffness by 

using electronic computers were developed: 

(1) converting the nomograph to a computerized form, and 

(2) developing a predictive model through the use of regression techniques. 

The details of development and use of each of the above techniques are 

discussed in the following two subsections. 

CONVERTING VAN DER POEL'S NOMOGRAPH TO A COMPUTER FORM 

Van der Poel's nomograph was converted to a computer form to provide a 

more rapid means of calculating asphalt stiffness. The nomograph is four

dimensional, i.e., it includes asphalt stiffness as the response plus three 

independent factors: time of loading, test temperature minus the asphalt 

softening point, and the penetration index. In order to simplify the problem, 

to make it three-dimensional instead of four, fixed levels of time of loading 

were selected. For each level of loading time, a similar mathematical form 

for predicting the asphalt stiffness was developed (Fig 5.1). The mathematical 

procedure can be expressed in the following steps. 

Step A - Inputs 

(1) loading time levels; 

(2) temperatures at which stiffness is to be calculated; 
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(3) asphalt penetration and softening point; and 

(4) volume concentration of the aggregate in the asphalt concrete mixture. 

Step B - Mathematical Process 

(1) calculate the penetration index of the asphalt (PIA); 

(2) find the closest two integer values of penetration indices to the 
calculated asphalt penetration index (PI

1
, PI

2
); 

(3) using each integer penetration index and the given temperature, poly
nomially interpolate the corresponding asphalt stiffness (E

l
, E

2
); 

(4) between the two stiffness values (E l , E2) linearly interpolate the 

asphalt stiffness corresponding to PIA' (EA); 

(5) from the asphalt stiffness (EA), and the volume concentration of the 

aggregate estimate the asphalt concrete stiffness; 

(6) repeat 3, 4, 5 for each given temperature; and 

(7) repeat 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for each level of time of loading. 

Step C - Output 

(1) loading time, 

(2) asphalt penetration and softening point, 

(3) asphalt penetration index, 

(4) volume concentration of the aggregate, and 

(5) each temperature and the corresponding asphalt stiffness and asphalt 
concrete stiffness. 

Using the above mathematical procedure, a computer program was developed 

to operate on the CDC 6600 computer, which is available at The University of 

Texas at Austin. Table 5.1 is an example output of the program. 

Limitations to Using the Program 

(1) Only three levels of time of loading are available in the program: 
.01 sec, one hour, and a frequency of 8 cycles/sec (Dynaflect). 
However, the program is written such that any other level of time 
of loading can be incorporated. 

(2) The range of temperature at which the stiffness can be estimated using 
the program is 700 C below to 700 C above ring and ball softening
point temperature. 

(3) If the penetration index is more than +2 or less than -2 (practical 
values), the program will give the stiffness for PI = +2 or -2, 
respectively. 

The program list and input guide are given in Appendix 2. 
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TABLE 5.1 TYPICAL COMPUTER OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM DEVELOPED FOR ESTIMATING 
ASPHALT CONCRETE STIFFNESS, UTILIZING VAN DER POEL'S NOMOGRAPH. 

--.-----~--.. -.-.. 
-----.-~.----.----

91.000 25,000 47.200 

,81000 

TEMPEHATURE selT SMIX 
DEij C PSI PSI 

-6,1 7,27 76E.04 3,4452E+06 

.5,0 6,10~7E+04 3,18~5E+06 

-1,7 4,3600E+04 2, 7l~8E+06 

11,1 1,08~eE+04 1.32t12E+06 

18,9 3,31c5E+03 ft,714,E+05 

21,7 2, i 116E+03 S,llc9E+05 

23,3 1-6338E+03 .,36"IE.05 

23,9 i'4830E+03 .,1086E+05 

19 ... 3,OSb2E+03 6.3986E+05 

12.2 9_31~2E+03 1.2201E+06 

5.0 2_3215E+04 1.9899E+06 

-2,2 4,5795E+04 Z,7842E+06 
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DEVELOPHENT OF THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

There are several procedures available for selecting the variables of a 

regression model (Ref 16). The one selected was the stepwise regression method, 

since it was felt that this method provides the best selection of independent 

variables. The dependent variable was chosen as the 10g10 of stiffness since 

the stiffness varies over many orders of magnitude. The independent variables 

that were selected were time of loading t, temperature of test - softening 

point temperature 

t 2 T2 PI2 , , 
T , penetration index PI , log t, log T + 101, log PI + 3, 

t
3

, T
3

, PI
3 

, all two-way interactions of these variables, 

and other combinations of these factors which seemed theoretically reasonable. 

As explained in Draper and Smith (Ref 16), the stepwise regression proce

dure starts with the simple correlation matrix and enters into regression the 

X independent variable most highly correlated with the dependent variable Y , 

10g10 (stiffness). Using partial correlation coefficients it then selects as 

the next variable to enter regression that X variable whose partial correla

tion with the response Y is highest, and so on. The procedure re-examines 

at every stage of the regression the variables incorporated into the model in 

previous stages (Ref 16). The program does this by testing every variable at 

each stage as if it entered last and checks its contribution by means of the 

partial F test. 

The overall goals for the prediction equation were as follows: 

(1) The final equation should explain a high percentage of the total 

variation (R
2 ~ 0.98). 

(2) The standard error of the estimate should be less than 0.20 (this 
value being a log), to assure a small coefficient of variation. 

(3) All estimated coefficients should be statistically significant with 
Ci :5 .05. 

(4) There should be no discernab1e patterns in the residuals. 

Mathematical Models: 

An attempt to characterize the entire nomograph with a single regression 

equation was first made. A large factorial grouping of data as shown in 

Table 5.2 was taken from the nomograph in Fig 4.10. The data represent time 

of loading from 10-
2 

to 105 seconds, PI from -2 to +2, and Ttest - TR&B from 

+50 to _1000 C. After many attempts to obtain a suitable prediction equation 

which met the goals listed without being able to reduce the standard error of 
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<0 TABLE 5.2 SUMMARY OF FACTORIAL DATA OBTAINED FROM 
<i' HEUKELOM AND KLOMP'S NOMOGRAPH USED TO /J ~. 

DERIVE REGRESSION EQUATIONS 5.1 AND 5.2 0¢ ~ 
1> 0;'(-<- '¢~ (VALUES IN KG/CM2) 
(-0 J!(-<. 0 <5'(- <5' J 

.. <oQO¢ <5' 
1>. <i'/<: 0(> 

:';;:>-6> (- ¢ O¢ 
J ~ (/. t <5' 

0 10- 2 10-1 
10

0 
10

1 
10

2 
10

3 
10

4 
10

5 

-2 3.3E-3 4.0E-4 4.2E-5 5.0E-6 4.0E-7 7.0E-8 1. OE-8 1. OE-9 
~1 7.2E-3 9.5E-4 1. OE-4 1.lE- 5 9.5E-7 1.0E-7 1.8E-8 2.01::-9 

+50 0 1. 3E-2 1. 7E-3 2.0E-4 2 .lE- 5 2.0E-6 2.3E-7 3.0E-8 5 .lE- 9 
+1 2.0E-2 2.8E-3 4.0E-4 4.4£-5 4.0E-6 5.0E-7 S .lE- 8 7.lE-9 

+2 2.7E-2 4.2E-3 5.7E-4 7.7E-5 5.5E-6 1.OE-6 6.lE-8 1. OE-8 

-2 1. 3E-l 1.6E-2 1. 8E-3 1. 8E-4 1. 8E-5 1. 9E-6 1. 9E-7 4.1E-8 
-1 2.0E-l 2.3E-2 2.9E-3 2.9£-4 3.0E-5 2.9E-6 2.9E-7 5 .lE- 8 

+20 0 2.3£-1 3.0£-2 3.8£-3 4.lE-4 4.6£-5 5.0£-6 4.7£-7 7 .lE- 8 
+1 2.4£-1 3.5£-2 4.9E-3 5.7E-4 7.2£-5 7.0E-6 6.5£-7 1.01::-7 

+2 2.4E-l 4.1[-2 6.0£-3 8.5E-4 1.lE-4 1.lE- 5 1. 0£-6 2.0£-7 
-2 3.0£1 3.7E0 4.0£-1 4.4[-2 3.9E-3 4.6£-4 5.0£-5 5.0£-6 

-1 1.4£1 2.0£0 2.8£-1 3.4£-2 3.4£-3 4.0E-4 4.2£-5 4.6E-6 
-10 0 7.7£0 1.4LO 2.2£-1 3.0£-2 3.0£-3 3.8[-4 4.2E-5 4.6E-6 

+1 5.0£0 1.lEO 1. 9E-l 2.6£-2 2.9E-3 4.0E-4 5.0E-5 4.7E-6 
+2 4.0£0 9.0E-l 1. 6E-l 2.4£-2 3.0E-3 4.6l>4 6.0E-5 5·0E- 6 

-2 1.2E4 5.0E3 1. 4E3 2.2r:2 2.2El 2.5)1; 3.5[-1 3.7E-2 
-1 1.7E3 5.7E2 1. 9E2 3.8E.:l Q·.9EO 6.0L-l 8.0E-2 8. 5E- 3 

-40 0 5.7E2 2.1£2 6.0El 1.lEl 1. 9EO 2.5E-l 4.0E-2 4.5E-3 
+1 2.5E2 8.5El 2.5El 4.9EO 1.OEO 1. 6E-l 2.3E-2 3.0E-3 
+2 1. 02E2 3.9El 1.15El 3.2£0 ().OE-l 1.lE-l 1. 7E- 2 2.0E-3 
-2 2.6E4 2.3E4 2 OE4 1. 8E4 1.7EI+ 1. 3E4 5.6E3 1. 4E3 
-1 2.0E4 1.6E4 1. 2E4 6.7E3 2.4E3 1. OE3 3.0E2 7.0El 

-70 0 1.lE4 7.0E3 3.7£3 1.6E3 6.0E2 2.3E2 6.2El 1.1D 

+1 5.lE3 2.3E3 1. 35£3 5.0[2 2.0E2 6.5El 1.7El 3.5[0 

+2 2.lE3 1. 05E3 5.0E2 1. 9E2 7.0£1 2.2El h.7£O 1. 7£0 

-2 3.3E4 3.2E4 3.10E4 3.0E4 2.9E4 2.6E4 2.4E4 2.lE4 

-1 3.lE4 2.9E4 2.8E4 2.5E4 2.2E4 1. 9E4 1. 7E4 1.2E4 

-100 0 2.7£4 2.5E4 2.lE4 1. 9E4 1.4E4 1.LE4 5.5E3 2.3[3 

+1 2.2[4 1.9£4 1. 3E4 9.0E3 6.0E3 3.2E3 1. 6E3 7.0E2 

+2 1. 5E4 1.0E4 6.lE3 4.9E3 2.4E3 1.1E3 5.0E2 1. 'J};2 
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the estimate to an acceptable level, it was decided to split the nomograph into 

two parts and fit a separate equation to each part. Almost all of the stiff

ness values of practical significance to a pavement design engineer are greater 

than 10 kg/cm
2 

of the asphalt cement. This is approximately 400 kg/em2 for a 

mix with C of 0.86, which equals about 5700 psi. Therefore, a regression 
v 

equation was derived using the data in Table 5.2 with stiffness values greater 
2 

than 10 kg/em and another regression equation was built using all data that 
2 

had stiffness values less than 10 kg/em. Acceptable prediction equations were 

then obtained for each portion of the data which met all of the goals set for 

the regression equations. 

The following equations were obtained with the corresponding statistics: 

(1) Stiffness from 10-7 to 101 kg/em
2 

Prediction model: 

10g10 S = -1.35927 - 0.06743(T) - 0.90251 10g(t) + 0.00038(T
2

) 

- 0.00138 (T X log t) + 0.00661 (PI X T) (5.1) 

where 

T = temperature of test minus temperature R&B (0 C); 

t = time of loading, second; and 

PI = penetration index (Eq 4.5). 

Corresponding statistics: 

R2 = 0.99 

Standard error of estimate = 0.1616 

n = 126 data points 

Range of factors: 

PI: -2 to +2 

T: +50 to _1000 C 

t: 10-2 to 105 seconds 
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(2) Stiffness from 10 to 20,000 kg/cm2 

Prediction model: 

= -1.90072 - 0.11485(T) - 0.38423(PI) - 0.94259 log(t) 

- 0.00879(T X log t) - 0.05643 (PI X log t) - 0.029l5(10g t)2 

Corresponding statistics: 

R2 = 0.98, 

Standard error of estimate = 0.1638, 

n = 79 data points. 

Range of factors: 

PI: 

T: 

t: 

-1.5 to +2.0 

+50 to -1000 C 

10-2 to 105 seconds 

(5.2) 

To verify the model, stiffness values were obtained from the nomograph 

and plotted against the stiffness as calculated from Eqs 5.1 and 5.2. The 

results are shown in Figs 5.2 and 5.3, which indicate that the models are 

reliable. 

The following guidelines are given with regard to using the prediction 

equations to predict asphalt stiffness: 

(1) 
-7 2 Use Eq 5.1 to predict stiffnesses from 10 to 10 kg/cm , and use 

Eq 5.2 to predict stiffnesses from 10 to 2 X 104 kg/cm
2

• The user 
should not employ predictions that fall outside of these limits. 

(2) The ranges given for T, t, and PI should not be exceeded. It 
was found that Eq 5.2 values of stiffness obtained when the PI 
was -2 were not accurate enough, so the equation is limited to PI 
of -1.5 or greater. 

Equations 5.1 and 5.2 can be utilized to estimate the asphalt concrete 

stiffness using Eq 4.7. 
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SUMMARY 

Two techniques have been established to computerize the nomograph origi

nally developed by Van der Poel (Ref 74): 

(1) converting the nomograph to a computerized form, and 

(2) developing predictive models through the use of regression. 

The first technique is accurate (as compared with the nomograph); however, 

it is limited in use to three times of loading. The technique can be extended 

to other times of loading with little difficulty. 

The second technique is more flexible than the first one since it covers 

the practical ranges of all the variables; however, it is less accurate (as 

compared with the nomograph). 

Both techniques are utilized in the overall computerized system presented 

in Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 6. IN-SERVICE AGING OF ASPHALTS 

Change in asphalt concrete mixture properties as a pavement ages is one 

of the important causes of flexible pavement deterioration. The ingredients 

of asphalt concrete mixtures are asphalt and aggregate. Since aggregate prop

erties experience almost no variation with time, the variation of mixture prop

erties can be reasonably attributed to the hardening and oxidation of the 

asphalt. 

In the previous chapter, a model was developed to estimate the stiffness 

of asphalt, given its penetration, softening point, time of loading, and tem

perature. 

In this chapter, the histories of penetration and softening point with 

time are investigated and models to estimate the aging effect are developed. 

The intention is to use these models in conjunction with the asphalt stiffness 

model to estimate asphalt stiffness of in-service, asphalt concrete mixtures 

as a function of temperature and age (time). 

Three physical tests were used to develop the aging models: 

(1) penetration (ASTM Designation D5-65), 

(2) softening-point (ASTM Designation D36-66T), and 

(3) thin-film oven test (ASTM Designation D1754). 

SOURCES OF DATA USED IN DEVELOPING THE ASPHALT AGING MODELS 

In developing the models, a stepwise regression computer program (Ref 66) 

was used. An extensive search was conducted for projects allover the United 

States where asphalt hardening studies had been conducted. The data from these 

projects were difficult to correlate and utilize since different asphalt prop

erties were measured on each one. Several variables were considered but not 

used in the final models. These variables and the reasons for not using them 

are discussed in a separate section at the end of this chapter. The locations 

and the references used in developing the penetration and the softening-point 

aging models are given below: 
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(1) penetration 

California - Refs 35, 62, 63, and 80; 

Delaware - Ref 40; 

Utah - Refs 3 and 42; and 

Pennsylvania - Ref 24. 

(2) softening-point 

California - Refs 35, 62, 63, and 80; and 

Delaware - Ref 40. 

PENETRATION AGING MODEL 

The purpose of developing the model is to predict the penetration of the 

in-service asphalt (at any time after construction) from the ordinary labora

tory measurements. An acceptable prediction equation was obtained using the 

stepwise regression technique. The following is the equation with the cor

responding statistics: 

Pen (time) = -48.258 - 2.561 ~Time + .1438(OPEN) 

- 8.466 (VOID)(XTIME) + 1.363 (TFOT) 

+ 0.9225 (OPEN)(XTIME) (6.1) 

where 

time = time from placement of the asphalt concrete mixture, in 
months; 

nI~ = 1./(~TIME + 1.); 

O~N = original penetration (100 grams, 5 seconds, 770 F); 

VOID = initial percent voids in the asphalt concrete mixture 
(preferably after mixture placement and compaction); 

TFOT = thin-film oven test, percent of original penetration. 



Corresponding statistics: 

Nlllllber of cases 

Nlllllber of variables in the model 

Mean of the depengent variables 
(penetration) 

Standard error for residuals 

Coefficient of variation 

Multiple R 

Multiple R2 

Limitations of Model Application 

93 

5 

49.5 

13 .1 

26.51 

.922 

.85 
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This model is valid only for the following ranges of the different vari

ables: 

Time 1 - 100 months 

Original penetration 60 - 240 

Percent voids 3.8 - 13.6 

TFOT (original penetration < 100) 55 - 70 

(original penetration 100 - 175) 45 - 70 

(original penetration > 175) 30 - 70 

Table 1 of Appendix 3 gives the data that were used in developing the 

model. 

Discussion of the Model 

The model explains 85 percent of the variability of the dependent variable 

(penetration). An important point is that the variations of the dependent 

variable are those in the 93 cases used to predict the model. However, since 

the 93 cases represent different projects at different locations, it can be 

concluded that the model is satisfactory for practical purposes. 

Also, the model shows a coefficient of variation of 26.5 percent (standard 

error of residuals/mean of the penetration). This value which appears to be 

high, resulted not only from a lack of fit but also from unexplained errors 

(measurement errors, human variations, replications, etc.). Welborn (Ref 78) 

reported that in some projects where the mean penetration was 46.7, the 

standard deviation reached 17.6, which gives a coefficient of variation of 

about 38 percent. 
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Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationship between estimated and measured 

values of penetration for the 93 cases used to develop the model. The effect 

of the variation of each of the independent factors in the model (Eq 6.1) is 

discussed in the following subsections. 

Original Penetration. With both the initial voids (9 percent) and the 

TFOT (60 percent) as constants, the decrease of penetration with time for five 

different original penetration values is as shown in Fig 6.2. From the figure, 

the following observations can be made: 

(1) the higher the original penetration, the higher the rate of initial 
hardening (Fig 6.2a); 

(2) the rate of hardening decreases considerably with tbne for all 
values of original penetration (Fig 6.2a); and 

(3) the penetration at a given time is a linear function of the original 
penetration (Fig 6.2b). 

Voids. Based on an original penetration of 100 and a TFOT of 60 percent, 

the effect of five levels of voids on asphalt hardening is as shown in Fig 6.3, 

which indicates that the amount of hardening is larger for higher percentage 

voids. Vallerga and Halstead (Ref 72) concluded that in pavements with less 

than 2 percent voids, aging appeared to be negligible, and that above this 

level, hardening increased with increased air voids. 

Thin-Film Oven Test (TFOT). Field observations have shown a direct cor

relation between the percent of original penetration from the TFOT and the 

percent of original penetration after field mixing (Fig 6.4). In addition, 

laboratory results from different asphalts have shown that the higher the 

original penetration, the lower the percentage of original penetration after 

the TFOT. Therefore, the developed penetration model was used to analyze 

the behavior of two different asphalts having different original penetrations 

under different TFOT percentages (Fig 6.5). As expected, more hardening occurred 

during the mixing process for asphalts exhibiting a lower percentage of original 

penetration after the TFOT. 

SOFTENING-POINT AGING MODEL 

The purpose of this model is to predict the softening point of the in

service asphalt (any time after construction) from the ordinary laboratory 

measurements. An acceptable prediction equation was obtained using the 
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stepwise regression technique. The following is the equation with the corres

ponding statistics: 

where 

TRB(TIME) = -4.632 + 3.162vfTIME + 1.585(ORB) - .93(TFOT) 

TIME = time from placement of the asphalt concrete mixture, in 
months; 

ORB = original ring and ball temperature, 0 F; and 

TFOT = percent of original penetration, thin-film oven test. 

Corresponding statistics: 

Number of cases 

Number of variables in the model 

Mean of the dependent variable 

Standard error for residuals 

Coefficient of variation (percent) 

Multiple R 

Multiple R2 

49 

3 

134.4 

4.8 

3.6 

.93 

.87 

Limitations of Model Application 

(6.2) 

This model is valid only for the following ranges of the different vari

ables: 

Tme 

Original R&B 

TFOT (percent) 

1 - 100 months 

99 - 1250 F 

30 - 70 

Table 2 of Appendix 3 gives the data used to predict the model. 

Discussion of the Model 

With only three variables in the model the multiple R2 = .87 indicates 

that the model is satisfactory. This indicates that the model explains 87 per

cent of the variability of the 49 cases used to predict the model. It can be 

seen that the voids did not enter the final model, which can be explained by 

the fact that the 49 cases have percent voids that are relatively high. A 

plot of measured versus estimated values of the softening point for the 49 cases 

used to predict the model is shown in Fig 6.6. 
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So that the behavior of the model for different values of each factor 

in the mathematical equation (original softening point and TFOT) could be 

studied, the model was computerized and the factors were varied one at a time 

with the others held constant. Figure 6.7 shows the increase of softening 

point with time for three different original softening points (100, 110, and 

120) and a constant value of TFOT (60 percent). Figure 6.8 shows the same 

concept for three different values of TFOT (40, 50, and 60) and a constant 

initial softening point (1100 F). 

FACTORS CONSIDERED BUT NOT USED IN THE FINAL MODELS 

For different reasons, several variables were considered but not used in 

the final penetration and softening-point aging models. A summary of these 

factors is given below. 

(1) C1imatography factors -

(a) solar radiation on an annua 1 bas is , 

(b) wind ve loci ty , 

(c) number of days with temperature > 900 F, 

(d) average annual temperature, and 

(e) average annual daily range of temperatures. 

The most significant environmental variable that showed a high 

correlation with asphalt hardening was the solar radiation. However, 

due to the limited number of geographical locations, it was decided 

not to include it in the final models, but it should be considered 

in future investigations. 

(2) Inverse gas-liquid chromatography (IGLC) -

IGLC is a new technique developed by Davis, Peterson, and Haines 

(Ref 14). In this test, the asphalt is adsorbed on the surface of 

an inert support and placed in a chromatography column. Different 

chemical test compounds are injected individually into the column. 

Based on the retention time for a nonreactive material of the same 

molecular weight as the test compound, a parameter known as the 

interaction coefficient (Ip) is computed. High values of Ip 

indicate a high reaction of the test compound with the asphalt. 

An extension of this technique was introduced by Davis and 

Peterson (Ref 13). The extension suggests oxidation of the asphalt 
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in the chromatography column before the chemical test compounds 

were injected. 

In developing both asphalt hardening models (penetration and 

softening-point), Ip resulting from injecting phenol into oxidized 

asphalt showed extremely high correlation with asphalt hardening. 

Gietz and Lamb (Ref 22) concluded that in correlation with pavement 

performance, the most significant relationship was found in the values 

of Ip with the test compound phenol, when the Ip values of 

oxidized samples were compared with those values before oxidation. 

The IGLC test values were not included in the final aging models 

because of the shortage of test locations where the test was per

formed. The IGLC is believed to hold a promise for improved pre

diction of asphalt hardening and thus should be given attention in 

future research studies. 

(3) Asphalt components -

The five components of asphalt are asphaltenes (A), nitrogen 

bases (N), first acidaffins (AI), second acidaffins (A2), and paraf

fins (P). The ratio (N + AI)/(P + A2) was proposed by Rostler to 

express the ratio between the more reactive components to the less 

reactive ones. None of the variables showed a significant correla

tion with asphalt hardening (penetration and softening-point). 

Gotolski, Ciesielski, and Heagy (Ref 24) concluded the following 

about asphalt components: 

IIIn the overall picture, the asphaltene content or that 
of any of the other single components does not determine 
the performance of asphalts." 

(4) Percentage asphalt -

The percentage of asphalt in the asphalt concrete mixture showed 

a correlation with asphalt hardening whenever it was considered by 

itself, i.e., without considering the effect of the percentage of 

air voids in the mixture. However, whenever the percentage of voids 

enters the models, the percentage of asphalt loses its significance o 

This is logical since the percentage of voids and percentage of 

asphalt are known to be related to each other. 
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(5) Asphalt viscosity -

Viscosity is not included in final aging models because asphalt 

viscosities were determined under different conditions for all the 

projects used to develop the models, and it was difficult to match 

the viscosity results from all the projects. A specific viscosity 

test and test conditions should be established and specified for 

future studies. 

(6) Penetration index -

The penetration index suggested by Pfeiffer and Van Doermall 

(Ref 56) correlated with asph~lt hardening. However, due to the 

limited range of the penetration indices reported in the different 

projects, this factor was omitted from the final models. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, two asphalt aging models were developed, one for penetra

tion and the other for the softening point. Both models will be used in con

junction with the asphalt stiffness model (Chapter 5) to estimate the asphalt 

stiffness as a function of age (time). 

The factors that were used in the aging models were the original values 

of each dependent factor, time from mixture placement, TFOT (percentage pene

tration), and percentage of voids in the asphalt concrete mixture. Several 

other factors were considered but not included for various reasons. One of 

these factors is the inverse gas-liquid chromatography test with phenol as the 

chemical test compound. This factor showed an excellent correlation with 

asphalt hardening and should be considered for further application and research. 
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CHAPTER 7. ESTIMATION OF THERMAL STRESSES 

Temperature cracking, as described in Chapter 2, usually takes the form 

of transverse cracking, with spacing ranging from 5 feet to several hundred 

feet. Since the pavement surface is subjected to lower temperatures and greater 

daily temperature ranges than any other depth (Fig 7.1), it appears that tem

perature cracks usually start at the surface. Instrumentation at the Ste. Anne 

Test Road (Refs 5, 15, and 79) indicated that most of the cracks started at the 

surface of the pavement. The following conclusion is from the Ste. Anne Road 

test (Ref 5): 

"Initial cracking appears to be initiated mainly at the pavement 
surface at a time when the surface temperature is close to the 
minimum on a given day." 

As a result, the model for estimating the thermal stresses was developed with 

this conclusion in mind. 

THE STRESS MODEL 

Theory 

The thermal stresses that develop in the surface layer of a flexible pave

ment, i.e., asphalt concrete, can be estimated by several different approaches. 

Some of these approaches are rigorous and time-consuming. However, the aim 

is not sophisticated mathematics but an approach that yields an acceptable 

estimation of the thermal stresses. 

The stress-strain relationship for the asphalt concrete can be expressed 

by the stiffness modulus presented by Van der Poel (Ref 74): 

where 

Set, T ) 
,6. 

= 6 cr(t z 6T) 
,6. e: (0.T) 

(7.1) 

= asphalt concrete stiffness at a given time of loading t 
and the mean value of a temperature interval 6T ; 
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Fig 7.1. Comparison between pavement temperatures at the 
surface and a depth of 4 inches. 



,0,0(t, ,0,T) = 

= 

the increase in a thermal stress for a given time of 
loading t and a temperature interval of ,0,T ; and 
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the increase in a thermal strain in a temperature in
terval ,0,T • 

The thermal strain can be easily estimated if the thermal coefficient of 

contraction is known: 

where 

O'(T ) 
6 

= 

(7.2 ) 

thermal coefficient of contraction of the asphalt concrete 
at the mean value of the temperature interval 6T • 

From Eqs 7.1 and 7.2, the increase in thermal stress can be expressed as 

follows: 

,0,0(t, ,0,T) = (7.3) 

Utilization of the Theory in Practice 

In order to utilize the above theory in actual development of a model for 

use in estimating thermal stresses in the surface layer, i.e., asphalt concrete, 

the following assumptions were made: 

(1) The surface layer is fully restrained. 

(2) The surface slab behaves as an infinite beam. 

(3) The contribution of the lateral restraint (by the supporting layers) 
to the developed longitudinal thermal stresses is negligible. 

(4) At the end of each daily temperature cycle, the stress and strain are 
negligible (Fig 7.2). Estimation of induced thermal stresses in 
asphalt concrete pavements by Christison et al (Ref 9) supports the 
above hypothesis. 

(5) The maximum daily stress occurs at the minimum daily pavement tem
perature as a result of accumulation of thermal stress increments 
during the day. 

Figure 7.2 is a schematic diagram of pavement temperatures, strains, stiff

nesses, and stresses during a single day. For the calculations, the accumula

tion of thermal stresses can be expressed as follows: 
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o(t, T) = (7.4 ) 

However, if a is assumed to be constant allover the temperature range, 

Eq 7.4 can be expressed as follows: 

where 

a(t, T) = (7.5) 

a = average coefficient of thermal contraction of the asphalt 
concrete over the entire range of temperature it is subjected too 

Equation 7.5 was also presented by Hills and Brien (Ref 31) and has been 

used by others. Studies have shown good agreement between predicted and meas

ured thermal stresses. 

THERMAL LOADING TIME FOR ESTIMATING ASPHALT STIFFNESS 

Asphalt stiffness is partly dependent on the loading time. For traffic, 

the loading time can be physically measured or estimated, but as far as tem

perature is concerned, the thermal loading time has been a question to be 

answered by engineering judgment. Most engineers have considered the thermal 

loading time as the time corresponding to the temperature interval 6T used 

for calculating the thermal stresses (Eq 7.4). However, it is believed that 

thermal loading tbne depends mainly on the rate of temperature drop and the 

asphalt concrete mixture properties. To illustrate this hypothesis, the ex

perimental work performed by Monismith et al (Ref 52) has been utilized. In 

this experiment, an asphalt concrete beam was subjected to a temperature drop 

and the developed thermal stresses were measured. The properties of the mix

ture are listed in Table 701. In this table, the penetration and the soften

ing point are those of the asphalt before the mixing process. 

Performing the calculations with only these values is meaningless. How

ever, the recovered properties of asphalt were estimated to be as follows: 

Penetration at 770 F, 100 gm, 5 sec 

Softening point, ring and ball, 0 F 

31 

132 
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TABLE 7.1. PROPERTIES OF THE ASPHALT CONCRETE MIXTURE 

Penetration at 77°F, 100 gm., 5 seconds 

Softening pOint, ring and ball, of 

Percent a~pBa1t by weight of aggregate 

Average density of the compacted specimens 

Average thermal coefficient of contraction 

96 

110 

5.1% 

152 1b/ft
3 

1.35 X 10-5 / oF 

TABLE 7.2. CALCULATED THERMAL STRESSES, PSI 

.04 

.4 

5.0 

8.0 

10.0 

20.0 

40.0 

(Temperature drop 75-350 F, 
period of 4500 seconds) 

10 100 1000 

96.51 34.02 7.18 

96 .43 34.08 7.25 

96.67 33.55 7.42 

95.72 32.94 7.91 

95.95 33.19 4.91 

94.61 34. /Z6 4.81 

93.16 32.54 4.11 

75.73 11.06 2.37 
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The specimens were subjected to a temperature drop from 75 to 350 F. In order 

to simplify the calculations, the temperature drop was assumed to be linear 

(Fig 7.3). A factorial experiment was then designed for the estimation of 

thermal stresses under different conditions of loading time and temperature 

intervals (Table 7.2). A computer program was written (Appendix 4) utilizing 

the stiffness regression models developed in Chapter 5. Figure 7.4 is a plot 

of the resu1td of the calculations. The figure seems to indicate the following 

conclusions: 

(1) A temperature interval as large as 200 F will result in an acceptable 
estimation of the thermal stresses. 

(2) The choice of the appropriate loading time is more important than 
the temperature interval. 

With the importance of the above conclusions in mind, a more rational 

approach for estimating the actual thermal loading time was developed and is 

summarized below. 

A Suggested Method for Estimating the Time of Thermal Loading 

(1) From Weather Service reports and Model I (see Chapter 3), estimate 
the average rate of daily pavement temperature drop. 

(2) Experimentally determine the developed thermal stresses in an asphalt 
concrete beam in a reasonable period of time (2 hours) by subjecting 
it to the rate of temperature drop estimated in Step 1. This can be 
performed by putting the asphalt concrete beam in an environmental 
chamber in the laboratory and using the technique described by 
Monismith et a1 (Ref 52) or Tuckett et al (Ref 71) or any similar 
technique. 

(3) Using different loading times, calculate the developed thermal stress 
for the same temperature conditions (Step 2). 

(4) Plot the relationship between the loading time and the corresponding 
thermal stress for the tested asphalt concrete mixture. 

(5) By locating the measured thermal stress (Step 2) on the graph (Step 4), 
find the actual thermal loading time. 

The application of the method for the previous example is shown in Fig 7.5. 

The thermal stresses were calculated on the computer (Appendix 4) for a tempera

ture interval of 40 F. By plotting thermal stress, 27.5 psi, on the vertical 

axis, the actual loading time was estimated as 155 seconds. Utilizing this 

value of loading time, the comparison was made between the calculated and 

measured thermal stresses (Fig 7.6). 
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Fig 7.6. Comparision between measured and estimated 
tensile thermal stresses (see Fig 7.3 for 
the rate of temperature drop). 
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On the same figure, the thermal stresses calculated by the conventional 
total time method (loading time = = 450 sec) are shown. no. of intervals 

Figure 7.6 depicts the following 

(1) When the difference between the assumed and the actual specimen 
temperatures is recognized, it is obvious that the agreement between 
the measured and calculated thermal stresses (based on the proposed 
method for estimating the thermal loading time) is good. At the 
beginning of the test, where the actual rate of temperature drop was 
higher than the assumed, the observed rate of thermal stresses build
up was also higher than the calculated. However, at the end of the 
test the reverse was true. 

(2) The hypothesis on which the conventional method for calculating 
total time , 

thermal stresses (loading time = no. of intervals) 1S based, 

is inaccurate. The maximum thermal stress calculated by this method 
is less than one-half the measured value in this example. 

Generally speaking, the conventional method can predict different values 

of thermal stresses depending on the engineering judgment in choosing the size 

of the temperature interval. 

SUMMARY 

A model for estimating thermal stresses in the asphalt concrete surface 

was discussed. Studies showed that the conventional hypothesis for estimating 

1 1 d ' '( total time of temp. drop ) , , 
the therma oa 1ng t1me number of temp. intervals for calculation ~s mean1ng-
less. Therefore, a more rational method for estimating the loading time was 

developed. As a conclusion, the discussed model for calculating thermal 

stresses can be used provided that the proposed method for estimating thermal 

loading time is utilized. 



CHAPTER 8. LCM-TEMPERATURE CRACKING 

INTRODUCTION 

Low-temperature cracks are cracks that develop as the tensile thermal 

stress exceeds the asphalt concrete strength. Until now, the most common 

criterion in selecting the proper asphalt concrete mixture to avoid temperature 

cracking was the mixture fracture temperature. The fracture temperature is 

defined as the temperature at which the developed tensile thermal stress exceeds 

the tensile strength of the asphalt concrete mixture (Fig 8.1). According to 

the above criterion, the pavement will fail thermally as soon as its temperature 

drops to the fracture temperature. However, this has not been the case in most 

of the observations made on thermally cracked roads. Instead, it has been shown 

that only a few thermal cracks form first; these increase in number, year after 

year, until the road is considered to be failed. It is important to note that 

a pavement may never experience a condition in which the tensile stress exceeds 

the strength and yet still suffers from temperature cracking. This type of 

cracking is referred to as thermal-fatigue cracking and will be discussed in 

detail in the next chapter. 

It is believed that asphalt concrete properties vary over the entire road 

length. Therefore, a single fracture temperature is considered to be an un

satisfactory criterion. Instead, the variability of mixture properties should 

be accounted for by an appropriate stochastic approach. A method for estimating 

low-temperature cracking has been developed and is explained in detail in this 

chapter. 

THEORY 

The two factors that control low-temperature cracking are the stress cr 

and the strength H. In order to account for the variability of asphalt con

crete properties in a particular road, it is assumed that both the stress and 

the strength vary normally and randomly along that road. The probability of 

failure is then defined as the probability of the stress exceeding the strength 

at any point of the road (Eq 8.1): 
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Fig 8.1. Schematic diagram of the fracture temperature concept. 
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Fig 8.2. Difference distribution (x = stress - strength). 
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P (failure) = P(F) = P(o > H) (8.1) 

Introducing x = a - H , Eq 8.1 can be rewritten as follows: 

P (F ) = P (0 - H > 0) = P (x > 0) (8.2) 

Figure 8.2 is a conceptual diagram showing the probability of failure on the 

normal distribution of x. 

Since the stress and strength are assumed to be normally distributed, then 

f(x) is normally distributed and 

where 

- 2 
f(x) = 1 exp [- i (xS~ x) J 

SD .;;; x 
x 

f(x) = the density function of 

SD = standard deviation of x 
x 

= -vlsD2 + SD2 
a H 

, 

x = mean value of x . 
(]) 

:. P(F) = P(x > 0) ~ (f(x)dx 

o 

By substituting Eq 8.3 in Eq 8.4, 

P(F) = 1 

SD ./be x o 

x 

, 

(8.3 ) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

In order to make use of the normal tables the variable x was normalized: 

z x 
x - x = ---

SD 
x 

(8.6) 
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Accordingly, the limits of the integration in Eq B.S will be as follows: 

(1) x = 0 

(2) x = CD 

(3) dx = SD dZ 
x 

Z 
x min 

Z 
x 

max 

= x 
SD 

x 

= CD and , 

Equation B.5 can then be rewritten in terms of z as follows: 

P(F) 

Z = CD 
x 

= l ~ e 
Z 

x . 
m~n 

Z2 - -
2 dZ (B.1) 

If the lower limit of the integration of Eq B.7 is known, then the normal 

tables can be used to determine the probability of failure, P(F): 

- -
Z = -x = ~ 0" - H2 

x SD jsD2 + SD
2 min x 

0" H 

(B.B) 

where 

0" = mean value of the stress, 

H = mean value of the strength, 

SD = standard deviation of the stress, and a 

SD
H 

= standard deviation of the strength. 

As an example to illustrate the above concept, the following values were 

assumed: 

0" 

SD a 

= 

= 

100 psi, 

50 psi, 
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H = 200 psi, 

SD
H 

= 40 ps i, and 

Z - - {100 - 2002 = + 1.8 
x min 

50
2 + 40

2 

From the normal tables, P(F) = 2.94 percent, which means that 2.94 per

cent of the area of a road will fail if the assumed values of stress and 

strength occur. 

In the next two sections, an estimate of the variability associated with 

the stress and the strength is presented. 

STRESS VARIABILITY 

The calculation of thermal stresses was presented in Chapter 7, and it was 

concluded that the following equation can be used to estimate thermal stresses, 

provided that the suggested method for estimating the time of loading is 

utilized: 

o(t,T) = ~ a (T ) x 6T X S(t,T ) 
U L:' 

(8.9) 

where 

o(t, T) = thermal stress as a function of time of loading and 
temperature, 

a(T ) = thermal coefficient of contraction of the asphalt concrete 
6 at the mean value of a selected temperature interval uT , 

6T = a selected tempera ture interval, 

asphalt concrete stiffness at a given time of loading 
and the mean value of a selected temperature interval 6T • 

For any general function y(x) , in the following form 

y = 
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The variance of y is the summation of the variances of xl' x2 ' and 

x3 ' providing that xl' ~,and x3 are independent. Considering the 

logarithm of both sides of Eq 8.9, 

or 

V(Log lO 0) = V(Log lO a) + V(Log lO T) + V (Log lO S) (8.10) 

where the symbol V refers to the variance of the associated function. Going 

a step further, the variance of any function g can be approximated by Taylor x 
Series as follows (Ref 27): 

V(g ) x (~~) Vex) 

Substituting Log lO 0 for gx 

or 

where 

(0 Log lO 0, 

V(Log10 0) ~ \ 00 ) V(o) 

~ 0.189 V(~) 
o 

CV = the coefficient of variation of the stress o. 
o 

By performing similar transformations on the right hand side of Eq 8.10, 

Eq 8.12 was developed: 

(8.11) 
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or 

(8.12 ) 

The notation CV refers to the coefficient of variation of the subscripted 

function. 

In the above equation, if the coefficients of variation of a, T, and 

S are known, the coefficient of variation of the stress can be estimated. 

During a flexural test of asphalt concrete beams made with the California 

kneading compactor, Busby and Rader (Ref 4) found that the coefficient of 

variation of the stiffness modulus reaches a value of 0.23. Therefore, a 

rough approximation of the actual coefficient of variation of the stiffness 

modulus along the road, may lead to a value as much as double (or more) the 

above value, i.e., ~ 0.45. 

Substituting this value in Eq 8.12, 

= 

or 

= (8.13) 

Due to the lack of data, the coefficients of variation of a and T were 

difficult to estimate. However, an approximation leads to the following values: 

CVa ~ 0.1 
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STRENGTH VARIABILITY 

In this section, a method for estimating the asphalt concrete tensile 

strength along with the variability associated with it is presented. The 

method for estimating the asphalt concrete tensile strength is adopted after 

Heukelom (Ref 28). In developing his method, Heukelom made the following as

sumptions: 

(1) Fracture of a mix is generally caused by fracture of the asphalt 
cement. 

(2) MU = Mix Factor = Mix Strength/bitumen strength. 

(3) The mix factor ME is a function of percent asphalt, aggregate 

gradation, degree of compaction, and, presumably, also of the effect 
of the hard mineral walls. 

(4) The mix factor is likely to remain constant for a given mix under 
all conditions of loading time or rate of deformation, temperature, 
etc. 

As a result, the following equation was presented: 

where 

H. = tensile strength of the mixture, 
m1X 

ME = mix factor, 

~it = tensile strength of the asphalt cement. 

(8.14) 

Figure 8.3 shows the validity of the above equation. In this figure, the curve 

marked type I is an example of mixes with poor grading and/or compaction, 

whereas type II represents better grading and/or compaction. The difference 

between the two curves is the difference in the mix factor. In order to 

normalize the relationship between the bitumen stiffness and the mix tensile 

strength, Heukelom (Ref 28) considered the relative tensile strength, i.e., the 

tensile strength divided by its maximum value, so that differences in the value 

of ~ were eliminated. Figure 8.4 shows the normalized relationship for eight 

mixes. In this figure it can be noted that the maximum tensile strength corre

sponds to a bitumen stiffness of about 600 kg/cm2 • The concept in Fig 8.4 was 

then used to introduce the following statements: 
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where 

H = 

H 

H max 

= 

= 

= 

tensile strength of the mix; 

relative tensile strength, which is a function of the 
bitumen stiffness; 

maximum tensile strength of the mix. 

(8.15) 

From Eq 8.15, the only unknown for estimating the tensile strength is the maxi

mum tensile strength of the mix. 

To account for the variability associated with Eq 8.15, the same pro

cedure as described in the preceding section (stress variability) was utilized: 

= 

or 

(8.16) 

CV refers to the coefficient of variation of the subscripted function. The 

coefficient of variation of the relative strength CV
R 

was calculated from 
H 

data extracted from Fig 8.4. The calculations resulted in the following value: 

= 0.075. Due to the lack of data, the coefficient of variation of the 

maximum tensile strength was hard to estimate. However a good approximation 

may lead to a value of CV
Hmax 

~ 0.2. 

EXAMPLE 

To show the procedure for estimating low temperature cracking, the follow

ing illustrative numerical example is given. In a newly constructed flexible 

pavement road, the following mixture properties were determined: 

(1) maximum tensile strength H = 500 psi, 
max 

(2 ) coefficient of variation of H CV = 0.2, 
max Hmax 



(3) coefficient of variation of the thermal coefficient of con
traction = 0.1, 

(4) coefficient of variation of temperature = 0.2. 

It is desired to predict the amount of low temperature cracking as the 

tensile thermal stress reaches an average value of 300 psi when the asphalt 

cement stiffness is estimated to be ~ 5,700 pSi. 
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From Fig 8.4, the relative strength ~ corresponding to a bitumen stiff

ness of 5,700 psi ~ 0.95. 

From Eq 8.15, the average tensile strength 

H = 0.95 X 500 = 475 psi 

From Eq 8.16, the coefficient of variation of strength 

CV
H 

~ 0.214 

= = (0.214)(475) ~ 101 psi 

From Eq 8.13, the coefficient of variation of stress 

From Eq 8.8 

Zx . 
m~n 

= 

CV X a = a (0.50) (300) 

300 - 475 

j1502 + 101
2 
~ 0.966 

= 150 psi 

From the statistical normal tables (Ref 30), the probability of failure 

P(F) ~ 0.167; i.e., 16.7 percent of the pavement area will crack due to low 

temperature. 
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TRANSFORMATION FROM AREA TO LINEAR CRACKING 

Since thermal cracks take the form of transverse cracks, they arc usually 

reported as the average frequency per mile or, as reported in the AASHO Road 
2 

Test, in linear feet, per 1000 ft. The spacing between transverse cracks 

ranges from 5 feet to several hundred feet. Considering th~ observation as a 

criterion, it can be assumed that if the spacing between transverse cracks 

reaches 5 feet, the pavement is no longer restrained. In other words, it can 

be assumed that the area of influence of each transverse crack is equal to its 

length times a width of 5 feet (Fig 8.5). Therefore, to transfer a predicted 

area of thermal cracking into linear cracking, the area can be divided by the 

width of influence, which can be approximated as 5 feet. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The predominate equation in the low temperature cracking model is Eq 8.8. 

To study the behavior of the model, the four variables in the equation were 

varied over a selected range. The results of the above analysis are shown in 

Figs 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8. The following conclusions are drawn from these figures: 

(1) When the average tensile stress is equal to the average tensile 
strength, the probability of failure is 50 percent, regardless of 
the stress and strength coefficients of variation. 

(2) For both stress and strength, the higher the coefficient of varia
tion, the higher the low-temperature cracking up to a probability of 
failure of 50 percent, after which the reverse is true. 



a ft. -----..II 

I~~~ 5 ft. 

Transverse 
Crack 

Transverse 
Crack 

Fig B.5. Area of influence of transverse cracks. 
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CHAPTER 9. THERMAL-FATIGUE CRACKING 

INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding chapter, a model for predicting low-temperature cracking 

was developed. Low-temperature cracking is only one form of temperature crack

ing; the other form of temperature cracking is called thermal-fatigue cracking 

and is due to daily temperature cycling. Since the air temperature cycles every 

day, the pavement temperature also cycles daily. Air and pavement temperature 

cycles not only differ in phase angle but also in size (range) and the mean 

temperature about which they cycle. These differences depend on the surround

ing environmental conditions and the depth of pavement at which the temperature 

is studied. 

To study the relation between temperature cycling and the fatigue concept, 

the pavement behavior (stress, strain, etc.) under temperature cycling was 

analyzed. The analysis showed that temperature cycling stimulates a constant 

strain rather than a constant stress fatigue distress. The development of a 

thermal fatigue theory is explained in detail in the next sections. 

TEMPERATURE SYSTEM FOR FATIGUE ANALYSIS 

In Chapter 3, a model was developed by which pavement temperatures during 

a single day can be predicted on an hourly basis. The inputs to this model 

are as follows: 

(1) daily mean air temperature, 

(2) daily air temperature range, 

(3) daily mean solar radiation, 

(4) daily average wind velocity, and 

(5 ) pavement thermal properties. 

To utilize the model to predict thermal-fatigue cracking, it is necessary 

to consider the variation of its inputs during an average year. In doing this, 

it was assumed that the pavement thermal properties are constant; however, it 

was found that the daily mean air temperature and solar radiation are the most 
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significant factors affecting pavement temperatures; therefore, models to 

account for their day-to-day variation were developed. 

DAILY MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE MODEL 

To depict a general scheme for the annual air temperature variation, the 

normal monthly average air temperatures for three weather stations in Texas 

(Ref 65) were plotted (Fig 9.1). 

From this figure one may conclude the following: 

(1) In a normal year, daily mean air temperatures vary in a sinusoidal 
fashion. 

(2 ) Minimum annual temperature occurs on the average in December or 
January. 

(3) Maximum annual temperature occurs on the average in June or July. 

As a result the following model was developed: 

TA(N) = ANNVE + (ANR/2)COS(N) (9.1) 

where 

N = no. of day; e.g., N = I, July 1st 

N = 360, June 30th 

TA = daily mean air temperature, 

ANNVE = annual average air temperature, and 

ANR = annual air temperature range. 

Figure 9.2 depicts the above model. To verify the model, a comparison 

between predicted and measured monthly mean air temperatures was performed for 

three weather stations selected at random (Ref 65). Figure 9.3 indicates the 

reliability of the model. 

DAILY MEAN SOLAR RADIATION MODEL 

Following the same steps as in the preceding model, the following formula 

for the solar radiation model was hypothesized: 

SR(N) = A + B COS(N) (9.2 ) 
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where 

N is as defined for Eq 9.1, 

A and B = constants. 

To determine A and B, the following two boundary conditions were 

assumed (see Fig 9.4): 

where 

(1) At N = 90 or 270, SR(N) = SR 

(2) At N = 15 or 345, SR (N) = SR
1 

SR = mean daily annual average solar radiation, 

SR1 = mean daily July average solar radiation. 

Using the above two boundary conditions and solving for A and B, the solar 

radiation model can be expressed as follows: 

SR(N) = 
(SR 1 - SR) 

SR + 0.966 Cos(N) (9.3) 

Figure 9.5 shows a comparison between predicted and measured solar radiation 

for 6 weather stations selected at random (Ref 10). From the figure, it is 

evident that the model is quite reliable for engineering purposes. 

THERMAL-FATIGUE THEORY 

The word fatigue is used to indicate the tendency of flexible pavements 

to thermally crack under repeated temperature cycling. The distress effect 

of each cycle depends on the maximum stiffness and strain during that day 

(cycle), Fig 7.2. For two cycles causing the same strain, the higher the stiff

ness the higher the distress. Meanwhile under the same stiffness conditions, 

the higher the strain the more damage to the pavement. The pavement is sub

jected to 30 cycles per month (360 cycles/year) with each cycle having a dif

ferent distress intensity than the other. Furthermore, hardening of asphalt 

is an important phenomenon that should be considered. As time passes, .the 

asphalt gets harder (Chapter 6) and hence, on the average, the asphalt concrete 

stiffness increases year after year. In conclusion, it is believed that 
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stiffness is the major factor separating asphalt concrete mixes with reference 

to their ability to withstand repeated temperature cycling. Figure 9.6 depicts 

a conceptual relation between strain level and the number of cycle applications 

until failure for different stiffnesses. The general relation may be written 

as follows: 

N (9.4 ) 

where 

N = average number of cycle applications till failure, 

€ = strain level (constant strain fatigue test), and 

A and B = fatigue constants. 

According to the preceding concept the fatigue constants will vary with 

stiffness. An experiment was designed to determine these constants in the 

hboratory and to establish a criterion for estimating the cumulative damage. 

However, due to the high cost of such an experiment, it was suggested that 

the experiment be performed in the future. Therefore, fatigue constants were 

estimated from available data (Chapter 10). To estimate the cumulative damage 

due to temperature cycling the following formula was hypothesized: 

D = 
K M 
L L 

i=l j=l 

= 
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(9.5) 
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where 

D = accumulated damage, 

K = number of equal strain level groups, 

M = number of equal stiffness level groups, 

n = actual number of cycle applications, and 

N number of cycle applications till failure. 

In formulating the above hypothesis, it was assumed that the damage caused 

by each cycle is irrecoverable and hence the cumulative damage is a simple 

addition of all individual damages disregarding their sequence of occurence. 

The logarithm of the average number of cycles till failure N has been 

shown to be normally distributed (Ref 46). For a particular confidence level 

a ) the number of cycle applications until failure 

follows: 

N can be expressed as a 

where 

LogN a = (9.6) 

value from the normal tables corresponding to a confidence 
level a, and 

SD = standard deviation of N. 
N 

From Eqs 9.5 and 9.6, the probability of failure P(F) can be expressed as 

follows: 

P(F) = ( 
K M n .. 

probability L: L-B 
i=l j=l Na 

ij 

> 1.0) (9.7) 

The best way to explain the above concept is through a numerical example. 

For a particular road section under particular environmental conditions 

the accumulated damage 
K M n .. 

',," 't"-B)' . d f h hf \ ~ ~ was est1mate , a ter eac mont rom 
'1=1 j=l Na .. 

1J 
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construction, at different confidence levels (Table 9.1). The relationship 

between the accumulated damage and the confidence levels after x month from 

construction is shown in Fig 9.7. The probability of failure after x month 

can be interpolated from Fig 9.7 as follows: 

P(F) = 1.0 - the confidence level associated with accumulated 
damage of 1.0 

P(F) = 1.0 - 0.93 = 0.07 

To transfer the probability of failure into cracking, the procedure explained 

in Chapter 8 was followed: 

Cracking in ft2 /lOOO ft2 = 0.07 X 1000 = 70.0 

Cracking in linear ft/lOOO ft
2 = 70.0/5.0 = 14.0 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Cracking estimated from the above model is referred to as thermal 
fatigue cracking. 

(2) The developed system for predicting thermal-fatigue cracking is 
unique in nature, considering that this is the first time that 
both fatigue and stochastic variations are being utilized to 
predict the distress resulting from temperature cycling. 

(3) The usefulness and the behavior of the model are disclosed in 
Chapter 10. 

(4) As both thermal-fatigue cracking and low-temperature cracking (see 
Chapter 8) are functions of time, they may be appropriately added 
to estimate the total temperature cracking after a specified time 
from construction. 
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CHAPTER 10. COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM, IMPORTANT VARIABLES 
AND SYSTEM VERIFICATION 

In this chapter, a computerized system for predicting low-temperature and 

thermal-fatigue cracking is developed. The theories upon which the system is 

developed are those presented and discussed in Chapters 3 and 5-9. Figure 10.1 

shows a summary flow chart of the system, in which the calculations may be ex

pressed in steps as follows: 

(1) From the temperature system (Chapter 9) calculate the daily mean air 
temperature and solar radiation. 

(2) Calculate hourly pavement temperature for each day (Chapter 3). 

(3) Locate the maximum and minimum pavement temperatures for each day. 

(4) Starting from the maximum temperature and going down on an hourly 
basis to the minimum temperature, estimate the stiffness at the 
middle of the temperature intervals (Chapter 5), and the increments 
of strain and stress (Chapter 7). 

(5) Accumulate the increments of strain and stress to estimate the maxi-
mum strain and stress for that day. 

(6) Estimate the strength corresponding to the maximum stress. 

(7) Predict low-temperature cracking (Chapter 8). 

(8) Predict thermal-fatigue cracking (Chapter 9). 

(9) Total temperature cracking is the appropriate addition of low
temperature and thermal-fatigue cracking. 

In Chapter 5, two mathematical models for estimating asphalt stiffness 

were developed for: (1) converting Van der Poel's nomograph to a computer 

form, in which the loading time is limited to a few selected levels, (2) re

gression equations for Heukelom and Klomps' nomograph, in which the time of 

loading is a variable. However in examining the behavior of the regression 

equations, it was found that at high stiffnesses, the predicted values are 

somewhat lower than the measured. Therefore, both models were included in the 

system if the thermal loading time is one hour, which represents average condi

tions, the first model is utilized; otherwise, when thermal loading time is not 

one hour, the second model is utilized. 

Ul 
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~ 
Input: 

1. Weather data, 
2. Aspha 1 t properties, 
3. Mixture properties, 
4. Fatigue data, and 
5. Design period (years) • , 

Repeat for each year ) , 
Calculate hourly 

pavement temp. 

t 
Calculate max. daily: 

1. Strain, 
2. Stiffness, and 
3, Stress. , 
Calculate corresponding 

daily strength , 
Predict low temp. 

cracking , 
Predic t therma 1 fa tigue 

cracking 

t 
Prin t: 

l. Low temp. cracking, 
2. Therma 1 fa Ugue 

cracking, and 
3. Total thermal cracking. 

L 
---.---

- CONTINUE , 
( END ) 

Fig 10.1. Summary flow chart of the system. 
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As shown in Chapter 9, the general expression for estimating the fatigue 

life can be written as follows: 

N = (9.4) 

where the fatigue constants A, and B vary with the stiffness of the asphalt 

concrete. To incorporate this concept into the computerized system, the fatigue 

constants were estimated at two stiffness levels between which the constants at 

any other stiffness can be interpolated. 

The two stiffness levels chosen were 10.0 and 5.0 times (10)6 psi, since 

they represent the lowest and highest stiffness values for asphalt concrete 

mixtures. The four fatigue constants, two for each stiffness level, were esti

mated so as to result in the amount of temperature cracking reported after the 

eighth year in Road No.1, asphalt supplier No.2 (Ref 47) (see Fig 10.8). 

Other factors that are considered in estimating the four fatigue constants are 

the fo llowing : 

(1) At high stiffness, the number of temperature cycles until failure 
is less than that at low stiffness for the same strain level. 

(2) The slope of the logarthmic relationship between the strain level 
and the number of temperature cycles until failure is steeper for 
high stiffness than for low stiffness (Fig 9.6). 

The fatigue constants are shown in Table 10.1. 

At this stage, it should be emphasized that the four fatigue constants 

were estimated to fit one data point and were kept the same for all the other 

data from different projects that were used for the verification. Therefore, 

if the verification (conducted in a later section) showed the system to be 

reliable, that would be in essence a proof of the thermal fatigue theory pre

sented in Chapter 9. To estimate the fatigue constants at any other stiffness 

level between the selected two levels, linear interpolation among the logarith

mic transformation of the stiffness and the fatigue constants was utilized, 

since it was shown to be the most rational. 

Table 10.1 shows the input data for the developed program as printed out 

on the first page of the computer output; Table 10.2 is a typical print out of 

the temperature cracking calculations for each year after construction. The 

input guide and the program listing are given in Appendix 5. 
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TABLE 10.1 TYPICAL PRINT OUT OF THE INPUT DATA - FIRST PAGE 
OF THE COMPUTER OUTPUT. 

FA II. SEC. "10. 63 SH. ANI\E - ,j/23/1n2 

HME uf L.OAIH rJG ,s~c = 3bOO.OOO 

MUNTH CCUE 
JUL.Y AUG. SEPT. eCT. NOV. OF-C. 

1 2 3 4 ;) n 
JAN. FE.b. MAR. A~H. NAY. JUNE' 

7 8 

t1NNUAL AVLf1AGl:: 
ANNUAL R~NGE 
UAILY RANGE. 

9 10 

AIH Tt.~PEHATU~E 
,UEu .f 
,OEu.F 
,D£b.f 

11 

FACTOHS AFFECfING 
ANNUAL Avl.SCLA~ HAU. ,LANGLEYS 
JULY AV~.SCLA~ RAU. 'L.A~GLEYS 
~NNUAL AvE.WI/\lI: VtL. 'M~ri. 
SURFACE AbSURBTTvI1Y 
Dl~T~ FUM CALCULATIO~,lN. 
~lX. CONQUCTIViTY 'BTU-FT-~R-~. 
~lx. SPlCIFIC HtAT ,HTU-L~-F. 
"'lA. D~NSITY ,L.ri/FT3 

AS~I1ALT PHCPt~TIES 
O~IG. pl:::r'iETRATTIJN ,UM"'-~SEC. 
Pt;.N. T~ST TEMP. ,OEG.t= 
ORIG. SOl- TEI\I:Ij(; I-'OlNl,OEu.F 
THIN nLM CVf N TEST ,PCT.O~lG.~EN. 

MIATURE PHOP~~TIES 
peT. ASI-'I-iALT ,BY ~ T .OF AuG. 
ASPH. SPI:.CIFIC Gt-cAV. 
IIuG. SiJECIFIC GHAV. 
"'IX. AJ.H ve lOS 'PERCEI\T 
AGG. VOL. COI~Ct:./liTRATION -CALCU~~TED 
COEF. Of CCNn~ACT ION TEMP (1') 

.70 
210 

COfF. O~ VARIATJOr.. Of AL~'" 
~AX. Tll\I.STREf\j(,T~ ,PSI 
COEF. Of VARIAT!O,.., OF MAX.STHENufl1 

INPUT FATIGUE DATA 

= 
= 
= 

12 

36.600 
80.000 
20·9(10 

PAVe TEMP. 
= 312.000 
a 514.000 
.. 11.000 
= .950 
= 0.000 
= .700 = .220 
= It~8.000 

:;: 192.000 
= 77.000 
= 95.000 

= 44.100 

• 4.800 
:Ii 1.000 
I: 2.650 
= 4.900 
II ~71 

AlPH (t .... 5) 
1.0~0 
1.800 

= .100 
;a 45 0 .000 
;: .c:oo 

F~lIGUE 
toIIX.sT1F. (PSI) 

1·00vot;+ol 
5.0000'::+0 6 

CIJRVE N=A .. <l.O/STRAIN) .... A 
CONsT.A CONST.R 
!·00ooE-02 3·ooo0E+oo 
~.00ooE·13 3.9500E+oo 



TABLE 10.2 TYPICAL PRINT OUT OF THE TEMPERATURE CRACKING CALCULATIONS 

YF AR ~O. 

CoY ~lN.~VT.T~~~ •• OEG.F "o~.Sllf.PSI STqEN"TH.P~1 .~ •• STR[SS.pSI "'AX.STR4!N PF'" HIll 
30 f).do? IF+ I} 1 1.5523,'02 I. Po;OE'O\ i.1903f-~2 5.~~80F.-04 104.12 108.06 
~o 5,32f3'}f"+vl 1.01u5E·03 1.1?50E·01 ;.2010f-01 5.131 4[-04 9;>.02 109.31 
'1~ 3.227'''01 1.90af·04 4·F~2E·01 \.926c[·00 4.1613[-04 R'.61 110. 3~ 

120 1.126\,.01 2.3011.,.05 2.0lt",4E.n? ;>,4259E·OI 3.2045,-04 7~.SS 111.:!'2 
150 ... 4.122H·.OO I.OA6IF.0~ It .4rO~E+02 i.2165F.0' 2.6544,-04 15.65 111,91 
IRO -9,7533"00 1.9~<eE·O& 4.c<i17E'02 ,.ZOIOF.02 <,4409[-04 n.Sl 112.65 
210 --'.122t.F"+OO 1.1'I40E·06 4.4'1<;9E'02 1.415&E.02 <.6544E-0' 6Q.99 113.27 
24n 1,12'lr.01 3.lb~1[.05 Z.4514(.02 1.ZI74E.0 I 3,21>45[_04 67.65 11 3.H4 
210 3.Z27'W'OI Z.1~luE.04 5.93??E.Ol ,,9144f.OO 4.11>13E_04 ~5.f>'1 11 4 .3Q 
300 5,32B9F'('1 1.9220f.03 1.1250E·Ol 2.3!3'1E-01 5.131 4t!-04 63.95 11 4 .'10 
330 ".0&11,.01 3.60<4,.02 1.1250E.OI 4.c966E_02 5,8880E_04 62,39 1\5.3Q 
36r 1.4JO":t~.O! 2.03'«[.02 1.1?!lOE.Ol '.3109<-02 6.1147E_04 ~0.97 115.115 

LOW TEMP CIIACKING • 11.6'<22FT/l000,T2 

TWE~IIAL OISTRESS,fATIGUE- YEAR "'I). 
"'ONTw AVF.HA~.ST1F,PSI AVE.MAX.STRAIN. F~ONT CON"T. EXP,CONST. NIEAT!GU( LIf(1 

1 8.8842E·Ol 6.013IE-04 2.086IE-04 3.1406('00 2.631q1'·06 , 4.567Q[.02 5.5210E_04 1.14b1E_05 3.2502(.00 4,437QE.05 
3 6.6910E.U3 4,6355E_1\4 9.Ab4IE.~. 3,4384(.00 2.ij665E.04 
4 Q,3438E.04 3.&813E-04 9.2340E-1' 3.6338E'00 2,7787,'03 
~ 6.5963E·05 2.9I\13E-n4 2. A948E-i, 3,7858E'00 6.'<704E·0? 
~ 1.&108E.06 2.50 H9E-04 5.<;782E-l, 3,~603E'00 4.4205E·02 
7 101l31E.06 ,.51"OE-';4 5.3361E-i~ 3.A623E'00 4,2538F'02 
P 7.2410E.05 2.n91E-';4 2.4503E-F 3 ,7'133E' 00 6.IOHE+o2 
9 1.2112E.05 3.111ZE-04 5.1802E-Io 3.6540('00 1.9812,'03 

In l.o0l6E.04 4,6618E_n 4 4.R2S0E-~. 3.46.,6E·00 1.1l~'1F·0' 
11 8.7095E·02 5.552Zf.-04 3.655IE-o~ 3.Z945E·00 1.9423E·n~ 
12 2,4517E·0' 6.0826(-ii4 3.4381[-0<: 1.20A3E·00 1.144~f.+05 

LOr.. STAMARD DEVIATlCN OF FATIGUE LIFE ,;'50000 

NO,OF MONTHS eI-HZ/Iooon2 CI-FT/10~"FTZ 
I> .001' .0004 
7 .0902 .018n 
8 2.1391 .421Q 
9 6.9005 1.3801 

10 9.3403 1.8691 

TOTAL THER~~L C~ACKI"'G ~ 19.sen3~T/lnOOfT2 

YeAR "'0. 2 

CAY ~TN.PVT.TE~~.tnEG.F ~A~.STIf,PSI STRENt;TH,PC;I ",v.STAESt;.PSI I4Ai.STAAIN PE" TillS 30 6.8613f'01 3.9920E.02 1.1?'1nE.oi •• 714IE-02 5.11880E.04 5'1.68 116.30 60 5.32119['01 2.3~2e~.03 1.1~~OE.OI ,>.15091'·01 5,ll14I;'_04 ~8.4~ 116.11 '10 3.~21"F'01 3.8)661':.04 1.1004E.Ol ,.9451E.OO 4.1613£_04 57.38 111.10; 
120 1,1261 F .01 3.eO'<9£.05 2.1~RZE.02 4.3617E.Ol 3.26451;'_04 56.34 I j7 .5~ 150 -4.1226,.00 l.t5051'.01) 4.3:nQE'OZ 1.9366E.02 ? .~544E_04 <;0;.311 111.94 
190 -'1.1S33f.00 ".J4231':'0& 4.0114E'02 ~.0111F..02 2.4409[_04 1j4.41 118,32 
210 -4.1226< '00 1,6809E.06 4.31!IE'02 l',OI~9f.0? 2.6544F.-04 5l.61 118.69 240 1.1261<'01 3.9133E'05 2,1'HlF-'02 4.82Q11':.01 l.2645f.-04 52.19 11 9.04 210 3.2215f.01 4.3654E.04 1,'.511ZE.Ol 4.8123£.00 4.1613E_04 52.02 119.H 
30~ 5.3289,'01 4.01131'.03 1.55~SE.OI '.9114£-01 5.131 4£_04 51.28 IIII.n 330 6.8613f·01 5.3109[.02 1.I?liOE.OI ... 82121'-02 5.a880F_04 'iO.'I8 120.06 360 7,430'~,ol 3.0437[002 1.12~OE.oi '.78~6E-02 6.1147£-04 4</.91 120.3Q 

tow TEl'IP CPOC~ING ~ 5e.2226~T/IOOOFT2 

THERIIAL OISTRESS,fATTGUE_ YEAR ~O. 2 

"'aNT ... AV£.~Al.STIF,PSl A~E.~AX.STIIAIN !'AONT CO ... ~T. nP.CON!lT. N(~ATIGU£ LIE£! 
1 2.6249EoOZ 6.0731E_04 
2 1.0492E.03 5.5270E_O~ 
~ 1.3832E.n4 4.~355E_04 
4 1.68119E.05 3.6813E-';<I-
5 </.8610E.05 2.'1193E-0~ .., 2.01111(.0~ 2.5oI.l9E_';4 
1 2.0818E.06 2.51 6OE-ii4 
p 9.913IE.05 2.9397f.-04 
Q 1.1555£.05 3.1112E-Q~ 
l~ 1.5930E.04 4.6618E_n~ 
11 1.4256£+03 !I.5522E-0~ 
I" 3.8244E.02 6.082~E_';<I-

LOG. STA .. r,A"'O DEVIATION OE FATIGUE LIFE 

NO.O~ MCNT><S 
IS 
16 
11 
I~ 
19 
2t 
21 
22 

eI-FT2/1000FT2 
9.5955 

10,111<1-0 
14.5e22 
35.1U12 
16,3115 

133.4524 
186,6858 
203.222] 

3.0602£-9~ 
2.6282[-0" 
2.7Z43E·ii~ 
3.2355£-1" 
1.41118E-11 
3.1591[-1? 
3,1591[-12 
1.3917[_11 
3.nzo'[-i~ 
2.121~[-OA 
1.5267E-O~ 
1.5710E-0o; 

.;;50000 

CI_FT/IOO~FU 
1.9191 
2,02411 
2.916~ 
7,0202 

<1 5 ,262; 
26.1190~ 
37,331~ 
<l-0.6<1-~5 

3.l!lU£.OO 1I.6Q30E·OS 
3.301~[.00 1.5616E.05 
3.4911£.00 1.1869E+04 
3.~192E'00 I.H38(·03 
3.8118E.00 ~."317E·02 
3,A183!.00 3.460~E·02 
3.A1nE.oo 3.4226£+02 
3.11187E'00 ~.2672E.02 
3.68Z2[·00 1.2934['03 
3.5015[.00 ',7659E·03 
3.3287£.00 1,0<1-85['05 
3.2382[.00 ~.0720F:.05 

PI 
-1.';7 
... 1., I,Q 

-1.14 
-1.7<; 
-1,15 
-1.14 
-1.73 
-1.11 
-1.10 
-I.~~ 
-1.6~ 
-1.104 

"I 
-1,"~ 
-l.~n 
-i.')Q 
_1.57 
-1.'55 
-1.<;1 
-1,<;1 
-1.4Q 
-1.4A 
-I,4~ 

-1.4. 
-1,4' 
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SYSTEM BEHAVIOR 

Figure 10.2 shows the relationship between temperature cracking and the 

number of years from construction, as computed from the system. In this figure, 

the values of temperature cracking are those corresponding to assumed asphalt 

mixture properties and surrounding environmental conditions and are not neces

sarily typical values. However, the rate of increase of low-temperature and 

thermal-fatigue cracking is usually similar to what is shown; i.e., the rate of 

increase of low-temperature cracking is usually much less than that for thermal

fatigue cracking. Study cases performed using the developed system showed that 

the rate of increase of thermal-fatigue cracking is higher during the winter 

than the summer, as shown in Fig 10.3. Furthermore, it is important to note 

that the major cause of temperature cracking is either low temperature or 

fatigue, depending on the asphalt mixture properties and the surrounding environ

mental conditions. 

IMPORTANT VARIABLES 

One of the best available techniques for evaluating the significance of 

independent variables is to perform a complete sensitivity analysis, in which 

the interaction between the independent variables can be detected. Due to the 

extensive computer time required to perform such an analysis, a simple analysis 

that shows the importance of the individual variables without considering their 

interaction was performed. The dependent variable that was considered for the 

analysis is thermal-fatigue cracking. However, it is anticipated that the 

important variables for the low-temperature cracking will be the same as those 

for thermal-fatigue cracking, in addition to the tensile strength of the asphalt 

concrete mixture. Reasonable values were assigned to each of the independent 

variables, except that the values assigned for the fatigue constants were 

selected so as to result in a considerable amount of thermal-fatigue cracking 

in a short period of time (one year). The reason for that is to reduce the 

required computer time. One variable at a time was then increased by 10 per

cent, keeping the rest at their assigned values, and the resulting difference 

in thermal fatigue cracking was determined; Table 10.3 shows the result of the 

analysis. Figure 10.4 depicts the importance of the independent variables ex

cluding the fatigue constants. From the figure, one may classify the independent 

variables into five levels in a descending order of importance as follows: 
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Fig 10.2. Sche:matic diagram showing the relationship between 
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TABLE 10.3. EVALUATION OF VARIABLES IMPORTANCE FOR PREDICTING THERMAL-FATIGUE CRACKING 

Independent Variable 

o Annual average temperature, F 

o Annual temperature range, F 

Daily temperature range, OF 

Annual average wind velocity, mph 

Annual average solar radiation, L 

July average solar radiation, L 

Original pen*iration, 77
o

F, 
5 seconds 

o ** Original softening point, F 

TFOT (percent original 
penetration) 

Percent asphalt, by weight 
aggregate 

Aggregate specific gravity 

Asphalt specific gravity 

Assigned 
Value 

50.0 

70.0 

25.0 

8.0 

400.0 

600.0 

110.0 

110.0 

55.0 

5.0 

2.5 

1.0 

Fatigue Crack. at 
10% Increas~, 
ft/1000 ft 

65.26 

124.30 

138.20 

105.57 

152.65 

74.13 

83.36 

84.14 

84.14 

129.54 

Change in ~'r: 
Fatigue Crack. 

- 41. 90 

17.14 

31.04 

1.59 

45.49 

- 33.03 

- 23.80 

- 23.02 

- 23.02 

22.38 

Percent 
Change 

-39.10 

15.99 

28.96 

- 1.48 

42.45 

-30.82 

-22.20 

-21.48 

-21.48 

20.88 

Rank 

5 

12 

7 

16 

3 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

(Continued) 



TABLE 10.3. (Continued) 

Fatigue Crack. at 
Assigned 10% Increase, Change in 

* 
Percent 

Independent Variable Value ft/1000 ft 2 Fatigue Crack. Change Rank 

Percent air voids 5.0 99.99 7.17 - 6.69 14 

Q! X 105/ oF 1.2 149.54 42.38 39.54 4 

Low stiffness (10 psi) A 10-3 103.18 3.98 - 3.71 15 

Fatigue constants B 2.5 22.62 - 84.54 -78.89 2 

High stiffness (5 X 106 psi) C 5 X 10-13 97.60 9.56 - 8.92 13 

Fatigue constants D 4.0 0.21 -106.95 -99.89 1 

Logarithmic standard deviation 
of fatigue 0.25 106.36 0.8 - 0.74 17 

* Fatigue cracking for the assigned values without 10 percent increase = 107.16 ft/1000 ft
2 

** Cannot be evaluated individually due to their evident interaction. 



Annual average wind 
velocity 

Percent air voids 

Annual temperature 
range 

Asphalt specific 
gravity 

Aggregate specific 
gravity 

Percent asphalt, by 
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Daily temperature range 
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Fig 10.4. Importance of individual variables regarding their 
effect on thermal-fatigue cracking. 
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(1) a. annual average solar radiation, 

b. coefficient of thermal contraction, 

c. annual average temperature. 

(2) a. July average solar radiation, 

b. daily temperature range. 

(3) a. thin-film oven test, percent of original penetration, 

b. percent asphalt in the mixture, by weight of aggregate, 

c. aggregate specific gravity, 

d. asphalt specific gravity, 

e. annual temperature range. 

(4) a. percent air voids in the mixture. 

(5) a. annual average wind velocity. 

Because of the evident interaction effect between the penetration and the 

softening point of the asphalt, the individual evaluation of their importance 

could be misleading. Therefore, they were omitted from the above analysis and 

a separate study on their influence on thermal-fatigue cracking was performed. 

Using the aSSigned values for the rest of the variables (Table 10.3), three 

levels were selected for both penetration and softening point and a factorial 

experiment was designed (Table 10.4). Figure 10.5 shows the result of the 

analysis, from which one may conclude the following: 

(1) The higher the penetration (the softer the asphalt), the lower the 
thermal-fatigue cracking. 

(2) If the penetration is held constant at the low level (100) and the 
softening point is allowed to change from the medium to the high 
level (110 to 115), the thermal-fatigue cracking decreases. If, 
however, the penetration is held constant at the high level (150), 
and the softening point is allowed to change from the medium to the 
high level, the thermal-fatigue cracking increases. This indicates 
the interaction effect between the penetration and the softening 
point, which can be attributed to the change of the temperature 
susceptibility of the asphalt. 

(3) At the low penetration level (100), the effect of the change of the 
softening point (105 to 115) is more significant than at the high 
penetration level (150). 

SYSTEM VERIFICATION 

A search was carried out to locate some projects in which temperature 

cracking was measured and reported separately from traffic load cracking. 
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Unfortunately, very few projects were found where such measurement was reported. 

Two of these projects were used to verify the system. A description of each 

project and the results of the analysis are presented in the next sections. 

(1) Ontario Test Roads 

In this project McLeod (Ref 47) made a survey of temperature cracking 

after the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh years of service of asphalt pave

ments on three southwestern Ontario Test Roads, about 40 miles apart, that 

were constructed in 1960, allover clay loam subgrades. Each test road was 

six miles long and contained three 2-mile test pavements. The pavement in each 

2-mile test section contained a single 85/100 penetration asphalt cement. 

Three 85/100 penetration asphalt cements from three different asphalt suppliers 

were repeated in each of the three 6-mile test roads (Fig 10.6). The properties 

of the asphalt from the different suppliers are given in Table 10.5. All the 

necessary information about the mixture properties was available except the ten

sile strength, which was assumed to have a maximum value of 500 psi. The en

vironmental variables were estimated from the closest available weather station, 

London A. (Ref 48). The data used for the calculations are given in Appendix 6. 

Figures 10.7, 10.8, and 10.9 show the comparison between the measured and pre

dicted thermal cracking for the three asphalt suppliers. Because there is not 

any basis upon which to differentiate between the three roads, they can be con

sidered as replicates. However, since the fatigue constants were adjusted for 

Road No.1, it would be more appropriate to compare the predicted thermal crack

ing with that measured in Road No.1. In general, the agreement between the 

measured and predicted cracking seemS to be encouraging. 

(2) Ste. Anne Test Road (Refs 5, 15, 79) 

The test road was constructed in 1967 for the study of transverse 

cracking of asphalt pavements. It is located 25 miles east of Winnipeg in the 

vicinity of Ste. Anne, Manitoba. The characteristics of the test road were 

described in Ref 79 as follows: liThe road is composed of twenty-nine 400-foot 

pavement sections, 24 feet wide, constructed on clay and sand subgrades. The 

test section variables include two different types and three different grades 

of asphalt, two asphalt contents, two aggregate gradations, limestone and 

granite aggregates, and three road structure designs. The variables, shown in 

Table 10.6, in their interaction and combinations, were selected as being 
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TABLE 10.5. INSPECTION DATA ON ORIGINAL 85/100 PENETRATION 
ASPHALT CEMENTS USED FOR ONTARIO'S THREE 1960 
TEST ROADS (Ref 47) 

Suppl ier Number 2 3 

Flash Point COCoF 585 525 615 

So ft en i n g Po i n t R and B of 115 115 119 

Penetration 100 gr. 5 see 770 F 83 96 ~7 
200 gr. 60 see 39.20 F 25 36 22 
200 gr. 60 see 320 F 22 26 19 

Penetration Rat io 30.2 37.5 25.3 

Duct iii ty at 770 F , 5 em/min 150+ 150+ 128 

Viscosi ty Centistokes at 2750 F 460 365 210 
Centistokes at 2100 F 3953 2763 1472 

Thin Film Oven Test 
% loss by weight O. I 0.3 0.0 
Residue 
% Original Penetrat ion at 770 F 67.5 60.4 61.0 
Dueti I ity at 770 F, 5 em/mi n 150+ 110 115 

Sol ub iii ty in n-hexane 
% asphaltenes 19.7 24.7 18.8 

Penetration Index 
(Pfeiffer and Van Doormaa I) -1.00 -0.57 -0.21 

Pen-vis number -0.19 -0.36 -1.34 
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TABLE 10.6. TEST ROAD DESIGN VARIABLES IDENTIFIED 
BY SECTION NUMBERS (Ref 79) 

300-460 PENETRATION SC-5 
GRADE LOW VISCOSITY ASPH. 

ASPHALT (W.C. 

150-200 PENETRATION 
GRADE LOW VISCOSITY 

ASPHALT 
(WESTERN CANADIAN CRUDE) 

150-200 PENETRATION 
GRADE HIGH VISCOSITY 

ASPHALT 
(WESTERN CANADIAN CRUDE) ~ WEST~RN CANADIAN CRUDE) CRUDE) 

ROAD STRUCTURE 

4 IN. PAVEMENT • 
161N. BASE COURSE 54 
CLAY SUBGRADE 

4 IN. PAVEMENT • 
6 IN. BASE COURSE 74 
SAND SUBGRADE 

10 IN. FULL DEPTH • 
ASPHALT PAVEMENT 
CLAY SUBGRADE 

55 63 53 5.7 62 

76 67 75 77 73 66 

64 65 

56 51 58 59 61 60 ~ 

72 78 71 70 68 69 79 I 
I 
I 

I [ 

• All aggregates in bituminous pavement mix processed from glacial drift deposits (20% igneous, 80% limfl!tont; 50 % crush) 
unle •• otherwise indicated. . 
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potentially important in the study of transverse pavement cracking." All the 

mixture properties are available in the above references, except the maximum 

tensile strength, which was determined for samples containing the optimum asphalt 

content by J. T. Christison et a1 (Ref 9). The fatigue constants were kept the 

same as for the Ontario Test Roads. The data used for the calculation are 

given in Appendix 6. The comparison between the measured and predicted tem

perature cracking are shown in Table 10.7, which indicates that the agreement 

is reasonable. 

Discussion 

The computed temperature cracking for both the Ontario Test Roads and 

Ste. Anne Test Road have shown the system to be reliable. The following ob

servations were made from analyzing the results of the computations; 

(1) Ontario Test Roads 

(a) Temperature cracking was mainly thermal-fatigue cracking with a 
practically negligible amount of low-temperature cracking. 

(b) Sections constructed using asphalt from supplier No. 1 showed 
less temperature cracking than those constructed using asphalt 
from suppliers No.2 and 3. The computations showed the same 
conclusion. 

(c) McLeod (Ref 47) explained the difference among asphalt from the 
various suppliers as the difference in the aspha1t ' s temperature 
susceptibility. However, the analysis showed that the main 
difference was the percent of original penetration after the 
thin-film oven test. Asphalt from supplier No. 1 had the highest 
percentage of original penetration after the thin-film oven test. 
Therefore, the amount of asphalt hardening was relatively low 
after the mixing process, and hence the rate of increase of the 
temperature cracking (mainly thermal-fatigue cracking) was much 
lower than for asphalt from the other suppliers. 

(d) Adding the asphalt aging models (Chapter 6) to the fracture tem
perature concept discussed in Chapter 8, predicted temperature 
cracking was negligible compared to that predicted by the system. 
This can be explained by the fact that the temperature cracking 
in the Ontario Test Roads was mainly due to daily temperature 
cycling, which is not considered in the fracture temperature 
concept. 

(2) Ste. Anne Test Road 

(a) Temperature cracking was a combination of thermal-fatigue and 
low-temperature cracking. 
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TABLE 10.7. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED TEMPERATURE CRACKING 
AFTER TWO YEARS FROM CONSTRUCTION, STE. ANNE TEST ROAD 

Asphalt 
Section Type 

63 

150/200 
67 

LVA 
64 

62 

150/200 
66 

HVA 
65 

300/400 61 
LVA 

68 

Measured Crack, 
Structure ft/1000 ft2 

(Ref 7~ 

A 51.0 

B 154.0 

C 22.9 

A 7.5 

B 5.6 

C 3.3 

A 25.0 

B 1.25 

L B 

4" I Asphalt I 
I Concrete rl'."t/J # ff> 0: 6" Granular 

Lillo Base 0 

:. , •• ,..: -:. •• j..-;. .. ! .... ..•. : .. "'~ .. ...... 
Sand 

Predicted 
Average Crack, 

ft11000 ft 2 

76.0 98.9 

5.5 9.5 

13.1 1.7 

C 

11 I 
10" I Asphalt I 

L~:::J 
Clay 
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(b) High viscosity asphalts showed much less temperature cracking 
than low-viscosity asphalts. The analysis reached the same 
conclusion. This can be explained by the observation that high
viscosity asphalts are less temperature-susceptible than low
viscosity asphalts. For instance, for the Ste. Anne Test Road, 
the high-viscosity asphalt had an original penetration index of 
-1.0, compared to -2.5 for the low-viscosity asphalt. 

(c) Different pavement structures having the same asphalt concrete 
mixture showed different temperature cracking. However, since 
the factor of pavement structure is not included in the developed 
system, the computed temperature cracking was compared with the 
average reported values of different sections with the same 
asphalt concrete mixture. 

(d) Without considering the aging of asphalt, predicted temperature 
cracking, for the low-viscosity 150/200 asphalt was found to be 
0.009 ft/1000 ft2 compared to a measured value of 76.0 ft/1000 ft2 

(Table 10.7). This observation shows the significant contri
bution of asphalt aging models (Chapter 6) to the developed 
system. 

A computer system for predicting temperature cracking has been developed. 

The system's behavior was analyzed and the important variables with respect to 

temperature cracking were detected. Data from Ontario Test Roads and Ste. Anne 

Test Road have shown the system to be reliable. 
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CHAPTER 11. SUMMARY, CONCLUS IONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY 

A computerized system for predicting temperature cracking has been developed. 

The main concepts utilized in forming the system are simulation of pavement 

temperatures, estimation of asphalt concrete stiffness, aging of asphalts, sto

chastic variations, and fatigue. Temperature cracking as predicted from the 

developed system is the appropriate addition of two forms of cracking, which 

are briefly defined below: 

(1) Low-temperature cracking, which occurs when the thermal tensile 
stress exceeds the asphalt concrete tensile strength. 

(2) Thermal-fatigue cracking which occurs when the thermal fatigue 
distress, due to daily temperature cycling, exceeds the fatigue 
resistance of the asphalt concrete. 

CONCLUS IONS 

Analysis of the Ontario Test Roads and the Ste. Anne Test Road has shown 

the system to be reasonable and reliable. Consideration of the thermal fatigue 

due to daily temperature cycling, which has not previously been considered, 

makes the method superior to any other available technique in this field. In 

analyzing the system, the important weather parameters with respect to tem

perature cracking were found to be solar radiation and air temperature. The 

important asphalt concrete properties were found to be the thermal coefficient 

of contraction and the asphalt penetration and temperature-susceptibility. 

Data from the Ontario Test Roads and computations from the system showed that 

the percent of original penetration after the thin-film oven test can be a 

good guide in differentiating among the different asphalt sources whenever the 

rest of the asphalt properties are the same. The adoption of the system by 

highway agencies concerned with temperature cracking seems warranted, particular

ly since the system is made available in the form of a single computer program. 

Another factor that makes the system easy to adopt is that most of the informa

tion necessary for using the computer program needs to be collected only one 

145 
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time. For example, the environmental variables for a specific area need to be 

collected only once. The system can be a decision-maker to accept or reject 

an asphalt supplier; it will also help the design engineer in designing an 

asphalt concrete mixture that will best fit the surrounding environmental con

ditions. Above all, the use of the proposed system will reduce the maintenance 

cost, especially for those locations that suffer from flexible pavement tem

perature cracking. 

The acceptance of the system by highway design engineers will simply mean 

that all the analytical procedures are accepted, at least partially. However, 

all the segments of the system were put together so that any change that may 

develop through the advancement of asphalt concrete technology can be added 

without the destruction of the basic framework. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Inherent in the proposing of the adoption of the developed system by 

highway agencies is the further study to update any segment of the system as 

it becomes necessary. Although the Ontario Test Roads and Ste. Anne Test Road 

showed the system to be reliable, practice may show some aspects that may be 

missing in our current asphalt concrete pavement technology. Immediate re

search efforts that need to be carried out to help in updating the system are 

listed below: 

(1) the establishment of a regular laboratory experiment to measure the 
thermal coefficient of contraction of asphalt concrete mixtures, 

(2) the performance of a constant strain fatigue experiment to determine 
the fatigue constants of any asphalt concrete mixture as a function 
of its stiffness, 

(3) the consideration of the effect of different pavement structures on 
temperature cracking, 

(4) the addition of the reliability concept (Ref 10) to the developed 
system, and 

(5) more effort to reduce the computer time necessary for executing the 
existing version of the computer program. 

Besides the independent use of the proposed system, it is recommended that 

it be incorporated, as a subsystem, into the available flexible pavement design 

systems (Refs 32 and 36). To do so, it is necessary to correlate temperature 

cracking and pavement performance in lieu of the present serviceability index 
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concept suggested by AASHO (Ref 6). At the present time, there are not enough 

data to develop such a correlation. However, it is hoped that these data will 

be available in the near future. When the preceding recommendation is accom

plished, the idea of having one system that includes both traffic and environ

mental variables will be fulfilled. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TEMPERATURE PREDICTION PROGRAM LISTING AND INPUT GUIDE 
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kE~n I?, TA, Tk . 
HEAW12, v, N, ~. AK, ~, AL,A 
j:Jf'ill~T 14,TA,TH,v'''',S,~I\'I'HAL'X 
Pf.ill<~T 43 
AH ;; l.~ + .bi*~**!7~ 
H ;; AH/Ar( 
"',e .: AKI (S*.d 
e = (.l=!/AC)**.~ 
f1 = .67 •• rl",,3. 'JY*ALI «(!~.itAH) 
/..2 = (_X,*L./lc? .-
lJ = H*t.KP(1..2)/«n+C)**~+C**2)**.~ 
l!U ?O J = ~,25 
T1M:a,J 
1 F ( J. G 1. 9) t,;u Il, j.l. 
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J~ Z4=-tl.~~27~it'.J~0~'*T!M •• 12*L2-.2H8) 
J~ i5=~lN(L~) '. . 

IF (1..5) 21,~2,2? 
.::::1 Tto'=r~+.'Jo/H~ 

lv=.~*TH ~~l Iv ~J 
e:::Z. 1 v=v.~~.lt<+.J.itj., 

lM=TA .. r-. 
~J TEM~=TM+rV.L3.L~ 

TIM.I I 1--1 + c:; • 
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lil) ro 2~ 
v1 IF (J'I-t..lOJ PtHNI 53,ll'\,Tt.MI-

IF l ..I 'II F ~ • 1 ".Ii J 1.1 t( F- T 5 q., I .1.11.1, T ~ M I" 

If(J.UT'19J PR!~l 51,~'M,TEMP 
..::t..: ('O~Tl ul:. 
ill ('CrJ lIt-lit:. 

;;, GO TO 35 

:tiG() TO J5 
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INPUT GUIDE 

NT0T 

IS 
One card 

NT0T = total number of problems 

The following cards have to be repeated for each problem. 

NPR0B TIT1E(1) 

IS 5X SA10 

NPR0B = 
TITLE (1) = 

identification problem number. 
date and location of measurements. 

TA TR 

F1O.3 F1O.3 

TA = average air temperature (0 F) 

TR = temperature daily range (0 F) 

V w S AK B AL X 

F1O.3 F1O.3 F 10.3 FlO.] F1O.3 F1O.3 I F1O.31 

V = wind speed (mph) 
W = mix density (lb/cu in) 
S = specific heat (BTU per pound, 
AK = conductivity (BTU per square 
B absorptivi ty 

o F) 
foot 

AL = solar radiation (Langleys per day) 
X = depth (inches) 

lone card 
60 

One card 

One card 

per hour, 

161 

0 F per foot 
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APPENDIX 2 

ESTIMATION OF ASPHALT CONCRETE STIFFNESS 
(AFTER VAN DER POELrS NOMOGRAPH) 

PROGRAM LIST AND INPUT GUIDE 
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PROAPbM VEHTA (TNpUT,OUTPUT) 
[': H-1 E" N 5 I <.l ~: Y ( 6) , Z ( 1 5) ,F Y M 2 ( 6) ,f Y ~ 1 ( 6 l ,~V 0 ( ~) ,F V P 1 ( ,,) ,F V P 2 ( ,,) , 

1 F Z I·'? ( ) 5) • F Z M 1 ( 15 ) ~ F Z n ( 15) • F l P 1 (~5) ~ F' Z p 2 ( l5) ,T f M P ( 50) , 
lE (50) ,EA (50) ,Ell (SO) ,F:MIX (50) 

riHH~""Tn1p IlAT" POiNTS I\BevE RING-A"!D-BALL (nEG. C) 
O~T~ y/~~.,35.,30.,20.,JO.,O.O/ 

r~**~*TEMP nAT! POINTs RELOW PING-AND-HALi (nEG. C) 
UAiA IIO.,-5.,-lQ.,-15.,-20.,-25.,-30.,-35.,-40.~-45.,-~n •• -55., 

1-60 •• -65.,-7°.1 
REAn ll,,,,TOTAL 

C"****NTOTJL. = TOTAL ~O. OF PRoBLEMS 
11 FCRMn.r (T5) 

DO 1 nnO T=1 ,NTOT~I 
RE Ai) 11, ~'PROR 

r~****NPROA = oRO~LEM Nn. 
PRINT 12~NPROH 

12 FCP.~AT (1Hl ,2" (/) .25x,12H PHO~LEM NO ,yC;) 
REAP 1 .ITIME,t-ITEr~p 

r*****ITi~F= T,ME LEVEL 
r*****NTE~P= ~". OF TEMP AT WHICH STIFFNE~S IS NFEnEO 

1 FOp\~AT (2,5) 
READ ?'(TEHP~!),I=l'NTE~P) 

2 FOFmAT «(5Flii.1» 
READ 3,FT,TpT,T~~.CV 

C*****PT = PE~~TRATI0~ (MULTIPLE OF 0.1 ~~) 
r,*****TPT = PE~'ET~ATICN TEMP (OEG. C) 
r*****TR6 = RIr.,r,-IlN\I-RAI'L TEMP (OEG. C) 
c***~*CV = VOL"ME CONCE",TFlATION Of MINE~ALS 

3 FORMAT(4F'10.3) 
C= (Ill. OGI n (800.) -AI OG 10 (pT) ) *50.1 (TRP-TPT) 
PI=(?~.-10.*C)/(C.1.) 

C~**~~PI = pE~~TRATIO~ iNDEX 
IF~TTTME-2) 4,S,6 

4 CALL HOS~C (PT'TPT'TR8'CV'PI'NTEMP~iE~P,Y'7) 
C*****HOSFC = ~/10~ SEC"NO 

GO TO 101'10 
5 C&lLI. HOUP (PT,1~T'T~I;j'CV,PI''''TEMP,TEAAP,V,7) 

GC TC' 10;'0 
6 IF (TTIM~.E{J.4) (,f) TO 7 

C~LL ~Y~~T (PT'TPT'TRd'CV'PI'NTEMP,tE~P,V'7) 
GO T(l InOO 

7 CALL ~DS~C (pT,TP+'T~~,CV,PI,NTEMP,iEMP,Y,7) 
CALL ~OUP (PT,TPT,TRB'CV,Pl,NTFMP,iEMP,Y,1) 
CAll [yf\~T (PT,T Pr,TRb,C\f,PI,NTEMP,TP-'P,V,7) 

lour CCt.JTT~I)E 
E.~D 
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SUEHlflllTh!E i'iDSEr. (PT, rPT,THb.CV,PI,t-TFMP,TfMP'Yi7) 
["IMENSIO~! Y (6) ,2 (,5) ,FYt·, (6) .rY~l (6\ 'rY(! (~) ,FYP (6) ,FYP2 (1,). 

1 F 1 1-12 ( 1 5) • F Z M i ( 15) ,F 1 0 (} C:;) , F l PI ( 115) ,~Z P' (} ;) , TEMP ( SOl , 
1E (5") .EA (50) 'EI:HS,,) ,Er-'IJ)C (St,) 

DATA FY~'/1.~5E3'~.F3'3.~F3'1.6E4'6.BF4'3.E5/ 
C~~~~~FVM' = STIFFNESS AT TEMP (y) ~ND PI OF -2 

DATA ~y~i/2.E3.3.1E3.~.F3.2.E4.7.E4,2.~f51 
DATA FYO/3.E3,4.8F3.7.5F3,2.2E4,1.E4,2.FS/ 
DATA FYPl/4.E3,6.RE3.~.2F3.2.3Ei,7.~4,l.6E5/ 
OAT4 Fyp?/5.5f3.8.E3.1.Q7E4.2.5E4.6.F4,l.4F~/ 

r**~**FYP2 = STIFFNESS aT TEMPCV) AND Pt ~F +7 
DATA FZ~~/3.ts,e.F5,2.E~.1.E6,2.E7.5.F7,t.4EB'4.F8'8.EA.l.'E9. 
11.5~q,1.oE9,2.05E~'2.3Eq.2.~eol 

C~**~*FZM? = STIFFNESS ~T TEMP(l) AND PI nF -2 
nATA Fl~i/2.5E5.5.8E5'1.3E6.],3E6,~.5F6'2.F7'4.7F7'1.EA.?FA. 
13.5f~,~.~E8.9.E8.1.3E9.1.5E9".Eq/ 

DATA ~ZO/2.E5,4.3F5.~.SF5.1.Rf6,4.F~,Q.E6'l.ASE7,4.E7.7.F7.1,15E8. 
11.9FP,3.;E8,5,Ee,7.~F~,l.E9/ 
n~TA F7P'/1.6F5.J.3E5.6.fS,1.1E6'2.F6,4.2E6.7.E6,1.6E1.2.7~7, 
14.8~7.7.r.7'1·2EA".eF.8.?8E8'4.~~A/ 

DATA FZP'/1.4E5,2.4E5.4.F5t1.E5,1.~F6,2.E6,3.5E6,7'E6.1.07f7. 
t1.9f7.3.~7,5,E7,d.E7,l.2FA,1.9EP/ 

C**~~*FZP' = STIFFNESS aT TEMP(Z) AND PI nF +2 
PRINT 11 

11 FeRMAT (iHl.10X'*TI~E OF LOADING =0.01 SEC.*) 
PR 1 ;;T 21 
PRI'\:T 21 

21 FCPM~T (,SX.19rl ------------------) 
PRINT 31~PT,TpT.T~B 

31 FOR~PT (1/,3X.13~ Pf~ET~ATION=, F7.~,3x.l1w PENT TEMP=. F7.2. 
13x,1~~ T~MP RING ~ALL=' F7,e) 

P I=C Hv T 41 ~ PI, c V 
41 FCRM~T (/1.5x,12rl PE~T JNOEX=,FIO.S~6x.4H cv=.Fln,5) 

IF (PI .GT .-2.) GC TO 1 
CALL ~TI~ (NtFMP'TE~P.TR~.Y,Z,FY~?,~ZM?E) 
CALL CJTpUT (CV.NTE~P.TE~P.~,fMIK' 
GC T('\ lOn 

1 IF (P 1 • G T • -1 • 1 r: (J TC 2 
CALL 5TIF (NTrMP.TE~P,TR~.Y.Z,FYM2,FZ~2,EA) 
CALL sTIF (Ni~MF'TE~P.TRR,Y.Z'F~~l.FZ~l.EA) 
DC 1" I=;,I'qF;IP 
D L = 2. [' -A R S ( PI) 

it E(I)=FA(T)+(EA(I)-EA(l»~ARS(DL) 
r*****LlNEAR INTERpOLtTTO~ 

CALL 0UTplJT (CV,NTE~P'TElAP,E.E'MI)() 
GC TO 10(1 

2 IF(PT.GT.O.O~ GC TO 3 
CALL STI~ (NTEMP'TE~P'TRR.Y'Z.FYMl.~z~i'EA) 
CALL STIF (NTEMP'TE~P,TRR,Y.Z,FyO.F70.Fe) 
DO 2(1 1=,.NTrtAP 
DL=l.n-A~S(PI) 

20 E(I)=fA(Tl+(EB(I).EA(I)OABS(OL) 
CALL nuTpUT (CV,NTE~P.TEMP.E,EMTX) 
(;C Tn 101'1 

3 IF (PI.GT.l;, GO TO 4 
C~Ll 5TIF (NTEMP'TE~P'TRR.Y.Z'FyO'F70.eA) . 
CAll. ~TIF (N+EMP.iE~P'TR~.y.Z.FyPl,FZPl'E8) 
00 3" I=1,NTF-t-IP 



CL=o.r-A~S(PI) 
j~ E(J)=~A(T)+(EB(I)-EA(I»*ARS(OL) 

CALL nUTpUT (CV.NTE~P'TEMP,E'FMfX) 
GC Tfi IOn 

4 IF (PT.GT.2.) Gr Tn 5 
CALL STI~ (NTEMP'TE~P.TRR.y.Z.FyPl.FZP,.EA) 
CALL sTIr: (I\TEMr:tTE~P.TQR.y.Z.FvP~,FZp2.EB) 
00 4n 1=; ,NTffl.'P 
DL=1 • \I-APS (PI) 

4C E(I)=FA(T)+(EA(I).EA(I»*ABS(DL) 
CALL :"!lJT~'UT (CV.NrEtJP.TEMP,t.'EMIX) 
GC Tn lV" 

5 CALL STIF (NTEMF'TE~P.TR8.Y.Z.FYP2.~Zp2.E) 
C~LL nUTpUT <CV,NTEtJP.TEMp,t,EMrX) 

10~ CCNTr~UE . 
RE TLJR~" 
E~D 
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Sl;R~('\I'T I"IE HOUR (pT. TPT .TI=Ce,CV,PI ,NTF.:MP,TEMP,V.Z) 
DIM n i q 0 to.l Y ( 6) • Z ( 1 '::» • ~ y 1\012 ( 6) ,F Y loll «(,) ,F Y 0 «(,) • F v P, (6) ,F Y P 2 ( 6 1 , 

I F 2 ~~? ( I r;,) • F btl ( 1 C; ) '. f 7 n ( 1 C;) ,F l P 1 (;5), F Z P 2 ( 1 c;) • T EM P ( 5 n) , 
IE (50).F.A ,50) .FH(S,) ,fMI'( (50) 

DATA ~~~~/S.E-3.9.E-3.i.f-2,1.7E-2,?6r-l.1.5EO/ 
GATfl ~Y~'/1.F-2.1.5F-~,3.4f-2,1.E-l,3.4E-l.l.REn/ 
rATp ~VO/2.F-?,2.~t-2.5.~-2'1.4F-l,~.FO/ 
LAT~ FY~~/2.7~-2'4'7E-2.R.3E-2'2.E-i,7.E-l,2.9EO/ 
DATA FYP?/4.5E-~'7.5~-2'1.3E-l,3.E-l'l.EO'3.3EO/ 
DAT~ FZ~~/1.SfO.~.4F"'I.Fl.3.5El.l.E?~.E2.1.~E~.7.E3,4.F4.1.6r5, 
]7.3~~.3.7E6,1.6F7.1.E7'?~E~/ 

rATA FZ~'/I.HFO.3.6EO'1.FI,3.5EI,8.~Fl.3.3F2,1.E3.3.1E3,i.~5E4, 
Ih.5F6,2,'E5.8.5E5~3.E6.1.2El'4.iEl/ 
D~Tt FZO/2.EO,4.S~O.I.El.3.~El,1.5Ei,2.5E2.7.6E2.2.3E3,A.4F3, 
1?E4.1.E~.3.2F5.9.ES,3.E~,I.E71 
DAT~ FZP~/?9FO.5.Eo,1.2Fl,3.5EI'7.~El ,2.3E2,6.E"1.BE3,5.~3, 
11.7F4.5.~~'1.4E5".5E5.1.E6,3.E6/ 

DATt F1P?/3.3f O,b.6EO.l.5El.3.SEl,1.SFl,2.2E2,S.F2,1.4E3.3.3E3. 
Il.E4.~.~~4,7.r4.1.7fS.4.1E5,l.E61 
F~ I ~.; T II 

11 Fon~;I\T (nil,JIIX,* TI~E OF' UJAt)!NG ::a ONE HOIH~O) 
PRI"T 21 
PR I;"T 21 

21 fonMAT (?5X,iYH ------------------) 
P~INT 31~PT,TDT.Tqb 

31 FCRMtT (//,JX.13H PE~ET~ATIUN=, F7.2,)X.IIH PENT TEMP~. F7.2, 
13X,1&~ l~MP RTNG qALL=, F7.2) 
P~lNT 41,PI.cv 

41 FORMAT (//,~X.12H PENT lNnEx=,FlO.~~6.,4H CV:,Fl".S) 
IF(PI.bT.-2.) GC' TO 1 
CALL ~TI~ (NTfMP'TE~P,TRB'Y'Z,FVM2,izM?'E) 
CALL OUTpUT (CV,NTE~P,TE~P,~,EMIX) 
GC Tn IOn 
IF (Pt.GT.-l.) (30 TO 2 
CtlLL STIF (I~TEHPtTE ... P,TRFhY'Z,FVM2,FZM2,EA) 
CALL sTI~ (~TEMP'TE~P,TqR,V'Z,FVM1~~ZMi,EA' 
riC In l=l.Nrn.,p 
DL=?(',-A~S(pI) 

1 r. E ( I ) :E:A ( T ) + (E8 ( I ) _EA ( I) ) *A85 (DL) 
CALL 0UTpUT (CV,NTE~P'TEMP,E,EMIX) 
GC T(I Hi,.. 

2 IF~PT.GT.O.0) GC TO 3 . 
CALI sTIF (NTFMP'TE~P,TRA'Y'Z,FVMl,FZMl,EA) 
CALL STIF (NTEMP,TEMP,T Q8,y,Z,FyO,FjO,FB) 
DC ?;.., I="tHp1P 
IJL=l.f'''A~S(PIl 

2( E(I)=~~(T)+(EB(P-EA(I>'*ARS(DL) 
CALL OLJTr:IJT '(CV,NTE~P'Tf.MP,E'EMIX) 
GC Tn 101'1 

3 r F (p t • G T • 1 .) GO TO 4 
CALL sTl~ (~TEMP'TE~P'TR8,Y'Z'FYO'FjO'EA) 
CALL sTIF (NTEMP'TE~P,TqR'Y,Z'F~PI~FZPl'EB) 
DO 30 1=;,NTEMP 
OL=o.r-A~S(pI) 

J: E (J) =EA (T) + (Fe (y> -EA (1» *ASS (DL) 
CALL oUTpUT iCV'NTE~P.TEMP,E'EMIX) 
(;C TO lO~ 

.. T F ( PT. G T .2.) GC TO 5 



CALL c;TIJ:' (:~TEMP'TE~P,TRR,'V,l'FyPl.l='lPi 'rA) 
CALI. sTII=' ("'TEMP'TE~P,T~R,y,Z'FYP2.F'ZC)?,EIi) 
[) C 41' I =;' ,I'~ T E!~ P 
D L = 1 • ('. A Q S ( PI) 

~; E(II=fA(TI+(EH(I).EA(l»)*AAS(OL) 
CALL nUToUT (CV,NTE~P,TE~P,~.EMIX) 
I,C T() lOr-

S CALL ~TI~ (~TE~P'TE~p,TR8'Y,Z,Fyp2.iZp?'E) 
CALL OUTpUT (CV,NTE~P.TE~P,~'EMIX) 

1 ' r 
. '.j '. CCNTPJUE 

Ht, T'-'FI~' 
FI\O 
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S l.; 8 ~ nUT I ~ I E 11 Y t,JF T ( P T , 1 P T , HH~ , C v , PI, r- T I=" ~ P , T F' M D , V ,7) 
\", I ME 1\1 S I 0 "I Y (til ,I ( , 5) ,F Y M 2 ( 6) ,F Y ~ 1 ((, \ , r V 0 ( 6,- , F Y P 1 (b) ,F Y P? ( ,,) , 

1 r 1 M? ( 15) ~ F l M 1 ( 1': ) • F Z 0 ( 1 c;) ,F Z P 1 (; 5) ,F 7 P? ( 15) ,T ~ ~ p ( 50) , 
IE (5') .EA (50) ,EU (~.~) ,EMIX(SO) 

DATA FY~'/7.E2'l,'E3,1.R5E3,9.E3,3.5~4,l.6C;E~1 
rAT~ FY~~/l.iE3,1.8E3'2.7E3'1.2E4'3.3F4'l,C;E~1 
[lATA ~YO/1.8E3,?~E3,4.F),J .4r4,3.PE4,l.3F~1 
[.ATA FYPl/2.5F3,J.7E3,5.E3,1.f-E4,3,7F:4,l,OC;e:C;1 
~AT4 Fyp~/3.Sr3,5.E1,6.5~3,l.7E4,J.iE4,9,SF41 
DAT~ FZ~?/1.6~E5'4.4E5'l.2E6,3.SE6'l.~7'3.C;E7'1.F8,?5E8,6.EA, 

11.E9,' .2c;E9,l.6~t::'1,2 .EY.?.2t..Q,2.5F.:<U 
DATA FZ~'/l.5E5,3.SE5,1.5E5'1.9~6,S.E~,1.4~7.3.5r7,q.E7,l.1EA, 
1?8ER,5.FH,8.~E8'l.06E9,l.4E9,1.REQ, 

DATA F7.0/1.3E5'2'4ES,~'F.C;'I·E~'2'?EA,5,E6".~E7,?7F.7,5.E7,9.E7, 
11.5FP.2.~~8,4.~r,~.,e:e,Q.FAI 

DATA ~lP'/1.05~~".E5,~.E5,b.QE5'l.3Eh,2.~E6.5.E~'l,E7,?F7,3.3E7, 
15.Bf7,l.~8,1.5tr,?3Ed,3.6Eijl 

DATA rlP?/9.c;E4,l.5ES,2.7F5'4.4F5,A.E5,l.SF'6,~,6F6,C;.F6,A.kE6, 
11.5E7'~.?E7'4.E7'A.2f7'l.E8'l.6EBI 
PRp.IT 11 

11 FOPIJAT (;Hl'2SX.~~H FkEnUHICY=8 CYrLES/SEC) 
FRpT 21 
F'R I~' T 21 

21 FOP;,·' AT ("X, 21 H -_------___ - __________ ) 

PRP,T 3\~PT,TpT,rnl:l 
31 FCR~~l (/1,3X,13H PENET~ATION=, F7.2,1X,11H PENT TE~P=, F7.?, 

13X,lh~ TFMP RTN~ RALL=, F'7.2) 
PRP'T 41.PI,CV 

~l FCR¥AT (11,5X.l~rl PfNT 1~CEX=,FIO.;~6x,4H rv=,Fl~.S) 
IF(PJ.GT.-2,) Gr. TO 1 
CALL sTIF (N~fMP'TE~P,T~~,Y.Z,FYM~,iZM?,E) 
CALL nUTnUT ~CV,NTE~P,TfMP,E,f~IX) 
GO Tn 101'1 

1 IF (PJ.GT.-1,) r.0 TO 2 
C .A 1I !:' T IF' ( N T r: '·1 p , T E ~ P , T ~ H • Y , Z , F Y 1·12 , F Z M? , E A ) 
CALL C:;Tl~ (NTP1jJ'TE~P,TR~,Y't'FvMl,FZ/vl' .EB) 
D 0 J (. I =, ,N T F M P 
GL=?'.Il-AnS(PI) 

1;: E(I)=FA(T)+(EI1(T'-L~(I»*~BS(PLl 

C~**~*LINEnp I~'TERPOL~rTO~ 
CAL I. ('i U Tn' JT ( C V • ,~ T E ~ p • H:'o1 P • E • F M pc ) 
GO Tn lOr, 

e.. IF(PT.GT.O.O) GC TO 3 
C~LL STIF (NTFMF.TE~P'TRR,Y'Z.FYMl.~Z~I'EA~ 
CALL ~TIF (~TEMP'TE~p,TRq,y,l,FyO,FiO,FA) 
DC 2" I=i 'NTFt~P 
DL=l.f-ApS(PI) 

it' E (I) =FA (Tl + (E~ (t) _E~ (1) ) *AB~ ([)U 
CALL nUTpUT ~CV,NTE~P,T€MP,~'EMIX) 
GC Tn 10(\ 

3 IF (PI.GT.l.) GO TO 4 
C~LL sTIF (NTEMP'TE~P'TR~'Y,Z'FvO'F70'EA) 
CALL STIF (NTEMP'TE~p,TPR,Y,l'FVPl,FZPl,ER) 
DC 3" I="NTF~P 
DL~o.r,-APS(PIl 

30 E(I)=fA(T)+(EB(I)-EA(I»*AAS(DL) 
CALL OUTpUT (CV.NTE~P,TF.MP,£'EMIX) 
(,0 T ('l 10" 



t. IF (PT.ET.2.1 GC TO 5 
C~LL ~lIr (NTF.MP'TE~P,TR~.V,Z.FyPl.FZP].EA' 
CALL STI~ (NTEMP'TENP,TR~.y,l'FyP2,FZP?,E~' 
(\C 4 r. 1=;, NTF:t~P 
DL~l.('''Ilr.lS(PJ) 

~~ E(I)=fAC')+CfBCT)-EA(!»*AASCOL) 
CALL ()UTpIJT (c:IJ,NTEt-IP,TEHP,e.,EMIX) 
GC T('I 10n 

~ C~LI ~TIF CNTEMP'TE~P,TR~.V,Z.FYP2.FZP?,E) 
CIILL nUT~UT (CV,I\ITE"'P,TF.MP,t:.EMTX) 

ll;t ceNT T IUE 
Rf TIIh1~ 
EI\I) 
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S L II . ; (' 'T I ~ 'E S T I F ( t-I T E M P • T F p.c p , T P B ,f . 7. • F V • F Z , F) 
[) p.; t- h! <:: let,· T F M P ( 5 0 1 ,y ( b) ,F V ( 0) , Z ( 1 c;) • F 7 (PH • ~ ( 5 0 ) ,\II no) ,F W ( , (\ ) 

r'c 1 ( 1I.: 1 ,NrE;.,p 
ir~=T~'~P(Iot')-TRH 

1 F ( Ti'. L 1 .0. rq GO TO 1 
CALL I Ai:o (A'V'FY~TD'S) 
F(K)=-:: 

GC Tn 10 
IF (TI.LT.-?O.) Gr') TO 2 
CALL I t\Go (5,Z.Fl.TO.S) 
l(KI=~ 
(,C Tn 10 

..: I FIT', • LT. -4 0 .) Gn TO .3 
rlC 411 M=1.6 
I =f'I+1 
Iti ( r,~) ::;: I ( I , 

... F '1/ ( ',' ) ::;: F l. , I ) 
CALI I AGro (~,W.rw.TD,S) 
t (to::;: c. 
Ge Tf) 10 

3 ! F IT (: • LT. - "0 .) r:i" T 0 4 
DC ." M::l.6 
l::r.1+ 7 
\'1 (~.: 1 = I ( I , 

J F...,(~·l~F/(n 

CALl I J\f:~ U:",',/,Fw.TI1.S) 
f(K):c 
GC Tn 10 

4 DC tl" 1\1=; ,,+ 

I = ~4. 1 1 

W(M)=/(J\ 

b " f 1'1 (t .. ) ,::F l ( J) 
CALL I.AEi"' (4.w,,:,-w.TC.S) 
[(K)=c. 

1 ( CC~,IT I /' UE 
RE lUH' 

EI\D 



SUl'l:rHITIII,E LM",H (I\,Pl,X,FX,TU,S) 
DI~·1F:!"qC"1 X(l5) ,rx<1C:;) 
S=O.{'l 
1=] 

c.4 C=F,,(T) 
,1= 1 

~? IF ( " • f(~ • l) r,O TO 21 
C=C* ( CTC-X (J) 1('( (1) .. X (.J)) 

~l J=J+J 
IF (.J-NP1) 22,22,?3 

"j"') 

t:..J S=S+C 
1=1+1 
IF <T-NF1) 24,24,;0 

1C CO~'TJ"lJE 
r~E TIIPt 
[f\fJ 
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SUL"~(';lq I"IE nUTPuT (rV,NTFJ.AP,TEt>1P'E.FMIX) 
nI~F~~lC~' TEND(~O),r(~n),FM1X(50) 
flC 1 (I r:; 1 ,1,ITE'·1P 
E (J 1 =IC (I) {} 0."2*1,, .**-5, 
A=~4 •• 1n.~.5l/E(I) 
/11\:" .d*r LOG, ~ (~) 
e;1 •• (2.~/AN)·(CV/(1.-CV}) 
E(1)=[: (1Iu14.21f 

1 E f'J I y, ( T ) ;: r: ( 1 ) *"j it"* A "I 
F;:;: T '. 't f~ 1 

~l FG~~~T (~(/I~SX~l,rl TtMPF~ATURE,lnX,SH SRrT,lOX,~H ~MIX) 
PH H~T 71 

II FeFl' AT (lox,(,H cEn C.8X~~H PSI ,qX~~H PST) 
[Ie ?O J::;". NTft';iP 

p f1 i ~\: T 0 1 _ n.: I..A P ( J) t ~ ( J) t E '" T x ( J) 
bl FOR~ftT (/,lnx,f5.,,5x'E12.4t5xtFl~.~) 
2C ccr~TJ' UE 

HETUI-J;'l 
EI\O 



INPUT GUIDE 

NTOTAL 

15 

NTOTAL = total number of assigned problems 
(not more than 50) 

FOR EACH PROBLEM 

NPROB 

15 

NPROB = identification number (can be any number) 

ITlME NTEMP 

15 15 

ITlME :::: 1 time of loading :::: 0.01 seconds 
2 time of loading = 1.0 hour 

175 

One card 

One card 

One card 

3 time of loading :::: 8 cycles per second (dynaflect) 
4 - the program will perform the calculations for all the above 

loading times 

NTEMP :::: number of temperatures at which the stiffness is needed (up to 50) 

TEMP 

I~F_l_0_._l~_F_l_0_._l-L_F __ 10_._l~ __ F_l_0_._l~I_F_l_0_._l~I~ ____________________ J_~_v_a_l_u_e_s per card 

TEMP :::: temperatures at which stiffness is needed (0 C) 

PT TPT TRB cv 

IFlo.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 One card 
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PT 

TPT 

TRB 

CV 

== 

penetration (multiples of 0.1 rom) 
o temperature at which the penetration test is carried out ( C) 

softening point, ring-and-bal1 temperature (0 C) 

volume concentration of the minerals 

volume of minerals 
volume of (minerals + bitumen) 



APPENDIX 3 

DATA USED FOR THE PREDICTION OF THE PENETRATION AND 
SOFTENING-POINT AGING MODELS 
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TABLE 1. DATA USED FOR THE PREDICTION OF THE PENETRATION MODEL 

Penetration Time Original 
(Time) (Month) Penetration Void % TFOT 

33.0 0.0 62.0 7.6 65.0 

25.0 12.0 62.0 7.6 65.0 

32.0 0.0 62.0 10.3 65.0 

25.0 12.0 62.0 10.3 65.0 

38.0 0.0 66.0 7.3 64.0 

28.0 12.0 66.0 7.3 64.0 

38.0 0.0 66.0 7.4 64.0 

32.0 12.0 66.0 7.4 64.0 

33.0 0.0 61.0 8.0 66.0 

30.0 12.0 61.0 8.0 66.0 

32.0 0.0 61.0 8.9 66.0 

31.0 12.0 61.0 8.9 66.0 

36.0 0.0 66.0 6.5 62.0 

66.0 0.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

51.0 5.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

69.0 0.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

52.0 5.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

67.0 0.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

54.0 5.0 76.0 6.9 59.1 

56.0 0.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

44.0 6.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

57.0 0.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

44.0 6.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

55.0 0.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

42.0 6.0 76.0 5.1 61.2 

45.0 0.0 68.0 5.7 57.8 

32.0 13.0 68.0 5.7 57.8 

47.0 0.0 70.0 5.7 57.8 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Penetration Time Original 
(Time) (Month) Penetration Void % TFOT 

34.0 13.0 70.0 5.7 57.8 

48.0 0.0 70.0 5.7 57.8 

34.0 13.0 70.0 5.7 57.8 

87.5 0.0 98.5 3.85 64.5 

86.5 3.0 98.5 3.85 64.5 

85.5 6.0 98.5 3.85 64.5 

75.5 12.0 98.5 3.85 64.5 

89.0 0.0 104.0 8.5 60.5 

78.0 3.0 104.0 8.5 60.5 

49.0 12.0 104.0 8.5 60.5 

88.0 3.0 105.0 4.0 62.8 

73.5 12.0 105.0 4.0 62.8 

54.5 12.0 99.5 9.8 62.3 

88.5 0.0 92.5 4.45 64.9 

87.5 3.0 92.5 4.45 64.9 

78.0 6.0 92.5 4.45 64.9 

74.0 3.0 93.5 10.1 63.1 

63.5 12.0 93.5 10.1 63.1 

164.0 0.0 224.0 13.6 56.3 

84.0 13.0 224.0 13 .6 56.3 

44.0 35.0 224.0 13.6 56.3 

20.0 118.0 224.0 13.6 56.3 

38.0 13.0 228.0 12.2. 27.7 

20.0 20.0 228.0 12.2 27.7 

17.0 35.0 228.0 12.2 27.7 

10.0 55.0 228.0 12.2 27.7 

112.0 0.0 212.0 13 .05 34.7 

57.0 13 .0 212.0 13.05 34.7 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Penetration Time Original 
(Time) (Month) Penetration Void % TFOT 

42.0 20.0 212.0 13.05 34.7 

86.0 5.0 233.0 11.7 35.1 

39.0 20.0 233.0 11. 7 35.1 

33.0 35.0 233.0 11. 7 35.1 

23.0 55.0 233.0 11.7 35.1 

159.0 0.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

109.0 5.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

71.0 13.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

31.0 35.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

30.0 55.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

24.0 59.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

24.0 118.0 223.0 10.3 48.5 

187.0 0.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

96.0 13.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

59.0 20.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

53.0 55.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

47.0 59.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

42.0 91.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 

34.0 118.0 239.0 10.8 52.3 
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TABLE 2. DATA USED FOR THE PREDICTION OF R & B MODEL 

Time Original R & B 
(Month) R & B (Time) TFOT 

0.0 123.0 137.0 65.0 

12.0 123.0 142.0 65.0 

24.0 123.0 146.0 65.0 

0.0 123.0 139.0 65.0 

12.0 123.0 140.0 65.0 

24.0 123.0 146.0 65.0 

0.0 124.0 135.0 64.0 

12.0 124.0 143.0 64.0 

24.0 124.0 145.0 64.0 

0.0 124.0 136.0 64.0 

12.0 124.0 141.0 64.0 

24.0 124.0 144.0 64.0 

0.0 125.0 136.0 66.0 

12.0 125.0 138.0 66.0 

24.0 125.0 145.0 66.0 

0.0 125.0 136.0 66.0 

12.0 125.0 138.0 66.0 

24.0 125.0 146.0 66.0 

0.0 124.0 135.0 62.0 

24.0 124.0 145.0 62.0 

0.0 100.0 106.0 56.3 

13 .0 100.0 116.0 56.3 

35.0 100.0 125.0 56.3 

118.0 100.0 142.0 56.3 

13.0 99.0 138.0 27.7 

20.0 99.0 148.0 27.7 

35.0 99.0 151.0 27.7 

55.0 99.0 161.0 27.7 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 2. (Continued) 

Time Original R&B 
(Month) R & B (Time) TFOT 

0.0 102.0 117.0 34.7 

13.0 102.0 127.0 34.7 

20.0 102.0 135.0 34.7 

5.0 101.0 124.0 35.1 

20.0 101.0 134.0 35.1 

35.0 101.0 140.0 35.1 

55.0 101.0 154.0 35.1 

0.0 101.0 105.0 48.5 

5.0 101.0 112.0 48.5 

13 .0 101.0 124.0 48.5 

35.0 101.0 126.0 48.5 

55.0 101.0 131.0 48.5 

59.0 101.0 136.0 48.5 

118.0 101.0 145.0 48.5 

0.0 101.0 104.0 52.3 

13 .0 101.0 116.0 52.3 

20.0 101.0 126.0 52.3 

55.0 101.0 126.0 52.3 

59.0 101.0 128.0 52.3 

91.0 101.0 133.0 52.3 

118.0 101.0 140.0 52.3 
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APPENDIX 4 

ESTIMATION OF THERMAL STRESSES PROGRAM LIST, 
INPUT GUIDE, AND EXAMPLE OUTPUT 
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PRQr.RA'4 ":HArlI'! (TII/FUT ,OIlTnUT) 

PI Mr:~' C; TO" T ( 1 0000 ) 
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C GIVE" THt:" fvIAXT''';II'''', AM) ,·.1T.,qr-1UM VALU~1.'i ':-()P A LINEAR TEMPE'RATIJRE 
c rROP , A~PhALT I-'El\f'TRATrl,.i ~\NI1 SOFTEMTNn pnlNT , ASPHALT CONERTE 
(' MIXTLi:F !.JRO~~qTIES , ~"'Il TIME OF LOAI)'''U:; * TH£ ppOGRAM ESTTMATES 
C ASPHAL T "TIFF:\jE5S , ASlolH 4L T cr"'Cr~ETE' ~TIFFNEC;S , AND ACClJMLATEn 
(' TI-IF.:fWAt STHESSES HESUL r I r-J(; FRoM TFtJ.PFPATUMF' I')ROP FOR A 5PECIFIFn 
C NL~l·'ER Or TEMPEl-iATUf.lE hITERVALC;. 

REAl) 1.NTOl 
C NT01 = TnTAl r:\JrvE1EH f)F I->~ORLE"'S. 

1 FOpr~AT (15) 
[)O 10 1=1,NTOT 
PEA~ 2.PT,TPTF,TRBF 

CPT = P F N I=' T I-i A T r 0" A T 1 () II f;; '.j • , ~ S r. c • , n,.. fot • 

r lPTF = PFNETRATTO~ TEMP~QATURF • F. 
C TRBF = SnFlENING POINT • F. 

2 FCRrJAT (i-.F10.6) 
~EMJ ?"pc;,u5,r:;G,VtlIX.At I-> Ii A " '''ATP. 

C PS = PFRrENT ~SPHALT bY WEIGHT OF AGr.;PFAATr. 
C GS = SpE~IFIC GhAVITY !I~' "C;PHliLT. 
C GG = SpErIFIC Gr'AVITY IlF AGGPEGI:!TF:. 
C V jv. I j ~ U I=' I'J SIT Y c' F T,... E r: I) M PAT E ('l tJ I l( T U R F ., Pc F • 
C ALPHA = AVERAGE CCEFF1C TFNT OF CUNTRAiTnN nF THE MIX ,F,*lp*.S. 
C VAIH = PI='RCENT AIR vOl ll «;; IN Tr.E MIl(, LF'AVF' RLANK IF NOT K~IO\llN. 

ALPHt> =AI PH4*Cl./lOoOOo.) 
Cl=ALO\;ln(800.0)-ALCG11I(OT) 
TRBC=(~./9.)*(TR~F-32.) 
TPTC=(C,,,/9.'*(TPTF-32.) 
C2=ThAr-TPTC 
CPI:: (C~/c2)*r:,o. 
PI= (2n.~_ln.r*CPI'/rC~T+l.U) 
I F ( V A HH G T • !) • i \ , GOT n '" ~ 
WS=(PS/('OO.+PS')*V~TA 
WG=(lO~./(lUO.+PS»*VMfX 
VS=( wS /(\;S*62.4» 
VG=(wG/(~G*~?4» 
VAIN =(1.o-v5-Ve)*10n. n 

43 VAI~ =VATR/IU0. 
CC=(PS/lnO.O)*(r,r,/GS) 
Cv=c 1• O/rl.0+cc» 
IF (VATP'.,'T.O.()3) Gu Tu 11 
H=V"IR_ V .. 1)3 
C V = C V I '( 1 • + H ) 

il CONT INUE 
PRINT 3" . . 

3 FORMAT(lwl,2 0X,* PROBLF~ SET NO. *.,I~) 
PRINT 4'PT'TPTF,TRRF,PC;;"~S'GG'V~IX.ALPHA 

4 FORMAT~ I,~,.*GIVEN MIxTURE pRnpERTTF'~*.II, 
1 2'l(,*pE.~.IT. =*'FIO.3;c:;x'.*OM.,SsEr.*,I' 
2 2X,*P[NT. TEMP. =*,FIo.3,;X~*DEG.F. *,1, 
3 2y',*Rl/JG A~O ~AII =<U'FIO.3,c:;X~*f)fG.F. *,1, 
4 2~,*PERCfNT ASPW =*'FIO.S~C:;X~*PFR.AGG. *,1, 
5 2x,*5.GRVITY of 4C;PH.=*t~lO.3tC:;x, I, 
6 2x,*S.GHAVITy OF AGG'=*'FIO.3~~X~ I, 
1 2x,*1l1'JyT ¥Ill. of "'TX .*'FIO.3~C:;)(,*UVFT3 *,1. 
8 2r'*ALPH~ CF ~Il( =*'FIO.8~~~,*rN/IN IF *) 

PRINT c:;,PI,VAIH,CV 
5 FORMAT( 1,9X'*CALCULATFIl MI.(TURE PROPF'RTIE5*.llt 



c 

c 
r. 
c 
c 
c 
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1 
2 
3 

2y.*pEilT. INDF:X 
2J'.*AI>-? vOIDS 
2 K • * C n R R E C TEO ell 

READ 1,I\c;UH 

=*.FIO.3.1. 
=*.FIO.S~/. 
=*'Flf).S) 

" .. 51 'H = Nll~lt:WP ilF SUBPknI1LE'MS. 
DC ~ 0 ,,= 1 • NjU·; 
PR 11'>!T "".1 

6 FCI,H'ATclll.20X.oSUI:3PROHI'FM NO ••• I5) 
READ 7.Tn,TF.Tt.~.TIL 
TC = InTTAL TEMPERATUHF • F. 
TF =: Fjt~I\L Tt,WfRATURE • F. 
Tl = TnTAL TIME , SEC. 
N = ~U~8~R OF I~TERVAL~ FOR CALcULATInNS. 
TIL = TIME OF LCACl~Q • ~EC. 

-f FCR"AT(3F'lO.3.I'1.FIO.3, 
A""=~" 
IH 1 ::: (T n" T F ) I A:J 
PRINT R.TO.TF.Tt.CTI 

~ FORI"~AT'( 1.5X.*TEMP. ANI) TIME INFORMATTONS •• I. 
1 2x.*t NITIAL TE~P. *.FIO.l •• DEG.~i.l. 
2 2X.·FINAL TE~p. ·.FIO.3.· DEG.F •• I. 
l 2X.*TOTAL TI~E *.F10.3 •• SEC. ~.I. 
4 2X.*TEMP.[NTERVAL*,FA.4 '*DEG,F.~~ 
PRII~T 42 '.TIL 

_2 FCR~AT C'X.*LoACI~G TIMF *,FIO.3'*~EC.~' 
p~ 1,'41 9 

9 FCRMAT(2M.* NO. *. 3X'*~RIT- PSI ~. ,X.*SMIX- P~I ., lX, 
l*ST~ES~-pSI*. 3x.*TEMP.-nEG.F.) 
SIG:::O. O '. -. 
nc 30 K:1. N 
AK=K 
TCK):TF+cTO-TF)*Cl.O.AK*cOTl/CTO-TF»), 
IF(K.GT.l) GO TC 12 
T(I<-.I.)==TI1 

12 TT:(T(ld+T(K-]))/2. 'LJT.T(~O-TO(-l) 
TC:(5./9.)*(TT·32.) 
CALL STIF (PI.CV.Th8C.T~.TIL.SAIT.~MTYl 
SIG=SI~+ALPHA*DT*SMIX 
IF(~.GT.IO) GO TO 30 
PRINT 21.K.S~IT.S~IX.STA.TT 

21 FORMAT~2v.15. 3~,~12.4. 3X'EI2.4. 3x,~i?4. lX'Ei2.4) 
30 CONT I NilE 

IF (f\.tE.IO) GO TC 20 
PRINT 'l,N,SHtT,S~lx.STA.TT 

20 CONT I NI!E 
10 CCNTINIIE 

END 



sUuuCUTI~E STTF (PI,CV.TRgC,TC,TItSBIT,~MIX) 
T=TC-Totir. 
SL=-1.~S~?7-0.061430(T)-n.90251*ALnGln(TI)+O.00038*(T**2) 

1 _O.nOi3B*(T*ALCGln(fT»)+O.00!61~(PT*T) 
TF(SL.I r.l.n) Gr: TO 1 
SL=-1.qO~7~-O.114850(T)-O.3U423*(PT)_O.9425?*(ALnGIO(T I» 

1 -O.OO~7~*(T*~LO~lO(rT»-O.OS643*Pt~ALOGIO(TI) 
2 -O.n2q15*«AlOGIO(Tr')**2)-O.51~'7*(T*.?)/(lO.O**3) 
3. +U.OUl13*(PI**3>o(TI-O.014n3*(PT**i'*(T**3)/(10.0**5) 

1 ~Ll=SL~2.102~k50930 
s r3 IT = F X P t <;I~ L> 
X=(4UOOOO.~/~rlIT) 
}:;-.,=').81ohl d(,;lnCl() 

S~T(=SRIT~(J.~·(2.5/XN'*(CV/(1.O-CV»)~~XN 
Si!Ir=SoI-ro14 .?16 
SWI~=SMI~*14.?16 
r'ETIJRf\i 
t. f\ I' 
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INPUT GUIDE 

NTOT 

One card 

NTOT = total number of problems 

Repeat the whole set of following cards NTOT times: 

PT TPTF TRBF 

IFlO.6 I FlO.6 FlO.6 

PT = penetration at 100 gm., 5 seconds, Dmm. 

TPTF o penetration temperature, F 

TRBF = softening point, ring and ball, 0 F 

PS GS GG VMIX ALPHA VAIR 

IFlO.6 I FlO.6 FlO.6 FlO.6 FlO.6 FlO.6 

PS = percent asphalt by weight of aggregate 

GS = specific gravity of asphalt 

GG = specific gravity of aggregate 

VMIX = density of the compac ted mix, lb/ ft3 

ALPHA = average coefficient of contraction of the mix 

VAIR = percent air voids in the mix - leave blank if 

NSUB 

NSUB = number of subproblems 

One card 

One card 

X 105 

not known 

One card 
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TO TF TI N TIL 

~IF~'1~0_.~3~ __ F_l_0_.3~~F~1~0~.3~ __ I_5~_F_l_0_.~3~ __________________________ R_e~p_e_a_t_NSUB times 

TO 

TF 

TI 

N 

o 
initial temperature, F 

final temperature, 0 F 

total time, seconds 

number of intervals for calculations 

TIL =: time of loading, seconds 
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PENT. = t:;F-aJOi) C 'A • • "c:: E r. • 
PENT. TF-"~. = 77.(JO"l r F I,. F • 
RING At"O ~ALL = 1 ~ '3. [) 0 f) r:~.(,.~ .• 
PE~CE""T A'=iP,.. = 6.('000" P~I-.• A~G. 
S.G~VITY OF j..S~,..= .-It;" 
S.GJ;AVrTY (I.,. AG':.= ?·64" 
UI\ IT wiT. ()~ I' 1 ~ = 1t..t..OOn LI1/FT1 
ALP~A OF "'p = ."O"'C'1.v5 r T >·11 /·oJ IF" 

PENT. Jt-..('I~-. 

AlP VOleS 
CCR~ECTfD r:.-J 

= 
= 
= 

-."'23 
.r319 r, 

• F 5'~2" 

TEI-1P. ANU TlI'o'E I"F'OrJt.'ATI"l':S 
I"ITIAL TFh~pJ. }15.0n(1 ')EG.F 
F P'ojAL Tp""~. 1:.00:) DEG.F 
TeTAl TJMF le200C.nO~ SEC. 
TE~p.I~TEPVAL 10.GQO"D~G.F. 
lCACI~G TTM~ InC.~G~SEC. 

,..0. S~TT" PSI ",p .. - PSI 
1 4.251~E-n2 1.23~5E.02 
2 1.c152E-Ol ~.9214E.02 
3 J.t~5~E-Cl 7.1270E.02 
4 1.1671E.OO 1.78~6E.03 
5 3.~222E+r; ~.~ry~6E.03 
6 1.3,12E.Ol 1.20~3E.04 
7 ~.2G~@E.Ll 3.?lt6E.04 
8 ~.10~e~.C2 1.38=5E.05 
9 1.1511~.G3 2.1648E.~S 

10 ?~~71E.G3 S.1~52E.O~ 

~TPESS-PSI T~uP.-nfG.F 
-1.t~~4E-n2 1.lO~OE.02 
"4.3~seE-n2 1.0000e.02 
-1.lP49E-~1 9.0000f.Ol 
-3.0~40E-ol 8.0000E.01 
-1.9~09E-ol 1.0000£.01 
-7..0599E+00 6.0000E.Ol 
-5.4373E+00 S.OO~OE.01 
-1.99Rsf.nl 4.00~OE.Ol 
--.9016E+~1 l.COuOE.Ol 
·-1.0262E.~2 2.00~OE.01 



APPENDIX 5 

TEMPERATURE-CRACKING SYSTEM PROGRAM 
LIST AND INPUT GUIDE 
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PROG~AM YEHIA (INPUT,UUTPUT) 
C THE PHOGnAM CALCULATE& THE FOLLOWI~G 
C 1- HOUHLY ~AVlMENT TEM~ERATURtS 
C 2- DAILY ~AXIMU~ ST~AIN,STIFFNESS'A~O STRESS. 
C 3. LO~ TE~PERAT~RE ANU THERMAL FATIGUE CRACKING,FT/IOOOFT2 

DIME~~ION Srk(~OO),STHAIN(4UO)'EMIXO(400),TITLE(10), 
1 .AL(400) ,TS(16) ,51\(10) 'T5E(16) 'CEC(lll) ,EEXP(ZO) 'A(20" 
2 t3(2/)),AtJAVt:(ZO,12) 

REAL) '11i'1.NTul 
C NTOT = lUTAL NU~~EH Of PAVE~E~TS 

DO lOuO INTuT=l.NTOT 
REAU 689, IPI·h)tit (T lTLl::.(1) .x::l,7) 

C IP~0H = ID~NTL~,CATION NUMB~R OF T~E PAVEMENT 
PRI~l b99'IPHO~,(TITLE(I)'I~1,7) 
REAu :.:J!:>,TM 

C T~= TIME Of THl::riMAL LOADING,SEC. 

c 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

b:;)l 

b~O 

C 
C 

C 

P 111 • y T 3 b , T 14 

PRI':T b2 
REAU 35'ANNV[.A~R,TR 
A~NvE = ANNUAL AVE~AG~ TEMPERATUHE (OEG. F) 
A~R = ANNUAL HA~GE TEMPERATURE (DEG. F) 
TR : UAILY ~ANGE rE~pE~ATURE (OEG. i) 
PRINT 1,ANNVE. ANR, TH 
REA0 35,y,w,St AK,cS,X 
V : ANNUAL AVER~GE ~INU VELOCITY (MPH) 
W : MIATURt DE~SllY (LCS/CUfT) 
S = ~lxTURE SPECIFIC HEAT, ~TU/LB, DEG.F 
AK : hlATUHE CO~ULCTIVITY, dTU/SQFT/HR, OEG.F/FT 
SS: MIXTURE A~SO~8TIVlrY -
)( :: [)f;.PTH tjELOW SURFACt:: FOR CALCULATYON <INCHES) 
REAl.) 35,SRA,SRM 
SRA= AN~UAL AvERA~E SULAR R~DIATION'LANGLEYS. 
SRM= JULY AvERAGE SULAR RADIATIQN.LANGLEYS. 
PRINT 2.SRA,S~M,V,bS,A'AK.S'W 
REAt.) 3S,OPEN,TPT, CH a,TFOT 
OPEh:URIGIN.L ~E~ETRArlON (OMM AT 5 SEeS.) 
TPT : PENETHATICN TEMPEHATUHE (OEG.F) 
ORB=OI<llGINAl SOFTENING POINt- (OEG.F) 
TFOT= THIN FILM OVE~ TESTCPERlENT PENERATION). 
PRINT 4,oPEN, r~lT, ORc, TFOT - . 
REAO 35'PSG,G~,GS.P.AV 
PSG: ~E~CENT A~PHALT ~Y WElbHT OF AGGQEGATE. 
GG= S~ECIFIC GRAVITy O~ AGGHEGATE. 
GS= SPECIFIC GH~VlrY U~ ASPHALT. 
PAV= PEHCENT AIR VOID~ IN TME MIXTURE. 
CC=(PSG/IOO.)~(GG/GS, 
CI/=I./(l.+cC) 
cv= VULUME CONCENrRATION OF AGGREGATE. 
IF (pAv-3.) 650,650,6!)1 
HAy=(~Av_3.0)/IOO. 
CV=CV/(l.+HAV) 
CONTII\UE 
PRINT S, PSG, GS, Ge. ~AV, cv 
READ Hol,NEN,CVA 
NEN= ~O. Of THERMAL COt::F. oE CONTRACTION(ALPH)lNPUTS. 
CVA- coEF. of V~RIATION OF ~LPH. 
READ d03,(TSE(1),!=1,Nt::N) 
T5E= TEMPERATUHES AT WHICH ALPH IS INPUT. 
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C 

C 
C 
C, 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

c 
c 
C 
c 

c 
C 
C 

c 

21J 

c.Ju 

REAli b03' (C~C(l)'l::l'NEN) 
CEC= COHHOSpmlu 1 NG ALPI1*l o. 0**5. 
PRI"T 212 
DC cl3 !::l,NEtJ 
PFili-,T 214 ,TSE.(I),CEC(1) 
CeNT 11\)lJl:, 

P R Ir\ 1 4 c: 1 , C V A 
~EAU 1j9I7,ICHOSE 
ICHOSE= STHENGt~ CPTION COUNTER.WHERE 
lCHOSE=l ,IF MI.T~RE STRENGT~ AS FU~CTION OF TEMP.IS INPUT 
ICHGS~=~ , IF MAX. ~IxrURE STRENGTH IS THE ONLY INPUT. 
IF(yChUSE-l) 2Jo,230,~J1 
REAw MOl , NSN,C VT 
NSN:: ;;0. Of r<IIXTU~E SIr<ENGTt1 INPUTS .. 
CVT:: CUfF. uF V~HIATION OF STRENGTH. 
REAu HU.3 , (TSql,!::l'NSN) 
TS= TI:.M~ERA1URES AT WHICH STRENGTH IS INPUT,OEG.F. 
REALl t:103, (SN(I)tl::ltNSN) 
S~:: COkHoSPONOl~G ST~ENGTH ,PSI. 
PRINT 232 
DO 23j hd 'NSN 
PAIf\T 2 34 tTS(t).Sl\<I) 

2JJ CeNT I ",UE 
PRII\T 23s'(';vT 

2Jl REA~ ~5, TMIXMX,CVMX 
TMIXMl= MAX. TE~SILE STRENGTH OF THE MIXTURE,PSI. 
CVMX= COEF. OF vARIATION OF MAXIMUM MIXTURE STRENGTH. 
PRINT 237,T~IXM.,C~MX 
PRINT Ell 
PRINT 32 
READ 11.NUT,SIGt-t 
NUT = TOTAL NUMBER OF FATIGUE I~PUTS (EACH INPUT CONSISTS 

OF STIFFNESS AND Two CONSTANTS). 
SIGM :: LOG STANOARD O~VIATI9N OF FATIGUE LIFE ,ONE VALUE FOR 
ALL THE INPUTS 
DO 310 MJII1,NUT 
REAU 12,EEXp(N~) ,A(NU),8(NU) 
EEXP(~U, = STIFFNESS OF T~E MIXTURE 
A(NU' = THE FRO~TAL CONSTANT OF THE FATIGUE EQUATION 
B(NU) = THE EXPONENTIAL CONSTANT OF THE FATIGUE EQUATION 
PRINT J3,EE~P(~~);A(NU) .B(NU) 

310 CCNT V\luE 
AH=1.j+U.62~V~*O.1S 
H=AH/AK 
AC=AK/(S*W) 
C.(O .. 131/AC,*~O.5 
z2=(-l(,)*C/12. 
Z3.H~EXP(Z~)/(~+C)**?+c·*2)**0.S 
REAl.) 9"19,KYEAR 
KYEAR II DESIGN PERIOD IN YEARS 
0:0 ,0 
DO 300 ly=l,KVEAR 
PRINT 699'IPR08,(TITL~(I)'I·l,7) 
PRINT 400,IY 
PRINT 21 
DO 10 IM.l,12 
TIME.IM+(IY-l)*12 
XTIME=l./(SURT(TIME).l.) 



C 

PEN=-4S.25ij-2.5C1*SQRT(TIME)+OPEN*(O.143S+0.9225*XTIME) 
1 -8.4b6*PAV*XTl~E·l.3~j*TFOT 

TRB=-4.632+3.lo2*SQRT(TIME)+1.S84SS*ORB-O.9291*TFOT 
TRC=(5./9.)·(T~d-32.) 
TPC=(5./9.)*(T~r-32.) 
CP1=(ALOGI0(800.)-ALO~lO(PEN»*SO./(T~C-TPC) 
PI=(20.-10.*CP1)/(CPI+l.' 
DC 2n 11\=1'30 
N=r,\+30* (IM-l) 
X,,=I\. 
V"=x~*(3.1415~~7/180.) 
TA=ANNVE+(ANR/2.)*CCS(VN) 
AL(N)·SHA+«SRM-SRA)/O.96S9J)*COS(Y,,) 
R=O.b7*~S*3.69*AL(N)/(~4.*AH) 
5 T R"" I ,\I (" ) =0 .0 
STR(N).U. 
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C SEAHCH FOR THE ~AXI~UM TEMPERATURE. 

C 

c 

C 

C 

K=2 
CALL TE (K'Z2,l3,R,TA,fR,Tl) 

51 K=K+] 
CALL TE (K,Z2,ZJ,R,TA,TH,T2) 
IF 1T2-T~) 53,110,110 

110 Tl=T2 
GO TO 51 

!:)3 OT=Tl-r2 
TEMP=(11.T2)/2.0 
TEMC=(S,v/9.0)*(TEMP_3l.0) 
IF(T~_3bOo.O) 111,222,111 

222 CALL vAN (TEMC'TRC,CV'~I,E,EMIX) S GO TO 333 
III CALL SHARIF (TM,TEMC,l~C,CV,Pl'E,EMIX) 
333 Cef'IT 11\!UE. 

LINEA~ INTtKPOLATIO" O~ THE ThERMAL COEFFICIENT OF CO~TRACTtO~. 
DO 7f! MS=l,NEN 
IF (TE:VP-TSE:.(MS) ) 71,11,70 

10 cON T !'>,ut: 
11 JI"=M<; 

JMl=M~-l 
IF(CEC(JM)-CEC(~M1» ll,73,73 

'2 M=JM i~M=JMl $GO TO 74 
73 M=J~l $ MM=JM 
74 TCEC=tE:.C(M).(CE.C(~M)-C~C(M)/ABS(TSE(JM)-TSE(JM1»). 

1 ABS(lEMP-TsE(M» -
TCEe =TCEC-/l00000.0 

STRAI~(~)=STRAI~(~)+T9EC*OT 
STR(N)=STR(N)+E~IX*TCEC*DT 
T1=T? 
K=K+l 
H (K.25) 52,120,120 

14:!O K=2 

C SEARCH FOR THE ~I~I~UM TEMPERATURE. 
~2 CALL TE (K'Z2,l3'~'TA'TR.T2) 

IF (TZ-T!) 53,1 30,1 30 
c 

130 CONT Ii"UE 
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5,A=[/14.26 
IF (ICHCSE-1) 270,270,':71 

2 / U DC 24 0 l=l'NSw 
IF(TEMP-TS(I» ~41,241,240 

24(; COtl T I t-JUf:. 
241 f~=J 

K~l=I-l 
IF(~N(K~)-SN(KM1» 24~,243,l43 

2~~ M=K~ $ NM=KMI $ GO TO 244 
243 ~=KMl $ M= KM 
244 S~=SN(M)+(S~(MM)-SN{M)/ABS(TS{KM)-TS(KM1»·AdS(TEMP-TS(M» 

GC Tn 1272 
2/1 CALL ST~NTH(TM1XMX'SA'SH) 

12"/2 eCNTlr~uE 
IF (~'-180) 1140,335,1140 

335 IF (JCHOSE-l) 320'320'J21 
3~1 CVT2=O.005625+eVMX~*2 

CVT=S':';HT teVT2) 
3~O SCT=CvT*SH 

CVS2 = u.2l2S+Cv A**2 
cvS = SGRTtCvS2) 
SUS = CVS*STHt1a O) 
CALL LTC (SH.SUT.STRt180).SUS.RLTC) 

11 4 0 CCNTINUE 
140 E~IXD(N)=EMIX 
~O CONTTNUE 

PRINT 22.N.TEMP.E~Ix.SH .STRtN).STRAINtN),PEN.TR8.PI 
10 CCNTT""UE 

PRINT 340 .HLTC 
CALL CRACK tNUT.A'~'E~XP.STRAIN'EMIXO'IY,SIGM'ANAVE'CIL) 
TTC=CIL+RLTC 
PRINT 4(:(:,TTC 

3UO CONT II\UE 
10 UO CCNT r I'JUE 

C*·*_·····*·*·****· __ ·*·······_····*··*·········*··**· •••• ** •• _.-•• _._** 
C ~EAU FO~MAT 

C 
999 
6t:i9 

35 
8u1 
8u3 

11 
.L2 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FgRMAT 
F RI-l,AT 
FORMAT 
FORt-IA T 
FORMAT 

<I5) 
(IS,5X,7A10) 
(bF10.J) 
(15,FS.O,Fl0.0) 
(16FS.O) , 
tIS'F10.5) 
(3EI5.5) 

C*_·---*-**--****·***········ __ ·······_.·· ••• - ••• ·._ ••••••••• * ••••••••• * 
C PRINT FORMAT 
C 

699 FORMAT (lH!,2X.*PAV.S;C.NO.·,I5,SX,7A10) 
3b FOR~AT (II, 5X,·TIME OF LOADING ,SEC ••• FIO.3) 
b2 FCRMAT ( II .2SX.*MONTM CO~E *. 1,5X,.JULy.,Sx,.AUG •• '~X'.SEPT.*, 

15X,*OCT.*,5x,*NCV ••• Si •• OEC ••• I,lX'*1.,lX,~2.,8A,.3.,9X,.4*, 
18X,05*.9X,·~ •• /,5X,.JAN •• ,5X,*FE8 •• ,SX,*MAR •• ,5X,*APR.*,5X, 
1*~AY.·'5X'·JUNE*'I'lX'*1*"X'·8.'8X,.q.'7X,*10·'7X'.11*,eX,*12.) 

1 FORMAT (11,25x,OAIR TEMPERATURE .,1, 
1 5X'·A~NUAL AVERAGE .OEG.F =.,F10.3.1. 
2 5x •• A~NUAL RANGE .OEG.F •• ,FIO.3,I, 
3 SK •• DAILY RANGE ,OEG.F =-,FIO.3) 

2 FORMAT (11,25X,*FACTOkS AFFECTING PAV. TEMP. *,1. 



1 5X,oA~NUA~ AvE.SOLAR AAD. ,LANGLEVS 
2 5X,oJuLY AvE.SOLAR RAr. ,LANGLEVS 
3 5X,oA~NUA~ AVE.WIND VEL. ,MPH. 
4 5X,oSWRFACt ABSORtiTIVITY 
S 5X,~DEPTH FOR CALCULATION,IN. 
C 5A,*MIX. cONDUCTIVITy .sTU.FT-HR.F. 
7 5X'*MIX. SPECIFIC HEAT ,STU-LB-F. 
e 5x,oMIX. UENSITY ,LB/FT3 

" 'FOR~1A T <II, 2Sx, *ASPHA~ T P~OPERT IES 
1 sx,ooRIe. PENETRATION ,DMM-SSEC. 
2 SX,*PEN. TEST TEMP. ,DEG.F 
3 SX,*O~lG. SOFTENING POINT,DEG.F 
4 sx,~I~Ih FIL~ OVEN TEST ,PeT.ORla.PEN. 

~ fORMAT «11'25Xt~MIXTUHE PROPERTIES 
1 5x,oPCT. ASPHALT ,BY WT.OF AGG. 
e 5X,*ASP~. SPECIFIC GRAV. 
3 5X,*AGG. ~PEelFle GRAV. 
4 SX,.MIX. AIR VOIDS ,PERCENT 
5 SX,*AGG. VOL. CONCENTRATION .CALCULATED 

212 FORMAT« SX,*COEF. OF ~ONTRACTION.,5X,.TE~P(F)*, 
1 5X'1~H ALPH(lOOOS» 

214 FCRMAT (3 0X,F5.0, 9X,F10.3) 
4~1 FORMAT ( sX'.COEF. OF VARIATION OF ALPH 
2J2 FORMAT ( SX'.MIXTUk~ STRENGTH .,5X,.TEMP(F'*, 

1 5X'·ST~ENGTH'PSI~) -
2J4 FORMAT (30X,F5.0,9X,F10.3) 
2JS FORMAT ( 5x,.COEF. OF VARIATION OF ALPH 
237 FOA~AT ( 5X'.MAX. TEN. STRENGTH ,PSI 

1 SX,.COfF. OF VARIATION OF MAX.STRENGTH 
01 FORMA, <lI,25 x,*INPUT FATIGUE DATA.) 

199 

a·,fIO.3,1, 
a.,FIo.3.1, 
a·,FIO.3,1. 
=·,FIO.3,1. 
=.,rlo.3,1. 
=.,FIO.),I. 
=·'FIO.3,1. 
=o,FIO.3) ·,1, . 
=·,f'IO.3,1. 
=·,FIO.3,1. 
=.,FIO.3.1, 
=.,FIO.3) ·,1, 
=·,FIO.3,1, 
a.,rIO.3,1, 
::iI·,FIO.3,1. 
=.,FIO.3,1, 
=*,FIO.3) 

=.,FIO.3) 
=·,FIO·3,1, 
c.,FIO.3) 

Ji::! FOR,~AT ( 12X,.fATIGUt: CURVE.,IOX,20H N=A.n.O/STRAIN) •• B,I, 
1 5~'~Mlx.srIF.(PSI)·' 7X'·CONST.A·'13X'·CONST.S·) 

J3 fO~MAT ( SX,EI2.4, 7X,E12.4. 6X,E12.4) 
4uO FORMAT (11,30x,.YEAR NO •• 'I~) . 
~l FCR~AT (/,5x,~U~Y*'2X'.MIN.~VT.TEMP.,nEG.F.,3X,.MAX.STIF,PSI.,4X, 

1*STRfNGTH'PSI·'3X'·~A~.STRE~S'PSI·'3X' *MAX.STRAIN·'5X!*PEN·'6X' 
2·TRtj"t~.x,·PI·) 

~2 FCR~AT (3X'I5,4X,E12. 4 ,7X,E12.4,4X,E1Z.4,4X,E12.4,4X,E12.4, 
I 2X,F1.2.ZX,F7·Z,2X,F7.2) 

3~O FORMAl (/'loX'·LOw TEMP CRACKING • ·'FIO.4,~FT/IoOOFT2.) 
4~O FCR~Ar(ll,zoX,·TOTAL ~HERMAL CRACKING =*,FIO.4'*FT/IOOOFTZ.) 

c· .. ···**·.······*··.····*···**.·**·· •• ••• •••• • •••••••• * •••••••• * •••••••• 
EI\D 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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SUB~OUTINE TE (~,l2,Z~'RtTA'TR'T) 

TE IS A OEVELOPED MCOE~ FOR THE PREDICTION OF PAVEMENT 
TEMPE~ATURES ON HOUR~Y BASES! 

TIM:lJ 
IF.(J.GI,9) GO lC 31 
Z4 c 6.8 68*(.O~76·TIM+.144*l2_.288) 

31 IF(J.GT.14) GO TO 32 
Z4=-14.1534*(.02057*TI~+.07~.Z2-.288) 

J35~ Z4=-6.94274*(.020 5 7*T1M+.12*Z2-.288) 
Z 5 = S H. ( Z4 ) , 
IF <Z5) 21,22,22 

~l TM=TA •• 5*R 
TV=.S*TH sao Tu 24 

~2 TV=J.S*lR+3.*R 
Tf.! = TA + R 

~3 T=TM+TV*Z3*ZS 
RETuRN 
EI\D 

$GO TO 35 

$GO To 3S 



c 
c 

SUB~OUTINE VAN (TEMP,r~~,CV'PI'E,EMIX) 

201 

C ~AN IS A COMPUTER MOD~L OF VAN OER POEl NOMOGRAPH TO ESTIMATE 
C ASPHALT STIFFNESSES UNUER THE FallowING CONDITIONS, 
C 1· TIME of lOADING =1,0 HOUR, 
C 2· A ~A~GE OF P~VEMENT TEMPEpATURES OF 50.0(DEG.C) ABOVE 
C TO lOO'O(DEa,c) 8~lOW THE S~FTE~ING pnINT' -
C 3. A ~A~GE OF ~EN~TRA110N I~OEX OF +2,0 TO _2.0 • 
C 
C 

DIMENSION Y (0) ,2 (21) ,fYM2(6) ,FYMI (6) ,FYa(6) ,FYPI (6) ,FYP2(6), 
IFlM2(Zl)'FlM~(21)'F20(~1)'FlPl(21)'FZP2(21) . 

DATA Y/ 40.,3 .,30.,20.,10.,0.01 
DATA lIO.,-S.,-lO.,.lS •• -20.,-25.,-30.,-3S.,.40 •• ·45.,-50.,.55., 
1-60·'·b5"·70·'-7S·,-~O·,-85·'-90·'-9S·'-10a·1 

DATA FY~2/5.E-3,9!E-3'2'E-Z'1'1E-2,2!6E·l'1.SEOI 
DATA FYMl/l.E-Z,1.5E-2,3.4E-2,1.E-l,J.4E-l,1.8EOI 
DATA FYO/1.E-Z'2.~-2,~.E-2,1.E_1,3.E_1,1.5EOI 
DATA FYFIIZ.1E-Z,4'1E-2,a.3E-Z,2.E-l,7.E-l.2.9EOI 
DATA FYF2/4.5E-Z,7.5E-2,1.3E-l,3.E-l,1.EO,3.3EOI 
DATA FZM2/1.SEO,3'~EO'1.El,~.SE1'l.E~,5.E2,1.6E3,1.E3,4.E4,1.6ES, 

11.3E5.3.7Eo,1.6E7,7.E1,Z.6Eij,7.E8,1.13E9,1.55E9,2.E9,2.2E9,2.45E9/ 
DATA FZ M1/ l.8EO,3.6EO'1.El,3.SE1,a.SEl,3.3E2,1.E3'3.7Ei'1.6SE4' 

16.SE4,2.2E5,8.5ES,3.Eb,1.2E7,4.1E7.1.E8,2.2E8,S.E8,S.5E8,1.15E9, 
21.6E'11 

DATA FlO/Z.EO,4.5EO,1.El,3. 5El,1.5El,2. 5E2,1.6E2,2,3E3,8.4E3, 
13.E4,1.E5,3.2E5,9.ES.3.E6,1!E7,2'4E7,6.E7,1'lE8,2,E8,4,EB,6.SE81 

DATA FIPI/Z.9EO,S.EO,i'2E1,3.SEl'7'SE1,2,3EZ'6'E2'1,SE3'S,E3' 
11.1E4,S.E4,1.4E5,3.SES,1.E6t3.E6,7.E6,1.6E7,3.E7,6,E7,1.03ES, 
11,9[81 -

DATA f"ZP2/3.3EO,6.6EO,1,5Elt3.SEl,1.5E1,2,2E2,5,E2,1,4f3,3,3E3, 
11.E4,2.9E4,1.E~,1;7E5,4.1E51!.E6,f.1E6,S,E6,1,E1,2,E7,~.8E1,6,6E71 
IF(PI.GT,-~,) ~o TO 1 
CALL 5TIF (T~MP,TR~'Y'Z'FYM?'FZM2,E) 
CALL MIX(Cv,E.E~IX) 
00 TO 100 

1 IF(PI.GT .-1.) GO 10 2 
CALL STIF(1~MP'TRS,y,l'FYM2,FZM2'EA) 
CALL 5T IF -("(EMF, TRt3,Y,Z,FYMl ,FZMl ,E':I) 
DL-=2,,-A8S(f-'U 
E·EA+([~-EA)~AdS(Cl) 
CALL MIA(CV,E,~~lX) 
GO TO lao 

2 IF(PI.Gl"O,O) GO lU 3 
CALL STIF lTE~p'TRa'Y'Z'FYM1'FZMl'EA) 
CALL STIF (TEMP,TRB,y,Z,FyOiFZO,EB) 
DL ::1,,_A8S(PI) 
E=EA+(E8.EA)*AdS(Cl) 
CALL MIX (Cv,E,EMIX) 
GO TO 100 

3 IF(FI.GT,l,) GO TO 4 
CALL STI~ (TEMP,lRd,y'~,FyO.FZO,EA) 
CALL STIF (TEMP,TRB,Y,Z,FYP1,FZjl,EB) 
DL=o.-ASS(P 1) 
E=EA+(E8-EA>*ASS(CL) 
CALL MIX(CV,E,E~IX) 
GC TO 100 . 



202 

4 IF(PI.bT.2.) ~C TO S 
CALL STIF (TEMP,TR~'Y'L,Fypl,FZpl,EA) 
CALL ~TIF (TEM~,TR~,Y'L.Fyp2'FZp2,E8) 
OL=l,O-AeS(PI) 
E=EA+(~~-EA)~ArlS(CL) 
CALL "',1.1' (CV,E't:MI~) 
GO TO 100 

5 CALL STIF (TEMP,TRrl.Y'L,FYP~,flPZ,E) 
CALL MIX (CV,E'EMIX) 

1 0 0 CON T I '\ U f. 
RETU~N 
Ef\lJ 



c 
c 
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C STIF IS A MATH~~ATICAL TOOL TO LOCATE THE AP~~OPRIATE CURVE 
C OF AS~HAlT STI~FNESS FOR TH~ bIVEN ASPHALT PR0PERTIES. 
C 
C 

DIM t. N SlC!~ 1 ( 6) 'f '( ( 0) ,i. (211 ,F Z ( 21) • \1 ( 1 (1) • F "f( 1 0 ) 
TD;;:Tr:~P-Tt~ti 

IF(TO.Gf. 40 .) TD=Jq.~~9999 
IF(TD.LT.O.) GO TC 1 
DC 10 1=1,0 
IFnu.GT.Y(I» GO TO U 

10 CCNTI~JUE 
11 1'.:;1 

DC 20 M=1.2 
I=K-I>1+1 
w(~n=Y(1) 
fltj(i'-1)=rY(l) 

t! u CON T I r-.; U E 
CALL LA(:iR (2.w.fwtTO.S) 
E:5 
GO TO 100 

1 00 3n J=I,~l 
IF(TO.GT.L(JJ) GO TO 12 

JO CONTINUE 
12 K=J 

DC 40 L=1,2 
I=K-L+l 
W(L.)=L(!) 
FW(U=FL(I) 

,+0 CCNTIt"Ut. 
CAL. L L A (Hc (~. \J , F W • l' C , 51 ) 
E=S 

1 u () C; C ~J T I t.J uE. 
. RE TUF!I\ 
E~o 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

204 

LAGH IS A POLYNCMIAL TECHNIYUE TO I~TERPOLATE THF ACTUAL ASPHALT 
5TIFFI'IIES5. 

DIMENSIUN X(10),fA(10) 
5=0.0 
1=1 

~4 C=F)( (1) 

J=1 
22 IF (J.EG.I) GO TO 21 

C=C*«TU-X(J»/eX(!)-xCJ))) 
c:1 J=J+1 

IF (J-NP1) 22,22,23 
c3 S=S+C 

1=1+1 
IF (I-NPl) 24'24'10 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
E.I\O 



c 
c 
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C MIX IS THE EQUATICN THAT EsTIMATES ~IXTURE STIFFNESS FROM 
C T~E PREOICTEU ASPrALT STIFFNESS. 
C 
C 

E=E*(1-02*10·**-5) 
"'=(4 .... 10·**5)/1:. 
A~=O·b3*ALUGIO(A) 
~=1.+(2.5/AN)*(CV/(1.-CV» 
E.=E*1~.c16 
£~I)(=E. ... t:;**AN 
RE TuIU. 
£1\0 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

206 

SU~~OUTINE SHAHIF (TM.TEMC,TRC,CV,PI,E,EMIX) 

S~A~If IS ~EijRESSIO~ MOOELS FOR ESTIMATINb ASPHALT 
STIFFNESS. SHARIF IS CALLED ONLY WHEN THE TIME OF THERMAL 
lCAOING IS OIFFEHE~T F~OM ONE HOU~. 

IF (PI'LT'-2'O' Pp:"2'O 
IF (PI.GT.+2.0) PI :2.0 
TO=TEMC-n-lC 
y = .1.J5927.0.06743*TU.O.90Z51*ALOGIO(TM).O.00038*TO**2.0.0013H 
I*TD~AlOGIO(TM).O.00661*PI*TU 
S=lO.tiooy 
IF (S.ll.IO.O, GO TO 1 
IFCPI.LT.-l.5, PI=-1.5 
Y = .1.90072.0.11~85*IU_O.3H4Z3*PI.O 942590ALOGIO(TM).O.00879*TO 
lOAlOG}OCTM)-O.056~30PloALOG~O(T~)-O.O?9150ALOul0(TM)O*2.0.51837 
2o(1.(l/lO.O**3)0(Tco02)+O.OO!13*PIO*3*TO-(O.Ol~03*PI**3*TO*03)* 
3(1 O/lO.O~OS) . 

s=lo.ooov 
1 CONTINUE 

A=(4.0*10.0*oS)/S 
AN=O.~30AlOG10(A) 
~cl.O+(~.5/AN)*(CV/(1.O-CV» 
E=so}4.216 
EMIX=Eo~*oAN 

RETURr. 
END 
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c 
C CRACK I~ A MODEL THAT ESTIMATES THE~MAL FATIGUE CRACKING. 
c 

c 
C 

OIME~~ION A(20),B(20)'~MIXDl400)'STRArN(400)'£AVf(20),SAVE(20)' 
* EE~P(20),ANALP~(?O),V(20),l(10UO),AA(IOOO),ANAVE(20,1~), 
* F(20),G(C!O) ,IT(1000),FF(20),6G(20) 

C CALCuLAT!uN OF AvE"AGE STRAIN AND STIFFNESS FO~ tACH MONTH 

C 
C 

c 
e 

c 
c 

DC 100 1=1,12 
E.SUM=U.O 
SSUt'=U.O 
Nl=1+30*(I-l) 
N2=JO*I 
DC 201'1 I\;:Nl,N2 
ESUM=~SUM+lMIXU(~) 
SSU~=SSuM+STkAII\(I\) 

200 CONTII\UI; 
E~VE(I)=ESUM/30.0 
SAVE(I)=S5UM/30.0 

luO CCNTIi\:UE 

AlGII\ I\OkMAL cuRVE 
U8=0.0 
DC 10 1=1,39 1 
XI=I 
Z(I)·C391.-XI)/100. 
V=Z(I'·O.OOS 
AA(I).SB .O.01*EXP(-y.Y/2.)/(2.*3.14IS926)**O.5 
B8=AA(11 

HI CCNT HluE 
J : 390 
DO 20 1=392,78U 
Z(l) = -,i(J) 
AA(I)=AA(I-l)+AA(w)-AA(J-l) 
J : J ... ! 

20 CeNT II .. UE 
END I\ORMAL cURVE 

'102 FORMAT (lSJ 
PR HiT 45, IY 

4S FORMAT (3(/),2U~,·T~EkMAL DISTRESS,FATIGUE. YEAR NO. *,15) 

C LINEAH LUGA~ITH~IC INT~~POLATION OF FATIGUE CONSTANTS FOR AVERAGE 
C MONTHLY VALUES Of IN SERVICESTIFFNESSES. 

DC ,+00 1=1,1t! 
00 50 (I l\u=l, NU r 
IF(NU.EU.l.ANU.~AVE(I).LT.EEXP( I" GO TO III 
IF(r-.II.t::~.NUT.ANC.EAVE(!).GT.EEXP(NU» GO TO 222 
IF(EAVE(I).GT.EEXPCNU)J GO TO sao 
NUM=NU- J. - " 
AC=ALOG10(A(NUM»·ALO~lU(A(NU») 
IF(A(NU).A(NUM»7 1,7 1,72 

71 NUA:Nu $ Go 10 73 
72 NUA=NU~ -



208 

73 FF(l)mALOGIO(A(~U~».(AHS(AD)/(ALOGIO(EEXP(NU». 
lALOGlO(EEXP(NUM»».A~S(ALOulO(EEXP(NUA»-ALOGlOrEAVE(I») 
F(I)=l.l.l/(lO.O**(ABS(FF(I»» 

C F(I) 15 TrlE ANTILCGARITHIM OF FF(I) KNOWING THAT FF(I) IS NEGATIVE C ~ _____ ~ ________________________ _ 

BD=ALOG10(~(NUM»-ALOblO(8(NU» 
IF(8(:,/U).t:HNUM» 76,1t?,77 

70 N~B=NU ) GO TO 78 
f7 NUB =NLlM 
(8 GG(1)=ALOGI0(H(~Ub»+(A8S(BW)/(ALOGIO(EEXP(NU»_ 

lALOGlO(EEXP(NUM»»*AdS(ALOGlO(EEXP(NUe»-ALOG10(EAVE(1») 
G(I)::lO.oo*GG(I) 

C G(l) IS THE ANTrLCGARITHIM UF GG(I) 
GC TO 400 

SO 0 CO NT II~UE 
4UO CONT yr\lUt:: 

P~II\iT 35 
J5 FORMAT (/,7~,*MCNTH.'~X'*AVE.MAX.STlF.PSIO,4X'*AVE.MAX.STHAIN0, 

1 SX.OFHONT CUNST.*,6A,oEXP~CONST.o,SX.ON(FATIGUf LIFEjo) 
De 600 1=1,12 
A~AVE(Iy,I)=F(l)*(l.O/SAVE(l».oG(I) 
P~INT 34t1'EAVE(I) 'SAVE<I) ,,.(r> 'G(I) 'ANAVE<IY'I> 

~4 FeRMAT (5X'I~,lOX'E12.4,SX'E12.4,5X,E12.4,~X'E12.4,5X'F.12.4) 
600 CCNTINUE 

P~INT 49,SIGM 
49 FeRMAT (/,lOX,*LOG. STANOARD UEVIATION OF FATIGUE LIFEo,FIO.o) 

P~I~T 3b -
Jb fOR~AT (/I'lOX'~~C.OF MONTHS*'lOX,*CI-FT2/1000FT2*' 

* lOx,oCI-FT/IOOOFT2 o) 
C CALCULATION OF CRACKING INDEX USING THE MINER HVpOTHESIS CONCEPT 

L=O 
D.c 7 0 0 I = 1 , 78 0 
D=o.o 
DC 50 J=l,IY 
Do 800 Kal,12 
X:=ANAV£(J,K) 
Y=AL0610(X)-SIG~Ol(I) 
A~ALPH(K)~lO.O·*V 

BOO V(K)=30.0/ANALP~(~) 
Dc 1000 M~1,12 
D=O+V(M) 
!F(U-l.O) 1,2,2 

1 IF(M.EQ.12) GO TO 51 
1000 CONTINuE. 

51 IF(J.ElaletY) GO TO 88a 
~o CCNTINUE 

2 L=L+l 
IF (L-l) 3,3,4 

4 LM=L-l 
IT(L)=M+(J-l)*12 
IF(IT(LM)eE<aI.IT(L» GU TO 6 
GO TO 5 

3 IT(L):M+(J-l)*12 
5 ClaAA(I)olOOO.O 

ClL=CI/5.0 ' 
JJ:(IV- 1)o12 
IF(IT(L)-JJ) 6,~,52 

52 P R I 1'0/ T 1". 1 T ( L) ,c It C I L 



11 FORMAT (lOX,I5,15 X,F10.4,15X,F10 •• ' 
b IYF=Ty o 12 

IF(lT(lJ.Ew.IyF) GO TV 999 
7UL: . CCr .. T 1 :~lJE. 
ij~b IF(l-0) 55,55 ,999 

:;,:, PRII\T :>b,IY 

209 

~b FCR~'Al U,lOX,*THEHE IS NO THERMAL FATIGUE CRACKING IN YEAR *,15) 
ell = 0.0 
GC ln YI..J9 

111 PRl~T 112,EAVE<I) 
1ii FCRMAT (5X,*PLEASE IN~UT MIX. STIFF~ESS lEss T~AN*,E12.4,*PSI.) 

GC Tn 1.19q " 

222 P~INT 223'EAVE(t) 
223 FCRNAT (SX,*PLtASE IN~UT MIX. STIFFhESS GAEATEH THAN*,E12.4,*PSI*) 
9~9 CCNTT~UE . 

RE TUMr
EI'ILJ 
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Sl.;I3rt nUTINE SnmTH <TMlxMX,SA,SH) 
C 
C STkNTH ESTIMATtS ~IXTU~E TENSILE STRENGTH AS A FUNCTION OF 
C ASP~ALT STIFFNESS (PRUVIDING THAT T~E MAXI~UM TENSILE 
C STRt::W;TH IS Kr40Vi~) 
C 

DIMENSICN Xf.((20) ,SR(20) .TS(16) ,SN(16) 
DATA ~R/.O~5,.045'.Ob~'.075;.085,.095,.135 •• 175,.22,.24,.26, 

• .3S •• 455,.S2~,.5?5,.~~5,.7~,.95,1.O,.99,.97S,.9,.84,.~~,.81,.81 
DATA S~/.I,.2,.4,.b,.b'1.,2.,4.,6.,B.,10.,20.'40.,60.,aO.'100., 
·200.'~OO.'OOO.'800"lOOO.'2000.'4000,.6000 •• 8000"100 00.1 

C SR=~S~HALT CEMt~T STIffNESS IN KG/C~~ 
C XR=CO~~OSPUN~ING(SR) ~ATIO uF MIXTURE TENSILE STRENGTH TO 
C MAXI~UM MIXTURE TtNSILE STRENGTH • 

.:11 IF (SA-SR(l» 21,~1.22 
~l XA=Xf.;(lJ 

C SA=ST iF FI~ESS 0t- ASPHALT IN KG/CM2. 
C XA=CO~kOSPONOING MATIO OF MIXTURE STRENGTH TOTHE MAXIMUM 
C MIXTUkE STHENGr~. 

GQ TO "J'N 
22 IF (SA-SR(26» 23'~4,~~ 
24 XA =x~(26) 

GC TO Y99 
c3 CCNT I ",ut: 

DO IOO 1=2,20 
IF (SA-Sj:Hll) 25,25,100 

lUO CGNTlh,UE 
~5 It",l=I .. l 

IF (x..,q)-XtHIMl» 27,28,28 
21 f.1=! 'fi''tM=IMI $ GC !O 2'7 
28 M=IMl " MM=1 
29 XA= X~(~)+ «XH(M~)-X~(M»/'A~S'ALOGIO(SR(MM)/S~(M»»). 

I (A~S(ALO~lO(SA/SR(M»» 
9IJY CC~JT PJUE 

S~=,"A*T~IXMX 
RE TUf<'~ 
EJ\[) 



S~8~OUTIN~ LTC (S~,SOT,S,SDS,RLTC) 
C 
C LTC P~EUICTS LO~ lE~P~"ATU~~ CRACKI~G. 
C 

DIMENS!UN LIIouO),AA(lOOO) 
D~ II SOT~~~+SOS**2 
DtlS II SQRT (l.)M) 
Z~ = (SH-S)/Dp.,S 
IFCZM.GT.3.9) ~C TO 999 
IF (]M.LT.-3.9) GC TO 888 
88=0,0 
DO 1U 1=1,391 
'xI=I 
Z(I)II(391.-XI)/lOO. 
Y=Z(l).O.OOS 
AA(I)=BB .O.Ol*EXP(-Y~Y/2_)/(2_*3_141S926)**O.5 
S8=AA(I) 
IF(ZM_GE.Z(I» GO TO J 

.l 0 ceNT I I'.UE 
J = 3~O 
DC 20 1;:39~,780 
Z(1) = -Z(J) 
AA(I);:AA(I-1)+A~(J)_AA(J_l) 
J ;: J-l 
IF(ZM.GE.Z(I») GO TO 3 

,,0 CCNTINUE 
3 RLTC2 = AA(l)*lOOO.O 

RLTCII~LTC2/~_0 $GO TO 777 
9~9 RLTC.U.O $ GO TO 117 
8~8 RLTC II 100-0 
777 ceNT It~UE 

RETURN 
EI\O 
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INPUT GUIDE 

NTOT 

(1) ~I~5-L ____________________________________________ __ 

NTOT ~ total number of pavements 

Repeat the following tables NTOT times: 

IPROB TITLE 

(2 ) ~I=5~~5~X __ ~ ______ ~FA=1~O __ ~/r=J 

IPROB ~ identification number of the pavement 

TITLE problem description 

TM 

(3) IFlo.3 

TM ~ time of thermal loading, seconds 

ANNVE ANR TR 

(4) IFlo.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 

ANNVE = annual average temperature (0 F) 

ANR = annual range temperature (0 F) 

TR ~ daily range temperature (0 F) 

v w S AK BS X 

(5) I FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 

V = annual average wind speed (mph) 

W = mixture density (pounds per cubic foot) 
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S :; mixture specific heat, BTU per pound, 0 F 

AK :; o mixture conductivity, BUT per square foot per hour, F per foot 

x :; depth below surface for calculation (inches) 

SRA SRM 

(6) IFlo .3 FlO.3 

SRA = annual average solar radiation, Langleys 

SRM =: July average solar radiation, Langleys 

OPEN TPT ORB TFOT 

(7) !FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 

OPEN = original penetration (Dmm at S seconds) 

TPT = penetration temperature (0 F) 

ORB = original softening point (0 F) 

TFOT = thin film oven test (percent penetration) 

PSG GG GS PAY 

(8) lFlo.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 FlO.3 

PSG == percent asphalt by weight of aggregate 

GG :; specific gravity of aggregate 

GS == specific gravity of asphalt 

PAY == percent air voids in the mixture 

NEN eVA 

(9) IISIFS.ol 

NEN == number of thermal coefficients of contraction ( a ) inputs 

eVA == coefficient of variation of a 
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TSE(I), I : 1, NEN 

16FS.0 ( ...... 1 _______ ""'--________ _ 

TSE : temperatures at which a is input 

CEC 

lCROSE 

CEC(I), I : 1, NEN 

16FS.0 (~L_ ______ -----L ________ _ 

corresponding 
S a X 10.0 

(10) ~1~S~ ____________________________________________ ___ 

ICROSE : strength option counter, where 

ICROSE : 1, if mixture strength as function of temperature is input, and 

lCROSE : 2, if maximum mixture strength is the only input. 

If lCROSE : 1 

NSN CVT 

lIS I FS.O 

NSN : number of mixture strength inputs 

CVT : coefficient of variation of strength 

TS(I), I : 1, NSN 

16FS.0 NL-_______ .L....-_______ _ 

TS : temperatures at which strength is input, 0 F 

SN(I), 1 : 1, NSN 

16FS.0 ((L. ______ ----I ________ __ 

SN : corresponding strength, psi 



If ICHOSE = 2 

TMIXMX CVMX 

I flO. 3 1 flO. 3 

TMIXMX = maximum tensile strength of the mixture, psi 

CVMX = coefficient of variation of maximum mixture strength 

NUT SIGM 

(11) ·115 1 flO. 5 1 
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NUT = total number of fatigue inputs (each input consists of stiff
ness and two constants) 

SIGM = logarithmic standard deviation of fatigue life, one value for 
all inputs 

EEXP A B 

IEi5.5 E15.5 E15.5 Repeat NUT times 

EEXP = stiffness of the mixture 

A = the frontal constant of the fatigue equation 

B = the exponential constant of the fatigue equation 

KYEAR 

(12) ~I~5~ ____________________________________________ _ 

KYEAR = design period in years 
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APPENDIX 6 

ONTARIO TEST ROADS AND STE. ANNE TEST ROAD DATA, 
USED FOR THE VERIFICATION OF THE 

TEMPERATURE-CRACKING SYSTEM 
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PAV,SEC,NO. 1 ASPHALT SIJPPLtER NO 1 • ONTARIO 

TIME OF LOADING ,SEC = 3600,000 

MONTH ceDE 
JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV, DEC. 

1 2 
JAN. FEB. 

7 8 

ANNUAL AVEPAGE 
ANNUI\L RANGE 
DAILY RANGE 

3 4 
MAR, APR. 

9 10 

AIR TE~PER~TU~E 
,OEG.F 
,DEG.F 
,DEG.F 

~ 

MAY. 
11 

= 
• 
• 

~ 

JUNF ;? 

44,820 
67,400 
18'600 

FACTORS AFFECTtNG 
~NNUI\L AvE,SOLAR RAD. ,LANGLEYS 

PAV, TEMP. 

JULY AVE,SOLAR RAD. ,LANGLEYS 
ANNUAL AVE,WINO VEL. ,MPH, 
SURFACF ABSORBTIVITY 

== 314,200 
== 538,000 
== 9,47t:; 

DEPTH FOR CALClILATION,IN. 
:; ,950 
• 0,000 

~IX. CONDUCTIVITY ,BTU-FT-HR-F. • ,700 
~IX. SPECIFIC HEAT ,BTU.LB-F, a ,220 
~IX. OENSITY ,LR/FT3 • 149,200 

OHIG. 
PEN. 
ORIA. 
THIN 

PCT. 
ASPH. 
AGG. 
~IX. 
AGG. 
COEF. 

COEF. 
tJAX. 
COEF. 

ASPHALT PRCpEHTIES 
PE~ETRATION ,OMM-5SEC, == 
TEST TEMP. ,OEG.F == 
SOFTE~ING POINT,DEG.F r. 
FILM OVEN TEST ,PCT.ORIG,PEN, • 

MIXTURF PROPE~TIES 
ASPHALT ,By wT,OF AGG •• 
SPECIFIC GRAV. • 
SPECIFJC GRAV, • 
AIR yeIDS ,PERCE~T" • 
VOL. CONCENTRATION .CALCULATED • 
OF CONTRACTION TEMP(F) 

..10 

OF VAPIATION 
TEN,STRENr,TH 
of yARIATION 

o 
10 

210 
of ALPH 

,PSI 
OF MAX,STRENGTH 

INPUT FATIGUE DATA 

a 

• 
• 

83,000 
77,000 

115,060 
67,500 

S,9~0 
1,000 
2,6S? 
3,200 
,B~i 

ALPH ( 10*.5) 
1,000 
l,?QQ 
1,400 
1,8no 
,100 

500,000 
,2no 

FATIGUE 
tfIX,STTF, (PSI) 

1.QOOOE+Ol 
5.0000£+06 

CURVE NaA*(l,O/STRAIN)iiR 
CONST,A CONST.8. 
I,OOOOE_02 3,OOOOE.QO 
a,oooDE-13 3,9500E.OO 
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FAV.SEC.NO. 1 AsPHJ'\l T SUPPLIER 2 -
ONTARIO 

'r IME OF LCAiJJNG ,SEC = 3600.000 

t-10N T H CODE 
JULY AUG. SEPT. CCT. NOV. DEC. 

1 2 3 4 ~ II 
JAN. fEB. tJ'AP. APR. MAY. JUNF: 

7 8 

ANNUAL AVE-RAGE 
AI'4NUAL RANGE 
DAILY RAI'iGE 

9 10 

tlI'1 TErvPERATUHE 
,OEG.F 
.DE'G.F 
,o£G.F 

11 

FACTORS AFFECTING 
ANNUAL AVE.SOLAP RAD. ,LANGLEYS 
JULY A~E.SCLA~ RAD. 'LAN~LEYS 
ANNUAL AVE.WItJO VEL. ,MPH. 
SURFACF A~SORBTJVITY 
DEPTH FOR CALCULATION,IN. 
~IX. CONOUCTtVTTY .BTU-fl-~R-F. 
~lX. SPECIFIC HEAT ,BTU-La-F. 
~IX. DtNSITY ,LB/FTJ 

ASPHALT PROPEKTIES 

:: 

= 
:: 

12 

44.820 
67.400 
18.600 

PAVe TEMP. 
:: 314.200 
= 538.000 
= 9.471:\ 
= .950 
= 0.000 
:: .100 
= .2?n 
= 148.200 

ORIG. 
PEN. 
OAIG. 
fHIN 

PENETRATTON ,DMM-5SEC. = 96.00(1-
77.000 

115.1flO 
60.400 

PCT. 
ASPH. 
AGG. 
~IX. 
AGG. 
COEF. 

CV OF 
MAX. 
COEF. 

TEST TEMP.,DEG.F 
SOFTE~INA POl~T,DEG.f 
FILM OVEN TF.ST 'PCT.ORIG.PEN. 

MIxTURE PROPEKTIES 
ASPt-;ALT ,By ~T.OF AGG. 
SPECIFIC (,k AV. 
SPECIFIC G~AV. 

AIR VOIDS 'PERCE~T 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
:: 

= 
VOL. CONCFNTRATION .CALCULATEO :: 
Or CONT~Ac'r t ON TEMP (F, 

-70 
0 

70 
210 

ALP!"! :: 

TE,.... S TREI"G TH ,PSI = 
of VARIATION of MAX.STRENGTI1 = 

INPUT FAtIGUE DATA 

5.9AO 
1.000 
2.6t?,7 
2.400 
.864 

ALPH(10*.5) 
1 000 . . 
1.200 
1.400 
l.eoo 

.100 
500.000 

.200 

FATIGUE 
PI.!X.STTF.(PSI) 

1.00001::;+01 
5.0000E+06 

CURVE N=.*(1.0/STRAtN)iiB 
CONST.A CONST.S 
1.OOOOE-02 3.0000E+00 
8.0000E-13 3.9500E+OO 



FAV.sEe.NO. 1 ONTA~IC TEST !-lOADS S3 HO) ;>/11172 

TIME Of LOADING ,SF.'C = 3600.000 

MONTH COOE 
JULY AUG. SEPT. eCT. NOV. DEC. 

1 Z 3 4 => 6 
JAN. FEf:i. MAR. APR. tAA't. JUNF 

1 8 9 10 11 i2 

AIH TE~PERATUrcE 
ANNUAL AVERAGE ,DEG.F = 44.S?0 
ANNUAL RANGE ,DFG.F = 67,400 
DAILY RANGE ,DEG.F = Uh6no 

FACTORS AFFECTING PAVe TEtoIP. 
ANNUAL AVE.SCLA~ RAIJ. ,LANGLEYS = 314.200 
JULY AVE.SOLAR RAD. ,LANGLEYS = 538.000 
ANNUAL AvE.WIND VEL. ,MPH, = 9."75 
SURF. AdSORBTIVyTY = .950 
DEPTH FOR CALC. ,IN. : 0.000 
MIX. CONDUCTIVITY ,BTU-FT-t-tR-F. : .100 
MIX, SPECIFIC HEAT ,BTU-La-F. = .220 
t-'IX. DE.NSITY 'L~/FT3 = 148.500 

ASPHALT PROPE~TIES 
ORIG. PENETRATION ,OMM-5SEC. :I 87.00(1 
PlN. TEST TEMP.,OEG.F : 77.000 
OIolIG. SOFTEt\ING POINT,QEG.F : 119.000 
THIN FILp,I OVEN ,PER.PEN. = 61.000 

MI~TU~f PROPE~TIES 
PER. ASPt-IALT ,BY ViT.OF A6G. = 6.4;>0 
ASPH. SPECIFIC Gi-IAV. = 1.000 
lIGG, SPECIFIC GHAV. : 2.627 
f<~ 1 X. AIR VOIDS ,PEHeEt\T = 2.2no 
AGG. VOl.CONC. ,CAlCUI..ATEU : .e~6 
COEF. of CCNT~peTION TEMP(F) AlPH (10**5) 

-70 1.000 
0 1.200 

70 1.400 
210 l.s00 

ev OF AlPI-t : .100 
tlAX. TEN.STRENGT'" ,PSI : 500.000 
Cv OF MAX. STRENGTH = .200 

INPUT FATIGUE DATA 
FATIGUE 

f'l'lX.STIF.(PSI) 
1.00001:.+01 
5.0000E+06 

CURVE N=AO(l.O/STRAIN)*OB 
CONST.A CONST.B 
l,OOOOE-02 3.0000E+00 
a.OOOOE-13 3.9500E+OO 
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~AV.S[C.NO. 61 5T£ lI.Nf-I£ - 3/23/19/2 

T ll~f or LC AU I f,I(~ ·SEC - 3600.000 -
r..O\'ljTt-I CCOE 

JULY AUG. SEPT. CCT. NOV. CEr.. 
1 2 3 4 !;) ,., 

JAN. FEB. !"dR. APR. ~AY. JUNE 
7 8 

ANNUAL AVl:RAGE 
ANNUAL R~I\lGE 
DAILy RAI'tGE 

9 10 

AI~ TErvPERATU,.(F.: 
.DEG.f 
,[JEG.F 
.DE(j.F 

1 1 

FACToRS AFFECTING 
ANNUAL AvE.SCLAR reAD. ,LANGLtYS 
JULY AvE.SCLAP RAn. .LANGLEYS 
ANNllAL AVE.WINo VEL. ,MPH. 
SUt-IFACF AbSOR8TIVllY 
Dl:PTH FOR CIoILCliLA r rON, It~. 
tvIX. CONDUCTIVITY ,fjTU-fT-~R-F, 
t-frx. SfJE:.CIFIC HE 1\ T .BTU.Ltl-F. 
'" LX. Dt:NSlTY 'L8/ FTJ 

ASPr1AL T PROPlHTtES 
CRIG. PE,NETFiATloN .DMH-5SEc. 
PEN. TI:.5T TEMP, .DE(3.t-
CHIG. sofTE~ING PO I!,JT, DEG.f 
TtiIN FiLM C VF. ,,! If:'5T ,peT.OFiIG'Pt."" 

• 
~11xTURF PROPt.r<TIES 

peT, AS .... HALT • HY , .. 1. OF AGG • 
A5PH. spECIFIC m.,AV. 
AGG, SPECIFIC (~k A V • 
r.'lX. A!fo< vCIn~ 'PE~CE~T 
AuG. vULt cor~n:NTRA T 1 ON -CALCULATED 
COEF, of CONTj.l tiCT ION TEMP(F) 

-10 
210 

COEF. Of VARIATIOI\ Of ALP.., 
r' AX. TEN. STREI\,(iTI-i 'PSI 
COEF. Or VAj:;IATfOI\ of MAX.STkEN6TH 

FATIGUE 
~lX.STTF. (PSI) 

1.0000E,+Ol 
5.0000E.+06 

;; 

;; 

;; 

PAVe 
;; 

;; 

;; 

= --
= --
= 

= 
;; 

= ;; 

= 
:I 

= 
;; 

;; 

12 

36.6('0 
80.000 
20.900 

TEMP. 
312.000 
514.000 

ll.noo 
.950 

0.000 
.700 
.220 

146.000 

254.0On 
77.000 
88.0('10 
44·3nn 

5.30n 
1.00n 
2.650 
4.000 

.8",1=1 
ALPH(10"o5) 

1.n~t) 
1.~no 

= .100 
:I 550.000 
= .200 



r:A\J.~FC.NO. 62 STE ANf\E - J/23/1972 

T II'lr OF LC AIH ,,,(; ,SEC = 3600.000 

t·1UNTH CCUE 
JULY ~UG. ~EpT. ceT. NOV. on: • 

1 2 3 '+ ::I ~ 
JAN. fEH. tv'AR. APR. ~AY. JUr..JF -, 8 

Af;lNUAL AIJt:."AGE 
AI';IIlUAL kANGt. 
ell IL Y ~141'-JGE 

q 10 

Al~ Tf.tlPEHATU~f. 
,DEG.F 
,OE(;.F 
,OEG.F 

11 

FAeToHS AFFECTING 
ANNUAL Allt:..SCLAP HAll. ,LANGLEY'S 
JULY AvE.SCLAR RAt>. ,LANGLEYS 
ANNUAL AIJE.WINO VEL. ,MPH. 
SURFACE AbSO~BTJVITY 
CEPTH FOH CALCULATION,IN. 
MIX. CUNOUCTIVITY ,ijTU-FT-~R-F. 
"'IX. SPECIFIC HEAT ,tlTU-LS-F. 
~lx. otNSITY ,LB/FT3 

ASPHALT PRCPE:.rnIES 
OI-lIG. PENEHiATION ,DMM-5SEC. 
PEN. TtSr TEMP. ,DEG.f 
CtHG. suFTEI\ If-l(-j POINT,DEG.F 
T h 11\; F1LM CVEf'Il TEST ,PCT.ORIG.PEN. 

~'IXTURE PRCPEHTIES 
PCT. A!:i~HALT ,8Y \liT.OF A6(;. 
ASPh. C;t-irCIFIC GHAV. 
AGG. S~[CIFIC (,!-lAV. 
~IX. A!h velDS 'PERCE~T 
IIGG. vuL. COI\:CfNTRATION -CALCULATEO 
COEF. Or CCtHRt.CT ION TEMP(f) 

-70 
210 

COEF. Of VARIATJOt-t Of ALP", 
tlAX. TfN.STRENGTI"l ,PSI 
COfF. of VARIATJOr-. of' MAX.STRENGTH 

INPUT FA'rIGUE DATA 

= 
= 
= 

12 

36.600 
80.000 
20.900 

PAVe TEMP. 
= 312.000 
= 514.000 
= 11.000 
= .950 
= 0.000 
;: .1110 
;: .2?O 
;: 148.01'0 

;: 159.000 
;: 77.00,'1 
;: 102.000 
;: 47.000 

;: 5.000 
;: 1.000 
;: 2.650 
;: 5.400 
;: .S,,? 

ALPH(10+oS) 
1.0 00 
l.flOO 

== ·iOO 
a: 650. 00 
;: .200 

FATIGliE 
tJ1X.STIF.(PS!) 

1.0000E+Ol 
5.0000E+Oo 

CURVE N==AOn.O/STRAIN).*g 
CONST.A CONST.8 
1.OOOOE-02 3.0000E+OO 
~.OOOOE·13 3.9S00E+OO 
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FAV.SFC.NO. 63 STt ANI\E TEST ROAD - 3/23/1972 

Tlt.1f OF LCAtJI'iG .SEC = 3600.000 

MONTH CODE 
JULY 

1 
AUG. SEPT. CCT. NOV. DEC. 

2 -3 4 :;) f, 
JAN. FEI:J. /liAR. APR. MAY. JUNF 

7 8 

ANNUAL AVlRAGE 
ANNUAL RANGE 
OAILY RANGE 

9 10 

AI~ TE,-,PER,ATUr<E 
.DFG.F 
,UEG.F 
,DEG.F 

1 1 

FACTORS AFFECTING 
ANNUAL A~l.SCL~P RAD. ,LANGLEYS 
JULY A~E.SOLMR RAI). ,LANGLEYS 
ANNUAL AVE.WINO VEL. ,MPH. 
SU~FACF AbSORBTl.VITy 
Ct:'.PTH FOR C"LCIILAT10N'lt~. 
~IX. CUNcUcTrVITY 'BTU-FT-HR-F. 
~IX. s~tCIFIC HEAT ,BTU-LB-F. 
~lX. o~~SITY ,LH/FT3 

ASPtillL 1 PROPEtHIES 
OHIG. Pt::NETPAT If}/\: ,UMI'1-SSEC. 
PI;;.N. Tt:.Sr TI-:tl.P '" ,O[G.F 
ORIG. SOFTEI\ING POlhJT.OEG.F 
T H I "I FIL~ OVEN TEST ,peT.ORIG.PEN. 

~1l)( TURE PRQPEr<TIES 
FeT. ASPt-'ALT • HY \.tIT.OF AGG • 
ASPH. StJECIFIC G~AV. 
AI.JG. SPL:.CIFIC GRAV. 
~lX. Alk VCIDS ,PERCE/liT 
AGG. VUL. CONrfNTRATION -CALCUL.ATED 
COfF. OF CCNTRACTION TEMP (F) 

-70 
210 

COEF. OF V.AftIATIO~ OF ALP", 
"'AX. TEN. STREN(Ht-; 'PSI 
COEF. I)f VARIATID~ OF MAX.STRENGTH 

= 
= 
= 

I? 

36.600 
80.000 
20.900 

PAVe TE"'P. 
= 312.000 = 514.000 
::I 11.000 
:I: .9~O 
:I: 0.000 
= .700 
::I .2?o 
:I: 148.000 

;; 192.00(1 
= 77.01'10 
;; 95.01'10 
;;; 44.100 

;; 4.S00 
;; 1.000 
= 2.6,)0 
:I: 4.900 
C .Fl71 

ALPH ( 1 ~OO5) 
1.0~0 
1.800 

C .100 
;; 4S0.~OO 
:a • 00 

INPUT FATIGUE DATA . 
FATIGUE 

tJIX.STlF. (PSI) 
1.0000E+01 
5.0000t::+ 06 

CURVE NCAO(l.O/STRAIN)OOB 
CONST.A CONST.R 
1.0000E-02 3.0000E+00 
H.0000E-13 3.9500E+OO 
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